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Act  ... to "r C ... are vorld vlde. they include 
auch diver•• eaperlencea •• trenaceadental .,atlcal experience• end O.lnea• 
"r.,..d•catlOll.• ParadoalcallJ, aa a .. taphor c:oenotln1 aomathl .... alrahle, 
lt la dylftl, la the aen•• that It la .. lther a fraah ..., , .. ,. hrl•ll•I oae'a 
1aaalnaUoa alha, aor a daad •taphor, uaod ao lona thot tt haa o c-oly 
tmderatood ftaod -••••• It la u l•ortat, hut_.,, ... .,., broad_. 
locroaotnaly cllched concept. 0.0 of tho ... t profoua4 ott••t• to define, 
Ullderatand and rala• co .. clouaneaa h .. been .... hJ Paulo Pralre, e 
lraallt .. adult• .. ucator and polttlcel or .. •l•er. Ila uoderataadl•I of 
• conactanti&acao ta daacrlhed tn ••••ral phtloaophtc treatl••• and ha• 
ptdod -r - efforta to ralH conaclouaMH of poUUcel oppreaalot1 ta 
lc.....,r _. tlM u.1. 
Althoulh fratre ta voll known, particularly to "third vorld" coua-
trtea, hia theorlao are 1aoerally nlallDdaratood for tvo raaaOtla. Pratr• 
baa ......... •• ... 1101ly af f ectl .. , ef f lcteat ad..tt literacy proar ... 
llaay •H- th•t thta lt.lted focua ... thaa• .. thoda ere tlMI aua _. • .._ 
etaace of "c0119Cloatlaaceo." ......,.r, ht• latereat• frGel tha outaot .. r• 
to ... llterecy tretnt .. aa • vehicle for halpl•I tha Illiterate, "votceleaa" 
• 1t.e tal'9 c~tenttsacao baa c ... to rapraaeat • vertety of dlffer-
•t aapect8 I• Pretn • theorlH. It •111 M .... I• thla et.., to dffcrllle 
tha devol.,...ul proc•H tllroqh ,.lch •• t.,tvld•l ••ao fr• •1tcal, to 
naive, to crlUcel -cl-•••· !lie t•,. ha• .... c-rvod i• tt• ron-
1 .... form ta ewold conf ... tOll •Ith at.Iler, .. t haatcollr dtfferont, conc.,ta 
_. ta .. ,._. te tu orlataa. C!!!cl!!tlff5!0 Ifill loo .W.revtatad H "C." 
.. 
poor to "rud" their eoclo-polltlcal end econo•lc sltuet1on, to understand 
hov the •Y•tet1 vlctl•lae• 01RJ oppre•••• the•, end to t•k• epproprtate, 
collaborative, d...,crattc action to tranaform the ayat••· Becomtn1 literate 
la ~oth the proceaa of readin1 and vrltln1 aa well •• the popullet political 
proceee of collabor•llvelv na•ln1, undaretandln1 and democratlcally trena-
formln1 eoclety. 
Second, UnJ people •launderatand f<elr•'• contribution• o>ac:iuae hta 
~ricin~• are abatract and oan•• el.oat to the pulnc of lapenecr~bllicy. 
"L!ter•cy, •• "lncrea•ln1 con•ciouene••," "hecomin-. !IM>re fully huaan," "ltbet'a-
tion," are all ueed •~non~·MOualy .nd •re never uefineJ :oncretely. The 
•t•gea of coneclouan•••· ~hlch .. rk point• on the develop119ntal <~ntlnuua 
~f !ttarac1, conaclouene••· nU1Ynneee, and liberation are •••enti~l :o 
unJeratandln1 theaa <oncepta and hla peda101lcal "ethod, but 3re Jeacrthed 
?•rtlelly ln vid•IJ •catrereu piece• ln hla vrltlnK• and are not tlluatreted 
·.tlth concrete eaa•plea. 
lheH tvo probleu fruetreted out aue..,u to underetand •·relr•'• 
!d•••• and It vaa Important to ar••P hla concept• •• guldea for our ovn vork 
ln runl £cuador, ln U.S • . ~unlor hllh achoob, tn -n'• coneclouaneaa-
r•laln1 1roupa, In whit• and ule conaclouaneea-r•laln& 1roup•, and ta 
uaderat•ndln1 our ovn ltvtn1 •ltuatlon. lie needed to define conactentl•aceo 
aore broadl' than edult llterecy, and more concretely than rrelr•'• ahatru•• 
phtloaophlaln1. Ve reeaoned that tf ve could create an operetlon•l defini-
tion of conaclentl&acao, ta other vorda, a va, of .. aaurtn1 it, ve vould 
heva raeched • claer underatendl .. of the term. And, ve vould have a •thod 
of accurately 1•u1tn1 th• level of conactouene•• in altuatlona before end 
vi 
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after effort• to raiae conaciouaneaa. Our effort• aa facilltatora, thua, 
•iaht be aore fully lnfol'lllld and effective. Thia hypotheala, thia vay of 
trylna to underatand Freire, thla ••t of practical aoala atartad • three-
year effort, part of vhlch la a ..... rlaed ln our flrat docuaent, a deacrlptlon 
and llluatratlon of the ataae• of conaclentlaacao. Thia aecond docuaent pro-
vldea detailed lnatructiona for lndlvlduala vho vlah to learn hov to aeaaure 
conacientiaacao, operationally. 
lloat reaearch project• are lonely efforta. Contrary to the nora, 
thla vor• la part of a coordlnatad aet of lntenalve effort• to undaratand 
and apply Paulo Freire'• Ideology and aethoda. Each reaearch atudy 
•trangthena the effort• of a growlna aroup of educator• to overcoae opprea-
•ion. Mary Ellen Haraon coapleted an Initial exlaeala of Freire'• concept• 
and provided a co11prehenalve underpinning through the phlloaophy of Hac"urry. 
Bill Smith haa developed a method of .. aaurlna and applying Freire'• central 
•pt to daily altuationa. The phlloaophlc and operational clarity pro-
vlded by theae two atudlea haa allowed other• to ••••Ina critically, and to 
conceptually lntearate and underatand, voaen'a conaclouaoeaa-ralalna efforta, 
the develop .. nt of plannln1 coapetence In ll•c• American teacher trainee•, 
the nature of llac• Aaerlc•n Identity develop .. nt and lta relation to 
counaelln1 practlcea, and the oppreaalon of junior htah achool atudenta 
throuah achool dlaclpllne practlc••· 
The•• lntallectual axtenaiona of Frair•'• thaorl•• have provided the 
beata for e .. jor project ve are cellto1 "Social Literacy Trainin1." At 
preaent, It include• cadre• of taechera in over JO public achoola In four 
atatea, three unlveralty center• end 1rowtn1 national tntereat. la 1enerel, 
vii 
theae effort• are alaed at lncreaalng the deaocratlc participation of 
teacher•, atudenta and adalnlatratora In tranaforalna oppreaalve aapecta of 
the ayatea of achoollna. We have launched a najor effort to apply Social 
Literacy training to the aolution of probl••• cauaed by the deae1ra1atlon 
of the Springfield (Haaa.) and Hartford (Ct.) achool ayatena. Doctoral 
project diaaertatlona are underway that apply Social Literacy Tralnlna to 
ralalna the conaclouaneaa of wo .. n who are potential achool ad•lnlatratora, 
to high achoo! teacher•, and junior high achool teachera. And, ve are 
taklna atep• to create a national network of aoclal literacy aroupa aupported 
by the voluntary ef forta of teacher• vho vant to collaborate vlth paera In 
aolving laportant proble .. In their achoola. 
"uch of thla vor• would not have been poaalble without the extenalva, 
aubatantive contribution• of .. ny Ecuadorean•, both campeainoa and ataff 
aenbera of the "onforaal Education project. Their experience, lnataht, and 
peralatent queatlonlna vare crucial In the develop .. nt of the coding ayat ... 
Their vlllin~ne•• to participate deaplte aoae atrona •l•alvlna• about the 
potential alau••• of the raaulta la • leaacy of truat aettlna • high atandard 
for all who read and conaldar ualna thaae reaulta. The develop,..nt of a 
theory and technique• In • thlrd-vorld aettlna that aubaequently facilitate 
effort• within the United Stat•• la • healthy reveraal of our noraal pattern 
of dlaa .. inatlon froa the United State• to othara. Thoae of ua et UtlASS tlbo 
have been fortunate enou1h to work vlth the Ecuadorean• have participated to 
a unique learntn1 •KJ•rlence froa which va have .,,.raed aore cooactoua of 
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•Y MDSUllP. COllllCHllTllACAO? 
CITI UIU AllD HUSU) 
P•ulo Frein 9adl eon.c1enti1•c•o 
cleh .... ni1•tion, eltho11erh • concrete hi•tori-
c•l f•ct, i• not a qi,,.n cle•tiny; but th• r••ult of en 
unju•t order Oiit •119•nder• violence in the oppr•••or•, 
vhlc:h in tum cleh-h•• the oppra .. ad. · (Frain, UH 
p. HJ , 
Pretra ball•,,.• tllet an unju•t order, • •Y•t .. of 
norme, procedure•, rule• and 1•"8 coerce• individual• to be-
11.,,. tllet poverty •nd lnju•tice •r• inevitable fact• of 
h .... n ••i•t•ncer that thl• unju•t order place• power in th• 
bande of •o.e and myth• in the •ind• of ell. 
Power ii u1ad by thl• unju1t •ociety to coerce and 
victla11e o,,.rtly, wlaile •octal myth1, d11torted concept• of 
h .... n realitr, ju•tlfy and ratlonall1e the coercion. The 
powerful r19hteou1ly believe ther ere obli9ated to ••• their 
power to -1auia order •ndl etebU1ty. Tiie po1Mrl•H accept 
tllelr poverleH ... • H l..,,itule and look to other eource1, 
...,,.. or luck, for hope. Freire belie,,.• uajuet er•t- to 
be neoeeearilr oppr•••ive, for onlr throu9h oppr•••ion can the 
,.....ful hope to -intaln the lnjuattce. 
., 
Anr •ituatioe i• Which •a• objectiv•lJ exploit• ••• or 
hinder• hi• pur1uit or .. 1r-affir.atlon aa a reapon1lbla 
peraon 1• oae of oppreaei011. (Pnire, ltll, p. fOJ 
It i• oppreHion and oppreaat,,. •ye~ which are the 
central cor.cerns ':lf this st-.uv. '!any indi•1i.daal~ ;, .-·.-~ ::icusPcl 
upon oppression a• a major concern cf the tw~ntiet!l :entur~: 
-n like ,.ranz ~•nnon, lllbert '4erulli, "'•lcrlm :<. .J"::'l"9 l!aldwi.n. 
to n• .. onlt !lome. !"ew, howe·•er. h•ve oror:os~d ~ oeJ!looqy 
for the occ.re~<1ed. , ce1aqoqy c!esiqncd exn!icitly •c:: :iberate 
!:>oth the oppressor !Ind the o"'oressed !rom the ·1ict i.,,.1 zation 
af the opores11i•1e syste:'I. Paulo i"r'!ire has offered ·ucn 3 
pedaqOCJY. 
Freire, ~l\rouqh !th wock in the sla:r3 . .,f ~r:r.•;.l. !>ea.in 
to concept~aliZE l :r?cess of consciousnes~-~••~1~n :esdinq 
toward a d'fnar.11r. ,:')nceot of l !beration anJ to..,ard<: •.:nat !le 
~efer• to .l~ ''10re comolete h<.1:nanness. • '"" .,rod:"c: o.f thi• 
in which i~d.'li1u11l.'I ~re 3ble to see :~~ social ~~stem -:r!ti.-
cally. The•· '"e :il:ie to ur.der!:tand the rr.s •Jlt~nt ~-· -tradic-
uona in the1• cwn !ivea. to .1enera!ize chose cc:i-ruHc-tion.'I 
to other• -!:OQOJ'ld :he- ""d tc tr•nsforn !lcciaty crr·11~1ve1:1 with 
.>then. rreue ::::ntraeta thi~ ~itica l ._con!!.';_l~n~~~ ·= f one-
self in a sys-:e., with ~wo :>rior :;.e.,els ?f ·~ons<:>;•~•JS1t'!!I . 
~alve consc1 ?•Ja:iess · s ~he ~evel ~. n -.h icl\ !I :>er so" · ··'!~ -•1111-
r,lifie1 and r·cmanticiz•• reality--tr·!lno •.o rcfc·r::- ::n1 .1St in-
ciividuals as~ur.inq that the !lyStem wll l tner. ·.-crlc ~ ~?per!;r. 
Magical ccnscio~enesa la the ucaqe ' n which .i.r.dh· 1TJal 3 •dact 
:,r confor111 f .•tali•tical ly to tile .1yste:!I. 
The ccneciointizacao codina syatel" .Jivine!I e.\•;h of the 
"C" ataqes .11to o:.rrue 11aoects which co:reS!JO•~d -:.o ~·.ree exis-
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It i• oppreHion and oppreaat,,. •ye~ which are the 
central cor.cerns ':lf this st-.uv. '!any indi•1i.daal~ ;, .-·.-~ ::icusPcl 
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self in a sys-:e., with ~wo :>rior :;.e.,els ?f ·~ ons<:>;•~•JS1t'!!I . 
~alve consc1 ?•Ja:iess · s ~he ~evel ~. n -.h icl\ !I :>er so" · ··'!~ -•1111-
r,lifie1 and r·cmanticiz•• reality--tr·!lno •.o rcfc·r::- ::n1 .1St in-
ciividuals as~ur.inq that the !lyStem wll l tner. ·.-crlc ~ ~?per!;r. 
Magical ccnscio~enesa la the ucaqe ' n which .i.r.dh· 1TJal 3 •dact 
:,r confor111 f .•tali•tical ly to tile .1yste:!I. 
The ccneciointizacao codina syatel" .Jivine!I e.\•;h of the 
"C" ataqes .11to o:.rrue 11aoects which co:reS!JO•~d -:.o ~·.ree exis-
tential que•tion•: what are the problem• in thi• •ituation7 
(NNtlNCl): why do the•e proble•• exi•t7 (RF.FLECTING)1 and, 
what can be done to change thi• aituation? (ACTING). At each 
atage a aerie• of coding cateqorie• are defined in apecific 
behavioral ter•• that de•cribe how the•e queatlon• are dla-
cu••ed at that •taqe. 
Conaclou•ne••-rai•lng generally, and con•cientizacao 
apecifically, la concerned vi th change• in the relation•hip• 
which Moderate hul'lan interchanqe. Conscientizacao la not a 
technique for infol'lllatlon-transfer, or even for akill train -
ing: it i• a dialoqical proceaa which brinqs individual• to-
gether to aolve COl'lllllon existential prol>lel'ls. The•e p.-oblem,. 
are related to the aocio-political conditions of the indiv1-
.d coals involved in the educ3tional process . The taak h libera-
tion, and liberation mean• the creation of new norma , rules, 
procedures and oolicie•. Liberation me1111a the transformatic-n 
o~ a complex •v•te"' of interrelated realltie• and not simrly 
the refonoatlon of a few individual• so aa to reduce their 
ne~atlve con•equences. 
The baaic oeda~oqical difference• between ~~cle,!!­
tlzacao and other for"'• of education la that the que•tlons 
poaed by conacientizacao have no known an•w•r•. Education l• 
not the organization of known fact in auch a way that the 
ignorant diacovar it anew. It i• not ail'lply allowing phyaic• 
atudent• to dlacover gravity aqaln. •c• education i• a co-
operative aearch for the an1111ar• to unaolve~ proble111• faced 
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by a group of people. Por thia reaaon, there i• no •expert• 
who knova the anawara and whoae job it la to tranamit tho•• 
an•wara. Individual• COiie together with equally valid, but 
different, per•pactive• •harinq ~roblam• which have yet to 
be defined, aeekin9 an•wara which have yet to be formulated. 
Participation la not a convenient pedagogical tool, it la the 
heart of the peda~oqical proce•a. Con•cientizacao i• not a 
•imple goal to reach: it la th• ultimate <;IO•l of the pedaqo9y 
of the oppre••ed. 
Developing the Coding Sy•tel'I 
In 1972, the School of Education of. th• Univ•r•ity of 
M•••achuaatt•, the Agency for International Development and 
the Ecuadorian Hiniatry of Education initiated a nonfor .. 1 
education demon•tration oroject in Ecuador. one of the goal• 
of that project wa• to utilize lllOdifled fofllla of rreire'e 
methodology to demonetrate that auch a method of literacy 
waa more effective than the literacy ayatem then beinq uaed. 
Aa the project •taff, a mixture of North Aftlericane and Ecuador-
ian•, began to read Freire and beqan to try out many of the 
ideae ha propoeed, it bee ... clear that Freire had hit upon 
e0tnethinq very funda .. ntal. The problem wae how to operation-
alize that fundamental concept end make it applicable to the 
de•ign, execution and evaluation of liberatin9 rather then 
oppre•eive educational pr~reJlla. 
A• a first •tap ln oparationalizinq •c,• • eerie• of 
experiment• were undertaken, in•~lred by David flc:Clellend'• 
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work on the develo,,..nt of the achievement 110tive. A draft 
code, or liat of verbal behaviora, vaa deviaed baaed exclu-
•ively upon Pr•ire'a vritin9a. Then aeveral 9rou1»9 of Ecua-
dorian• vere aelected to participate in a protocol collection 
proc••• deai9ned to produce a vid• ranqe of •c• related ver-
bal reaponaaa. P.ach of tha•• aavaral 9rou1»9 vaa 9iven a 
ali9htly different •c• related atiaulua. TVo 9roupa received 
a aerie• of alllbi9uoua dravin9a and a written queationnaire. 
A third qroup received a aiaulation , ... to which their re-
aponaea var• ta1»9 recorded. tn each of th••• three 9roupa, 
r•ar>an••• were collected only once. A fourth 9roup received 
a ••riea of •c• related ati•uli (includin9 aimulationa, , ..... 
TAT dravima and queationa, open anded intervi-• and muaicl 
over a period of one iaonth and their reapon••• were collected 
four ti .. • at interval• of one week. What reaulted vaa a rich 
•••plin9 of principally rural Ecuadorian thou9ht, aa expreaaed 
in verbal behavior related to •c.• A• a reault of th•••••-
perillenta, a for.al protocol collection inatrwnent vaa created. 
Thi• inatr11111ent rel&ee on a ••t of culture-apecific viaaal 
atiauli and a atandardi1ed ••t of qaaationa to elicit typical 
anavera to the three exiatential queationa 1 what i• the prob-
1 .. 11 what are the cau .. a?r and, vhat can be done about it? 
Once a broad •11111>le of re•l~life .. rbel r••pon••• bad 
been collected, the next a tap ••• to c011P9ra th••• reapon .. • 
wttll Preir•'• theoretical fr1111eWOrk. The principal taak ... 
to look for parallel•, to 11114 cat990ri•• which Pr•ir• .. , have 
overlooked, to expand exiating categorlea, and in general to 
•ake Freire'• theoretical fr ... work 11e>re preciae in ter•• of 
verbal behavior. Thi• coapariaon proc••• reaulted in • final 
coding for.at. The code la ai11ply a ayate• of claaaifying 
the verbal reaponaea to thoae exlat~ntial queationa. Each 
coding category had to be aufficiently preciae ao that not 
only project peraonnel, but any reaaonably intelligent and 
intereated individual would alao be able to claaaify or code 
•c• related reaponaea. 
Jn order to teat the validity of thi• coding syatem, 
a list of non-verbal criteria for magical and naive level• 
were defined. J hypothesized that these criteria were related 
to how individual• at different ataqes of •c• actually behave 
in life. Based upon these behavioral criteria two group• of 
rur~l Ecuadorian• were aelected, one gronr> which waa identi-
fied aa iaagical and one which waa identified as naive. 7hen 
the formal protocol collection inatrWlll!nt vaa used to collect 
reapon•e• from each group after which theae protocol• were 
.e. if t he code would diatingulsh appropriately analyzed to 
between the tvo qroupa. In fact, the code worked admirably, 
and on thia baaia, the code'• initial empirical validity vaa 
eatabliahed. 
Application• of the Coding Syate• 
It ha• been the author'• experience that the conacioua-
neaa raiaing move ... nt, to which Freire ha• contributed ao •uch, 
continue• to rely upon vague and largely value-laden principle•. 
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between the tvo qroupa. In fact, the code worked admirably, 
and on thia baaia, the code'• initial empirical validity vaa 
eatabliahed. 
Application• of the Coding Syate• 
It ha• been the author'• experience that the conacioua-
neaa raiaing move ... nt, to which Freire ha• contributed ao •uch, 
continue• to rely upon vague and largely value-laden principle•. 
Freire hi•••lf ha• written in a philoaophical atyle which 
ha• confu•ed ...any individual•, particularly individual• .ore 
intere•ted in practical an•wer• than in dialectic proble• 
•olvinq. Thi• va9uene•• ha• contributed to tha creation of 
•everal probl .. • to which thi• di•••rtation i• addr••••d. 
Setting Objective• 
Con•ciou•ne••-r•i•inq continue• to ... n •any different 
thin9• to different individual• . Por .,,.., it i• ethnic 
pride, for other•, it i• political action, and for •till other•, 
it i• rejectinq op0res•or•. Different brand• of con•ciou•-
ne••-raisin9 colllbine the•e and other element• in way• which 
are not always clear. Thi• lead• to confualon and make• even 
intelliqent interchanqe and collaboration between different 
9roups difficult . 
Selecting Training MethodOlOCjies 
Without clear objectives it i• also difficult to select 
training procedure• which are appropriate to achieve thoae ob-
jective•. If Freire ia correct when he •aye that there are 
different atage• of conaciou•n•••· then a clear understanding 
of those staqes, plus a discinostic understandinq of a particu-
lar individual'• sta9e would be helpful in selectin9 training 
experiences which were a~ropriate. Unlees eueh a dia9nostlc 
procedure takes place, traini"9 experiences are just as likely 




Aqain, without clear objective• and appropriate train-
inq procedure•, the traininq of trainer• i• dependent upon 
intuition and luck. Trainer• have a tendency to respond to 
trainees' feelinq•. Tho•• experience• which trainee• !!I were 
valuable tend to continue, while tho•e which the trainees 
didn't like, tend to die off. This is very short-siqhted and 
subjective selection, but without some clear understandin9 
of what consciousness means, it is a powerful option. In 
contrast, raising consciousness often initially involves some 
confusion, uncertainty and anxiety, as a new ~ay of viewing 
one's experience competes with the comfortable old way. Un-
less each level of consciou•ness ' is defined clearly, trainers 
are likely to misinterpret or ju•t plain mi•• the •iqnificance 
of thia aspect of growth. 
Evaluation 
Evaluation depends upon precise objectives and clear 
understandinq of how coneciousness operates. Without an ob-
jective evaluation of the reeult• of consciousnese-raisin9 
programs the rasources which are beinq utilized in those pro-
9ra•s have no fir• juetification, and ueeful feedback to i•-
prove the educational pro9ra•• i• not pos•ible. Given that 
theae reaources are limited, it would seem reaaonable that 
evaluation •hould play an important role. The author'• ex-
perience indicate• that evaluation of conaciouaneas-rai•inq 
program• tends presently to focus on behavioral reaulta which 
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lk'ly or IMIY not be aaaociated with consclouanesa; i.e., how 
participant• aee, feel •™' underatand their aocial reality. 
Durabilitv of IAarning 
Th• •good feelinqa• which reault froa •OIMI conacioua-
ne•a-rai•inq experience• are often a •hort-ter• reault that 
fade• quickly. They are the i ..... diate impre••ion• of partici-
pant• who have di•covered a new experience. There i• no evi-
dence that thi• feelinq i• related to any long-term learning 
benefit•. Operationally defining •c• provide• a ba•i• for 
a•••••ing the long range i~p•ct. 
of Con•ciouane••-r•i•in 
Conaciouane••-raiaing proceaaea, a• defined by many, 
are largely internal, paychological proce••••1 change• in how 
individual• perceive their world, or at leaat the aocio-poli-
tical aapecta of their world. It ha• yet to be eatabliahed 
that auch internal change• have aiqnificant external .. nifea-
tationa. Do individual• act differently a• a reault of think-
ing differently? Until there exi•t• a .. aaure of level• of 
conaciouen•••, thi• will r1t111ain an i•portant, but unanawer-
able, queation. 
The coding ayate• and ... aaure of •c• de•cribed in thi• 
etudy attempt to create an in•trUllent which can help eolve 
each of th••• proble••· The code and inetrUllent purport to 
.. aeure conaciou•n••• a• it ie defined by Paulo Preire. Thie 
.. aeure can be u•ed in eetabli•hinq objective•, in ••lectin9 
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training .. thodoloqie•, in training trainer•, in evaluation, 
and in deten1ininq whether there exi•t• a relation•hip between 
change• in thought end change• in action. It provide• a coa-
aion ground for diacuaaion of what con•ciou•ne•• doe•, or 
ahould ... an, and ae auch •hould generate interchange between 
different •chool• of conaciouane••-r•i•ing. The code i• 
particularly applicable to out-of-achool or nonfor .. 1 educa-
tional proqraa• in which the intention• often are broad be-
havioral change• and tranaformation of an oppr•••ive aociety. 
The Ethical I!Jllication• 
Becauae thi• coding ayat .. atte•pta to deacribe how 
individual• think about the aocio-political iaauea, it carrie• 
with it eeveral danqera. It •ay be a powerful tool for under-
atandinq how the growth of con•ciouane•• can be accelerated 
or retarded. Ae a diagnoetic tool it could be u••d to iden-
tify •trouble-•akera• (in the eye• of the oppreaaore), indi-
vidual• who would then be puniahed or controlled. A• a peda-
gogical tool it could be u•ed to train the agent• of oppre•-
aion to better domeaticate politically threatening individual• 
and/or groupa. In each of theae way• it hold• the potential 
for ••rvin9 the inter••t• or oppreaeion inore than tho•e of 
liberation • 
The utilization of the Protocol Collection In•trU11ent 
preaent• eeveral ethical i•auea a• well. Should participant• 
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spansible for interpreting the significance of their answers? 
The answer to these questions largely dete1111ines whether the 
instrument is used as a purely evaluative, exploitive in9tru-
ment, or whether it functions as an inherently educational 
experience as well. 
The succeedinq chapters of this docwnent vill help 
the reader clarify so•e of these issues . Chapter II pre~enta 
a series of case studies which indicate some ways magical 
consciousness is manife9ted in rural Ecuadorians, and draws 
upon the Autobiography of Malcolm X to demonstrate how con-
1ciousne19 growth takes place between naive and critical . 
stage9. Chapter III is a detailed description of the stages, 
aspects and categories which make up the •c• code. Chapter 
III also include9 a di9cussion of how Freire'9 concept may 
conforM to the criteria established by Lawrence ~ohlberg for 
a 9tructural developmental theory. Chapter JV outlines the 
process used to develop and validate the code, as well a• 
limitations of this process. Chapter IV also discusses a 
series of possible application• for the codin9 ayatem and a 
number of ethical considerations. The author• hope that this 
docu•ent will assi•t the process of liberation. 
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C B A P T I! a I I 
'l"MO CASI! STUDIES H CONSCll!NTIZACAO 
lefore outllni119 the theoretical basis for con•cien-
tizacao, it l• iaportant that the reader have en experiential 
context within which to understand that theory. Freire hia-
self 9lvee fev len9thy exaaple• of consclentiaacao development. 
Th• purpose of this chapter is to provide the reader vitb ~ 
exa•ple• of how conaclentlzacao 111Snlfests itself in real life. 
The first example le taksn frOll the author'• experience with 
9roups of rural lndiane in Ecuador, end emphasizes how .. gical 
con•ciou•n••• expr••••• itself in the response• of th••• 
people. The second •• .. Pl• is taken frOll the Autobiography 
of Malcol• X and show8 how consclousne•• developa in a 9lven 
individual, paeein9 frOll !!!!!!. to critical conecloueneee in 
a ainqle lifetiae. 
lla9ical Coneclou•nee• in aural l!cuadorian Indians 
Thie part of Chapter II is divided into four •ection•. 
The first 9lvee the reader the historical back9round of the 
area in which the codin9 took place. It is based upon lntar-
vievs vith individuals vho have lived in the area for .. ny 
yesre but h written by the suthor. The ••cond •action l• a 
series of quot•• tsken fra11 sn l!cuadorian indian who i• now 
in hie 70• and vho, duri119 •everal of the tapin, ••••ion•, 
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remini•ced on what hi• life ha• been like. The third •ection 
preeent• two incident• taken frOta real-life which illuetr•t• 
how the •oc:ial •Y•tem operate• on the individual in thi• 
area of Ecuador today. Finally, in the laet eection, epecific 
individual•' re•pon•e• to thi• reality are pre•ented through 
a •eries of quote• taken from ••veral taping ••••ion•. It i• 
important to note here that the•e quote• are not presented 
as repre•entative of the •typical" inhabitant of the area. 
The author wa• not concerned with etudying the •ocial-peycho-
logy of the region, but rather with uncovering reepon••• which 
could be le9iti .. tely deecribed •• • .. 9ical" in Freire'• 
term•. Theee respon••• have been •elected becau•e they re-
pre•ent baeically "••qical" re•ponsee to the probl••• outlined 
in thi• eection, and not becauee they are repreeentative of 
local -ntality. 
The Backdrop• 
The land wa• aa9nificent . The larqe valley• re•tinq 
at 1000-9000 feet were livinq carpets, tended by the hacienda'• 
(plantetion'•I indiane. The•• indiane were obli9eted to work 
the hacienda land and were al•o 9iven a saall plot, celled a 
huasipungo, to farm for the .. elve•. They lived a subsi•tence 
••i•tenceJ their labor provided the hacienda owner with both 
leisure ti .. and the reeource• to enjoy a cultured life. Often 
•aa•ed upon author'• experience and excerpt• from 
Galaaa, 1973. 
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the owner lived in the area'• largest city, tlhil• at the .... 
tt.e •aintaininq a lar9e houee on the hacienda. The actual 
work o! tendin9 the land and •anaqin9 the indians was 9iven 
to en over• .. r. It was the over•••r'• re•pon•ibility to turn 
a profit and to avoid probl .. a. 
The indian• lived clo•e to each other . Their hou .. •, 
or £!!5!.!!!.• were ... 11 mud etructures1 the .... construction 
used durinq the tt.e of the Inc•• and Shir••· The roof• were 
llade of a 9ra•• which qrew abundantly on the slope• of the 
hi9h parallO. There were no windows and the tiqht thatch kept 
the e110ke frOll the ... 11 fir• inside, to war• the f .. tly on 
the cold niqhts. The f .. ilie• were often larqe, even thou9h 
there were few vo .. n who had not loet several children to the 
h•nd• of death. 
There were relatively few decisions to be .. de in 
their live•. The over• .. r would or9anize everything. Re would 
tell the111 when to plant, when to harve•t. He would tell the• 
how aany hour• to work, and how .. ny hour• to re•t. There wa• 
no echool1 they never left the hacienda unl••• they were told 
to do so. Their education wee ii•ited to learning the •kill• 
which served the hacienda end to learning th• story of Jesus 
end hi• suffering. 
There were hou•e-indians (hua•ica .. •I and far•-indian• 
(huasipun9eros1. Each had hi• own role and his own etetu•. 
llD•t indian• agreed that it was better to be a huasic ... , be-
cause even thou9h they •av the overseer 110re frequently, they 
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There were hou•e-indians (hua•ica .. •I and far•-indian• 
(huasipun9eros1. Each had hi• own role and his own etetu•. 
llD•t indian• agreed that it was better to be a huasic ... , be-
cause even thou9h they •av the overseer 110re frequently, they 
also saw the patron more frequently. It was aqreed that the 
patron was qood, it was the overseer who was cruel and did 
the evil thinqa which .,.de the indiana' life ao hard. 
The hacienda house waa qrand. Often it had two floor• 
and a qreat inner patio where the patron had a pond just for 
ducks. There vaa alvaya a chapel where only the faJ11ily of 
the patron would vorhip. The chapel had a beautiful altar 
and many saint• covered in qold who smiled peacefully at the 
patron. There vaa a qreat fireplace which burned •uch wood 
and required two indiana just to keep enouqh firewood for it• 
needs. There were stable• for the cattle and horses and even 
a bull ring where the patron would brinq friends to drink and 
lauqh and talk. The patron's children were very important. 
They were treated with much respect no lftatter what they did. 
The indian children would fight each other to see who would 
have the honor of beinq the horse for the patron'• eon. Tl ... 
was often spent in educational purauita: the patron ahovlnq 
his aon how an indian should be whipped ao aa to paaa on the 
heritage of paternal concern and paternal control. 
Reliqion and alcohol were the lndlana' eacape. ln a 
cup of ~ (a fer111ented corn drink) indiana found the cour-
aqe to atrike a friend or to beat one'• wife. In the ••r•n• 
face of th• Virqin they found a hope for future peace in a 
heavenly paradiaa. In the tortured face of a crucified Chriat 
they found aufferinq which al.,at equaled their ovn1 Chriat 
waa a~ a~l • •• •1f He could do it, ao can 1.• And 
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in tha reliqioua !!!.!!!!. they found qaiety and, aqain, alco-
holic deliriuai. t'ha fie•ta• functioned aa a aacriflce to 
comaunlty, a aubtle way of k .. plnq all indian• equally poor, 
for it vaa the c0911Uftlty'• S10at proaperoua Indian who ••• 
choaen aa prioate, 9iven the honor of inveatinq hie wealth 
in food, drink, coatumea and Maaaea for the benefit of the 
entire c01111Unity. Material qaln• were tranafornied into aoclal 
qood, and poverty r .. ained a de1111>cratic cClll90dity. 
What Life Waa Like* 
•1 .. old1 7J yeara and 2 110ntha. We muat re•ellber how 
we lived in the old timea. We lived like anl•ala on the plain•. 
We were thrown away, the vhltea collected ua like anl .. la and 
they aent ua to Ma••· Thay aent ua to clean their achoola 
where !.!!!!.!: children atudled. They beat ua, ll:icked ua, thr-
ua away, and then aant ua to Ma•• where ~apa prieat bleaaed 
ua. He alao hated ua. That i• the way it vaar liatenin9 to 
Ma•• and aaklnq God to brin9 u• to9ather and to help ua. We 
haven't underatood anythinq. It i• like when papa prieat 
threw u• the ble•1in9, we learned to Make the al9n of the 
croaa, that l• all. When we felt our poverty, ve invited 
each other to drink, becauH when - drank - felt ~t ve 
fo119ht with our friend•, with our vivea and beat our children. 
•1ty father aent .. to achool. l va• the very firat 
indian to qo to achool in my C01191Unity. But the white people 
*Taken from a tape racordln9 of an Ecuadorian Indian. 
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*Taken from a tape racordln9 of an Ecuadorian Indian. 
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didn't underatand, and they called -na.Me•, ill-bred, inao-lent and othera. They beat - and they didn't like it that 
I went to achool. I went every day afraid. It hurt .. to 
leave the houaer it wee like a d09 wee 9oin9 to bite -any ainute. I would eay 'Good -rnin9' to a white pereon, and 
they would call .. 't>.•tard,' and whip ae with a lar9e piece 
of leather. Later when ay father told the teacher, they did 
not call .. n ... • around hia, but when I wee alone they would 
aay, 'Indian, piece of ahit.' 
•I re .. llber how the fieata• were when I wee a youn9 
.. n. The CJOvernora,• the founder• ordered the prioete not 
to be stupid but to qive bi~ !!.!!!!.!· 'You have to CJet all 
the adults to9ether, and have to drink lote of chicha,• they 
would ••V· They ordered ua to drink chicha. We had to think 
about the fieataa for the next year and aave money for them. 
I re111ember when I we• aarried, I we• embarras•ed and I went 
to my wife. 'Little WOR1an, what do we do now7 We are only 
juet aarried and I have nothing.' And we beqan by 9ivin9 a 
!!!!,!!. becau.. the founder c ... and told .. that I waa the aon 
of one of the qovernor• and that I had to CJive a !!!!!!· In 
order not to be spoken a9ainat, we borrowed -ney, we be99ed 
friends to loan u• 110r1ey, - 1SOld everythin9 - had and we 
9ave the !!!!!!_. And we were in debt for aany yeara.• 
*Powerful individual• who held control over the 
atatue of a C01111Unity aalnt. 
lll 
Nhat Life I• Like Now* 
The valley ia now •nclo•ed by hundred• of multicolored 
patchwork plota. Thi• visual .. qnificence i• perhap• the 
beat repreaentation of the oppreaeive reaulta of land refora 
which CJi••• the rich valley• to a ... 11 percenta9e of the 
ruliftCJ population and leave• the vaet aajority of rural poor 
clin9iRCJ to -untainaidea on leaa than one acre plot•, fi9ht-
in9 the conatant erosion of alopea with a• auch aa a •o• in-
clination, and continually dividin9 their already ... 11 plot• 
between eona and dau9hter• whoae only hope ie the few .. ter• 
of land on which they aay build a houee and eatablieh their 
own identity. Land refora hae traneforlll8d auch of the region 
fro• an area of privile9ed hacienda• (plant•tional to one of 
eroded ainifundia. A local indian told ue •yea, of course the• 
want to qive ua the land ~ that they have raped and drained 
it of all ita value.• 
A few lar9e haciendas remain. They are owned lar9ely 
by the church and are rented to private lndividuala who run 
th .. aa buaine••••· In aoae caaea, the hacienda hou••• have 
been abandoned, the road i• lined with broken bite of window• 
and crWlblinq wall•· The chapel•, where the patron (owner) 
gave thank• for hie bleaain9a, have been stripped of aainta, 
and the duck pond drained of ita luahn•••· The whipping poet, 
uaed to diacipline the hacienda'• Indiana, often re .. ina a 
reminder in atone that paternali .. wa• often a hareh re9i .. , 
•Baaed on the author'• experience. 
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where human chattel were educated to serve the patron and his 
needs. 
The indiana are now free: aoine aay, "free to starve.• 
The haciend!_! still offer work, now for wa9ea. The old 
patrons are 9one, replaced.by businessmen who pay indiana as 
little as possible. Often they are told they will be paid 
at the end of the harveat, but when the harvest comes, the 
patron says there waa no profit and he has nothing to pay 
them with, but if they come back and work next year, he will 
pay them for both years' work. Even though there ia a minimum 
wage for farm labor in the country, many patrons pay less, 
often as little•• 7 Sucres a day (or about 28C) . If the 
workers are given lunch as well. that 7 Sucres is reduced to 
5. They are not forced as before to work the hacienda, but 
their own land is too small to provide for their family. 
Unwilling to sell their small piece of land, the 111en 
miqrate to the cities for 1110nths at a ti111e to work as carga-
dores, human transport upon whom the shop keepers and market 
buyers deoend to carry their loads and transport the city's 
coftlllerce. For this service, they receive a handful of Sucrea, 
1.akinq perhaps as Much ae 50 or 100 Sucre• • day. Thia ie 
much more than they could inake off their ... 11 plot and even 
though they are far fr0t9 home they apend little. On 10 Sucre• 
a day they can eat. They alffp in the atrffta, huddled to-
gether in the archway• of · public buildin9a and the alleywaya 
of the central city. For diversion they play carda, and aoine-
20 
u ... drink, but alcohol i• expendve in t.he city ancS they 
have co.. to •alt• 110ney, not to drink. 
Th• work i• hard and they are often treated rou9hly. 
tf t.hey should drop aoi.e preciou• cargo, or if they interfere 
with the car• and trucks which fill the crowded street•, they 
are spoken to harahly, called i9norant and stupid, and wor••· 
They are ao1Mtti .. a robbed of all their saving• by ao .. fast 
talking city person or by •ome swift youth who outruns thea. 
The city i• dangerous end foreign, but it is the only place 
to .. k• 110ney, the only way they can hope to keep their land 
and maybe someday buy a radio. 
When they return home to their wives and family, they 
hear the •tori•• of brutality and suffering which their 
familiea have endured ln t.heir absence. 
A cupealno wifes• •we had to qo to town. The bu• 
was the only way to 90 but they treat us badly ·on the bus. Na 
are afraid to 90 on the bu•1 t.hey hit us and throw ue together 
like sheep, one on top of the ot.herr they .. k• ua stand up, 
we travel like pig•. I 9ot .. d at one of the bu• driver• who 
~anted to overcharge .. and I told him it wa• not fair. ft• 
;rabbed me by the cheat and •hook ... My baby wa• cryln9 on 
'."°:' !:eek and he wanted to throw .. off the bu• while it wa• 
.... .. , . He threw .. in back of the bus where there were pi9• 
! ' · : : ~ 'i: l on the floor. We -r• pu•hed together and when the 
·:~;:-.~. !rom tape recordin9a of an Ecuadorian inclian. 
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driver'• helper ca.e around for the 1110ney, I could not even 
9et it out, I wa• •o packed in. I •creamed that my baby was 
dying and he •n•wered, 'Why do you brin9 your babies, you 
•hould come alone.• Later when we CllllMI to the control •ta-
tion, the bu• driver .. de u• 9et on the floor and covered us 
up with a cloth •o that the control officer would not •ee 
that he had too many pas•engers. I al11e>st died under there. 
When I got up I told him that if anything happened to u• he 
would have to answer to the authorltie• and he said, 'We 
would juet throw your body off the bus1 who would defend you, 
or care about what h•f;>ens to yeu?' and he lau9hed. He called 
me names, awful names, 'cunt,• and 'horny indian.'. We are 
afraid.• 
The Responses 
What kind of responses to these problems can be clas-
sified •• ma9ical in Freire'• ter111s? The followin9 example• 
are taken fro. the tapin9 sessions previously described. The 
individuals who respond co11111 fro. the region described here 
and live daily with these problems. Once again, these re-
eponeee are not preeented •• representative of the re9ion's 
mentality, but rather as repreaentative of reeponsee which 
Freire call• ••gical consciouaneas. Each aection preeente a 
queation and the reeponeea 9iven by individual•. 
What kinda of probl .. • do the•• individual• have? 
•They are •i.ck. • 
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•They are poor.• 
•He has fallen down and i• injured.• 
•He ha• been in a traffic accident and is hurt.• 
•They are hungry.• 
•He has no 11c>ney to feed his family.• 
•The problem ie that there is no work anymore.• 
Freire ••Y•• 
Men of semi-intransitive (magical)• consciouene•• can 
not apprehend probl .. a situated out•ide their sphere 
of biological neceseity. Their intere•t• center al110st 
totally around •urvival, and they lack a •ense of life 
on a more hietoric plane. (Freire, 1973, p. 17) 
While it is certainly true that the re•ponses to this 
que•tion are accurate (that ie. the people are poor ... ny of 
them are eick, hun9er i• a problem, and there i• not enough 
work) the important fact i• that the respondents were not able 
to see any ~ probleiae. Problems were only discussed in 
theee term•. There was no Sl9ntion of brutality, of being 
cheated, of being taken advantage of, or of being mistreated, 
nor waa there mention of procedure•, policiee, rules and regu-
lations which were unfair or unjuet. As Freire eays, proble .. 
are defined in biolo9ical, aurvival tenas, or in eOIMI caeea, 
there was overt denial that any problem• existed at all. Seai-
intransltive conscioueneae ie referred to ae • .. gica1• becauee 
fact• appear to the .. qical individual a• a 11111gic trick appears 
to an audience, beyond logical explanation. There is no broader 
context into which the event can be placed1 it is accepted ae 
•Author's insert. 
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reality beyond reason. One of the common responses was "We 
don't have any problems, everything is fine.• Ohviously 
these responses are dramatic contr~!t~ to the woman who de-
scribed her ~!':::crier.ce on the bus, or the old man who remem-
bered his youth. 
Why are things this way? Who is to blame? 
"This is the will of God." 
"God is punishing him because he has been evil." 
Under the sway of magic and myth, the oppressed (espe-
cial!/ the peasants, who are almost submerged in nature} 
see t~eir suffering, the fruit of exploitation, as the 
will ~f God--as if God were the creator of this 'organ-
ized disorder.' !rreire, 1968, p. 48} 
"The patron is good. The priest must charge us for 
their Masses, they too must cat and we should be grateful to 
them for taking care of us." 
They have diffuse, magical belief in the invulner-
ability and power of the oppressor. The maqical force 
of the landowner's power holds particular sway in the 
rural areas. (Freire, 1968, p. 501 
"lie is sick because he does not eat right.• 
"He is hun~ry because he ha• not eaten.• 
"He is poor because he has no inoney.• 
Men (of semi-intransitive consciousness} confuse their 
perceptions of the objects and challengers of the en-
vironment and fall prey to •agical explenations because 
they r.annot apprehend true causality. The pover to per-
ceive authentic causality ii obliterated in the eeai-
intransitive state; hence the latter's S1B9ical quality. 
(Freire, 1973, p. 171 
These respondent• vere unable to bl ... individual• for 
being evil. The p!tron vas justified in hi• ections. God or 
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other uncontrollable factor• were to bl ... , but even the 
word ~ ia ineppropriate beceuee it i11Plie• 911Ut, •-
wrongdoing. The point is, at the .. gicel level of thinkin9 
there i• no guilti feet• are not 9ood and evil, they si11ply 
exist. This magical quality leede to eetabli•hin9 caueal 
reletionship• vhich are siaplistic, vhich ble .. object• end 
not individuele, vhich do not lead to deep solutions, but 
rather justify acceptence and reaignetion. 
What can be done to change these things? What should 
be, or vill be done to change them? 
• •.• (silence) 
"Nothing ••• • 
"C.han9e things? 1 7 ••• I don't knov.• 
Accordingly, until they concretely 'discover' their 
oppreasor and in turn their ovn consciousness, they 
nearly alvay1 expre1e fatali1tic attitude• tovard• 
their 1ituation •••• When 1uperficially analyzed, 
this fatali•• ii 10 .. ti .. 1 interpreted al a docility 
that 11 a trait of national character. Fateli1a in 
the 9ui1e of docility i1 the fruit of en hi1toricel 
and 1ociolo9icel 1ituetion, not en essentiel cherec-
teristic of • people's behevior. (Freire, 1961, pp. 47-
411 
"The patron will solve that proble•. It is ri9ht to 
take our dispute to him, Re i• vise and vill knov how to 
settle our problem justly.• 
For the oppressed, at a certain point in their exia-
tential experience, to be is not to resellble the op-
pressor, but to be uncier-hia, to depend on hi•. Ac-
cordingly, the oppressid are &110tionally dependent. 
(Freire, 1961, p. 51) 
Action deai~ned to chsn9e the feet• of exiatence are 
inconceivable. One of the co....on responses to the queetlOft, 
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what can be done? was silence . The question was not under-
stood; it made no sense to ask what can be done about uncon-
trollable factors: after all they are uncontrollable. Accep-
tance, silence, resiqnation are the most reasonable alterna-
tives. Dependence on the oppressor was also a common response. 
Problems w~re allllOSt always taken tc authorities who had power, 
w!':o were r.aciical i11 the sense they were immune to the uncon-
t~ollable !actors which governed the lives of the respondents. 
Acceptanr~ . W3iting and dependence are the action words of 
maqical ~onsciousness. 
!!!.!__!r.~nsition frorr. Naive tc .:rit i cal Consciousness 
·>is Case Study is divided intc four p3rt~. each 
part namer! after a chapter ~f Malccl~ X's autobiography. The 
a!~empt here is not to give the reader a full account of Mal -
colm X's life, which he himself has slready done, but rather 
to extract several key passaqes which indicate thouqht pat-
terns at different staqes of his life. Malcolm X's unique 
experience as an American black, his transformation from 
teacher ' s pet to pimp, to racist, to liberationist i s an 
extraordinary example of what Freire describes a• the growth 
from naive to critical consciousness . 
~ 
IMy father! was not a friqhtened Neqro aa moat then 
were , and .. ny still are today. p. l• 
•All unidentified quotes in this chapter are taken fro• 
Malcol• X, The Autobiography of Halcol• X, Nev York: Ballentine 
Books, 1964. 
------ - ---- - ---- --- - - - - - - ------ -----
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He (•Y father) believed, as did Marcus Garvey, that 
freed<>11, independence and aelf-reapect could never be 
achieved by the Ne9ro in A.erica, and that therefore 
the Neqro should leave America to the white ..an and 
return to hia African land of oriqin. p. 2 
. . . •Y father wanted to find a place where he could 
raiae our ovn food and perhaps build a buaineaa. The 
teachinqa of Marcus Garvey stressed becot1inq indepen-
dent of the white .. n. p. l 
Malcola X's father waa a militant preacher, eapouainq 
the ideaa of Marcus Garvey, one of the inoat radical black 
•en of hia tiaie. Malcol• X was not born into a family vhich 
denied the existence of a racial problem or which focused 
exclusively on survival problems related to poverty. Even 
thouqh the fa•ily was poor, the fact that Malcolm's father 
was a militant preacher qave hi• a unique position in both the 
black and white co11111unitiea. His death at the hands of white 
men is but one indication that he was an outspoken opponent 
of white oppression . His solution• can be seen as naive in 
Freire's terms in that they were defensive. The answer was 
not to chanqe ~he white society, but rather to lea.ve it, to 
return to the romantic past, the African ho111eland, where once 
aqain the black 111an could flourish and be free. 
111y aeinoriea are of the friction between •Y father 
and mother. They aee.ed to be nearly always at odds. 
Sometimes •Y father would beat her •••• My father was 
also belli9erent toward all of the children except ... 
The older ones he would beat al1110st aavaqely if they 
broke any of the rules ••• (111y father! was subcon-
sciously so afflicted with the white 11111n'a brainwaahin9 
of Negroes that he inclined to favor the li9ht ones, and 
l was his lighteat child. p. 4 
The intra-punitiveness Malcol• X describes here la typl-
c~l of naive conaciouaneaa. Malcol• X'• father, unable to 
- --- - -- --- - - -- - - -
-·-·------ - --------·-
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~ 
IMy father! was not a friqhtened Neqro aa moat then 
were , and .. ny still are today. p. l• 
•All unidentified quotes in this chapter are taken fro• 
Malcol• X, The Autobiography of Halcol• X, Nev York: Ballentine 
Books, 1964. 
------ - ---- - ---- --- - - - - - - ------ -----
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He (•Y father) believed, as did Marcus Garvey, that 
freed<>11, independence and aelf-reapect could never be 
achieved by the Ne9ro in A.erica, and that therefore 
the Neqro should leave America to the white ..an and 
return to hia African land of oriqin. p. 2 
. . . •Y father wanted to find a place where he could 
raiae our ovn food and perhaps build a buaineaa. The 
teachinqa of Marcus Garvey stressed becot1inq indepen-
dent of the white .. n. p. l 
Malcola X's father waa a militant preacher, eapouainq 
the ideaa of Marcus Garvey, one of the inoat radical black 
•en of hia tiaie. Malcol• X was not born into a family vhich 
denied the existence of a racial problem or which focused 
exclusively on survival problems related to poverty. Even 
thouqh the fa•ily was poor, the fact that Malcolm's father 
was a militant preacher qave hi• a unique position in both the 
black and white co11111unitiea. His death at the hands of white 
men is but one indication that he was an outspoken opponent 
of white oppression . His solution• can be seen as naive in 
Freire's terms in that they were defensive. The answer was 
not to chanqe ~he white society, but rather to lea.ve it, to 
return to the romantic past, the African ho111eland, where once 
aqain the black 111an could flourish and be free. 
111y aeinoriea are of the friction between •Y father 
and mother. They aee.ed to be nearly always at odds. 
Sometimes •Y father would beat her •••• My father was 
also belli9erent toward all of the children except ... 
The older ones he would beat al1110st aavaqely if they 
broke any of the rules ••• (111y father! was subcon-
sciously so afflicted with the white 11111n'a brainwaahin9 
of Negroes that he inclined to favor the li9ht ones, and 
l was his lighteat child. p. 4 
The intra-punitiveness Malcol• X describes here la typl-
c~l of naive conaciouaneaa. Malcol• X'• father, unable to 
- --- - -- --- - - -- - - -
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•trike out against the oppressor, strikes out against his 
own family and friends and for brief periods .has identified 
with the oppressor's power and violence. Malcolm's physical 
difference, being the "lightest" of all, wa• one factor which 
distinguished him from his fellow blacks and made him the 
white man'• pet. 
Then in the second semester of the seventh grade I 
was elected class president. It surprised me even more 
than other people. But I can see now why the class 
might have done it. My grades were among the highest 
in the school ..•. I was proud: I'm not going to say 
I wasn't. In fact, by then, I didn't really have much 
feeling about being a Negro, because J was trying so 
hard, in every way I could, to be white. p. Jl 
Malcolm went to an integrated school, a school where 
he was confronted daily with the oppressor'• values. As he 
says here, he was trying to become white, to imitate the op-
pressor, and in essence to deny his own blackness. The attempt 
to become like the oppressor is typical of naive ataqe con-
sciousness in which oppre1sed individual• blame themselves 
for their problem• and overtly model the oppres1or'1 habits, 
dress and life style. Malcolm X'• teacher says: 
'Malcolm, one of life'• first need• i1 for u• to be 
reali1tic. Don't misunder1tand me, now. We all here 
like you, you know that. But you've got to be reali1-
tic about being a nigger. A lawyer--t.hat'• no realis-
tic goal for a nigger. You need to think about 1ocae-
thinq you ~ be.' p. 36 
When Malcolm decided to become a lawyer, hi• teacher 
told him he had to be 110re •realistic.• This was Malcolm'• 
first rejection •• a black individual by the white co111111unity. 
No .. tter how hard he tried, he began to realize that he cannot 
21 
become respectable ln white •Y••· 
It was then that I began to chan9e--inaide. J drew 
away from white people. I ca .. to cl•••· and J an-
swered when called upon. It bee ... a physical atraln 
to alt in Mr. Oatrovakl'a cl•••· p. 37 
Detroit Red 
All praise is due to Allah that I went to Boston when 
I did. If I hadn't, I'd probably still be a brain-
washec! black Christian. p. 38 
I continued to think constantly about all that. I had 
seen in Boston, and about the way I felt there. I 
know now that it waa the sense of being a part of a 
maa• of my own kind, for the first time. p. 35 
At. this point Malcolm is niovinq out of the white 
environment of Mason, Michigan and into a black ghetto. A 
ghetto which continued to be dominated by white values and 
white ideoloqy, but it waa one in which Malcolm cOlllea to un-
derstand what white oppreaaion and what blackness really .. an. 
I spent my first 11110nth in town with my mouth hanging 
open. The 1harp-dreased, young 'cat•' who hung on 
the corner• and in the poolroom•, bare, and reatauranta, 
and who obviously didn't work anywhere, c0111pletely en-
tranced me. I couldn't get over marveling at how their 
hair was straight and shinny like a white man'• hair1 
Ella told ..,. thia waa called a 'conk.' p. 41 
The congolene just felt warm when Shorty started cotab-
inq it in. But then my head caught fire. My eyea 
watered, my no1e was running. I couldn't stand it any 
longer. • • . p. 53 
My first view in the mirror blotted out the hurting. 
I'd seen sollMt pretty conks, but when it'• the first 
time, on you own head, the transformation after a life-
time of kink•:-I• staqgerinq ••• and on the top of · 
my head was this thick, smooth sheen of shining red 
hair--real red--•• atraiqht a• any white .. n•a. p. 54 
Even the black environment in which Malcolm was now 
•ubmerqed continue1 to inflict the white man's values on hla. 
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Here he deacribe• the phyaical pain he waa willing to endure 
in order to look white, et leaat in the eye• of fellow blacka. 
Once again he ia bl ... ing himaelf, trying to beco•e like the 
white .. n becauae being black .. ana being ugly1 being black 
..eana beinq rejected. Hi• probl•• re .. ina hi• blackneaa. 
During thie •a•e period, Malcol• co.ea to reCOC}nlze certain 
aapecta of blackneaa which he find• unique and exciting. 
I waa un in the joatlino crovd--and auddenly, unex-
pectedly, I qot the idea. It waa •• thouqh aomebody 
had clicked on • light. My long-auppreaaed African 
inatincta broke through and looae. 
Havinq apent much time in Maaon'• white environinent, 
I had always believed and feared that dancinq involved 
a certain order or pattern of apecific atepa--aa danc-
ing ia done by vhitea. But there allOng my ovn leaa-
inhi6Tted people, I diacovered it waa •imply letting 
your feet, handa, and body apontaneoualy act out what-
ever impulse• vere atirred by the muaic. pp. 56-57 
. but atill he i• victi•ized by white ideology. 
Nov at that time in Roxbury, in any black ghetto in 
Alllerica, to have a white woman vho waan't a known, 
connon whore vaa for the average black •~n, at leaat--
a atatua a)'lllbol of the first order. And thie one, 
•tending there, eyeing .,., vaa al.oat too fine to 
believe. Shoulder-length hair, well built, and her 
clothe• had coat somebody plenty. pp. 66-67 
It vaa fro• white wo..n that Malcol• learned that the white 
•an vaa not all perfect. 
I qot my firet schooling about the ceeepool moral• of 
the white .,.n from the beet poeelble aource, hl• ovn 
wo-n. And then •• I aot deeper into my own life of 
evil, I eav the vhite .. n•a morale with my own •Y••· 
I even ..Se a livinq helpin• to 9ulde hi• to the alck 
thinqa he wanted. u. tl 
Thia i• a crucial part of Malcol•'• develo11119nt. While continu-
inq to bla ... hill!lllelf, he now be9in• to ••• that individual white 
)0 
.. n are alao to bl..,.. Individual white .. n with vhOlll he ha• 
contact are eeen a• violator• of the white nor ... The•• evil 
individual• are to bl.,... for the black .. n•e probl .. a, and 
Malcol• begin• to oppoae thell. 
Profanity had become •Y language. I'd even cur•• cua-
tomera, eapecially servicemen: I couldn't etand th ... 
I remember that once, vhen eome paaaenger co•plaint• 
had qotten me a warning, and I wanted to be careful, 
1 vaa working down the aiele and a biq, beefy, red-
faced cracker aoldier qot up in fr~nt of me, ao drunk 
he va• weaving, and announced loud_enouoh that every-
body in the car heard hi•, 'I'• qo1nq to flqht you, 
niqqer.' •.• I vaa able to keep that cracker atrip-
pinn off clothe• until he atood there drunk v1th nothinq 
on from hi• pant• un •••• p. 77 
The relationship between black• in the qhetto wae both competi-
tive and supportive. Malcolm give• a qood description of what 
Freire define• a• •qreqariouaneaa.• 
Many time• since, I have thought about it, and what it 
.really meant. In one aenae, ve vere huddled in there, 
bonded toqether in aeekinq security and warmth and 
comfort fro• each other, and ve didn't knov it. P• to 
But Malcolm was a hustler. He wanted to be aucceaaful, and 
auccea• in the ghetto 1119ant crime. Crime waa one vay a black 
could both lllOdel the oppreeaor and atrike out aqainat the 
oppressor'• values. If Malcolm couldn't bec09le a lawyer, he 
would beconie a criminal: if he couldn't fulfill the white "'8n'• 
for a .ucce.•ful white, he would fulfill the white expectations 
man'• expectation• for a aucceaaful black. 
A• a child, Malcolm was intereated in l:IOdelinq the op-
preaaor, in becoainq respectable in the oppresaor'• ey••· When 
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ll 
hi• teacher tell• him to forqet being a lawyer, he turns to-
ward le•• respectable lllOdels in the ghetto. The ghetto blacks 
blanted both theaselves and individual white men.. They under-
went physical pain in order to straighten their hair and look 
white, while at the ••me time they lived off the white 111an's 
vices. Malcol• is not intereated during this period in trans-
forminq the situation in which he finds himself, but rather 
in reforming himself, in becoming the best hustler there ls. 
He strike• out aqainst individual white• through crime, and 
yet has a vhite girlfriend vho qives him atatua and prestige 
in the eyes of fellow blacks. Hi• contact vith the "very 
bottom of American white man's society• prepares him for a 
rejection of white ideology which he comes to see as hollow 
rhetoric. 
I had sunk to the very bottom of the American 
vhite man'• society when--soon, now, in prison--I 
found Allah and the reliqion of Isla• and it coapletely 
transformed my life. p. 150 
This change frot11 rejecting self and individual oppreaaora to 
rejecting the oppressor'• ideolo9y is characterized by Preire 
as a 1110ve froa naive conaciouane•• in which an individual at-
tempts to reform the existing system and make it work, to 
critical conaciouaneaa in vhich an individual seeks to trans-
fora the exiating ayate•, creating noraa, procedures, policiea 
and lava. Thia traneition i• not inatantaneoua, it require• 
acre than a single incident. It occur• over tille and in the 
case of Malcola I aanifeated itself in variou• foraa. 
Thia period of Malcola'• life which include• the period 
12 
between hi• converaion to lelaa and hi• vieit to llecca i• 
characterized by a rejection of the whit• aan'• ideol09y, by 
a eearch for new role lllOd•l•, and by an increased ••n•• of 
peraonal and racial worth. It i• a period of purging, of 
exorciaa, and of identification vith hia ovn African heritage. 
Malcolm firat aeea the vhite man aa the individual 
vhite oppreasora in hi• ovn life •••• 
The vhite people I had known ..arched before ay mind'• 
eye. Fro• the start of nry life. The state white 
people always in our house after the other vhitea I 
didn't know had killed my father ••• the white people 
who called my mother 'crazy' to her face ••• the 
white judge and others vho had aplit up the children 
. •• white youngatera I was in school there with ••• 
Sophia ••. the white criminal• 1 had dealt vith ••• 
the white women vho wanted Negro men •••• pp. 159-160 
Later "white man• coaea to represent an evil force with no 
individuality or humanity. A• part of the exorciaa, the white 
man ia generalized into a single, i111110ral 111aaa •••• 
Why the white inan'• raping of the black race'• voaen 
began right on those slave ahipal The blue-eyed devil 
could not even vait until he got them herel Mhy, 
brothers and sisters civilized mankind has never knavn 
such an orgy of greed and lust and murder •••• p. 212 
t want you vhen you leave this rooa, to start to aea 
all this whenever you see this devil white aan. ~ 
yea, he'• a devil! p. 213 
A• part of the pur9ing proceaa, new ayth•* are created, 
myths which glorify the oppreaaed and explain the oppreaaor'a 
transgreasiona. 
•The author uses the tera "aytha" because Malcola I re-
cognized the• as auch1 "I waa to learn later that Elijah Muha•-
aad' • tales, like this one of Yacub, infuriated the MUali .. 
of the Eaat ••.. Their silence left a vacuW11 into which eny 
religioua faker could atep and •i•lead our people.• p. 111 
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)} 
Elijah Huha..,ad teachea hie follower• that f iret the 
lftOOn •eparated fro. the earth. Then, the firet hUJDan• 
Original Han, were a black people. They founded the ' 
Holy City, Mecca. 
Aelonq thie black race were twenty-four wiee acientieta 
• • • l•ndl a 'Mr. Yacub.' He waa born to create 
trouble. • •• Thouqh he waa a black .. n, Mr. Yacub, 
elllbittered toward Allah now, decided, a• revenge, to 
create upon the earth a devil race--a bleached out, 
white race of people. 
On the ieland of Pat1110a waa nothing but theae blond, 
pale-akinned, cold-blue-eyed devila--aavagea, nude and 
•IMl111el•••1 hairy, like ani .. la, they walked on all 
four• and they lived in treea. pp. 164-166 
Theae talea allowed Halcol• to queation the old ~th• of 
white aupre .. cy and 9radually he be9an to ••• how he had been 
colludinq with the oppreaaor to ... ke oppreaaion work. 
The white man'• Chriatian religion further deceived 
and brainwaahed thia 'Neqro' to alway• turn the other 
cheek, and grin, and •crape, and bow, and be humble, 
and to ainq, and to prey ••• and to look for hi• 
pie in the eky, end for hie heaven in the hereafter 
while ri9ht here on earth the alavemaater white ••n 
enjoyed !!!! heaven. p. 161 
The very enonnity of ~ previoua life'• 911Ut prepared 
.. to accept the truth. p. 161 
Thia •elf-critical underatandin9 waa acco•panied by an increaaed 
underatandin~ and ayinpathy for peer• and f .. ily. Halcol• c ... 
to aee how friend• and f .. lly had been .. nipulated and vic-
ti•hed. 
the .. n frOll Lanainq jilted my eother auddenly. 
Pr011 what I later underatood, he finally backed 
away fr011 taking on the reaponaibility of thoae eight 
110utha to feed. lie waa afraid of .a ..,., of ua. To 
thia dar I can aee the trap that Mother waa in, aaddled 
with all of aa. And I cH alao llllderatHd why he would 
•hun tallinq on auch a tr-ndCMa• rHponalblUty. p. 11 
Aa Malcol• become• an active ....,.r of the Bleck Mu•U .. , ahd 
one of their principal aiaaionariea, he find• more and .,re 
ex .. plea of white oppreaaion and he beqin• to feel both per-
aonally and racially more powerful. 
And anythin9 I waa qoinq to do, I waa 
way. And becauae I wanted to do it. 
aaw aomebody do it7 Or read about it 
aaw it in a moving picture aoaewhere. 
going to do ~ 
Not becau•• r 
in a book. Or 
p. 2]0 
Thi• peraonal aelf-aufficiency projected itaelf into an in-
creaaed dependence on black reaource• and a aubeequent inde-
pendence fro. white reeourcee. 
The etore• were exaaplea to help black people eee what 
they could do for theaeelvee by hiring their ovn kind 
and trading with their own kind and thue quit beinq 
exploited by the white .. n. p. 204 
The purpo•e of theee black-run atore• wa• 1110re than economic 
independence fro• white control, but rather a deRK>netration 
to both black and white of the capability of black people, an 
expreaaion of aelf-eeteea. 
Thi• period waa alao characterized by an effort toward 
aelf-growth and increaaed learninq. Halcol• had been denied 
a fonnal education and now he beqan to aee the importance of 
knowledge and it• role in the liberation of hi• people. 
I have often reflected upon the new viata• that read-
ing opened to .-•••• Aa I aee it today, the ability 
to read awoke ineide .. eoine long doraant craving to be 
aentally alive. I certainly waan't eeekinq any deqree, 
the way a college confer• a •tatu• aylllbol upon it• 
atudenta. Hy hoaieaade education gave ine with every 
additional book that I read, a little bit more aen•itivity 
to the deafn•••· dumbne••· and blindne•• that wa• afflict-
ing the black race in America. p. 179 
During moat of thh period, Malcol• X wae dependent upon the 
chari•lllAtic laaderehip of Elijah Muh.,,..ad. 
To ue, the Nation of lal .. waa Mr. Muh._.d. llhat bonded 
ua into the beet organization black Almerican• ever had 
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J '.'\ 
vaa every Muali•'• devout re9ard for Mr . Muhammad 
as black America'• moral, mental, and spiritual re-
fo~r. p. 219 16 
When thia faith waa ahattered, Malcolm x left for Mecca. Thia 
experience broadened hi• perapective and helped him aee op-
preaaion •• llK>re than the reault of an evil cl••• of indivi-
dual• called •white •an,• but rather aa the reault of a com-
plex syatem which worked on an international acale. 
That discussion with the ambassador 9ave me a new in-
si9ht--one which I like: that the white man is not 
inherently evil, but l'merica's racist society influences 
him to act evilly. The society has produced and 
nourishes a psycholo9y which brin9s out the lowest, 
111aat base part of human bein9s. p. 371 
In the past I have made sweepin9 indictinenta of all 
white people. I never will be guilty of that a9ili\--
as I know now that some white people are truly ein-
cere, that aome truly are capable of 6iln9 brotherly 
toward a black •an. p. 362 
These are excellent exaRiplee of what Freire describe• as 
critical con•ciouene••· The problem ia no longer in indivi-
dual• or 9roupa of individual•, but in a eyetem, a complex 
interrelationahip of norms, procedures, policiea and law• 
which vork to victimize both the oppressed and the oppreeaor. 
It ia the ay•te• that i• to blame, and it i• the •Y•te• which 
muet be chanc_ied. 
The word for revolution in German i• Ullw•lzunz· What 
it .. an• i• a complete overturn--• complete c ange. 
The overthrow of Kin9 Parouk in ECJYPt and the aucce•-
1ion of President N••••r is an exaaple of a true revo-
lution. It .. an• the deatroyin9 of an old ayat .. , and 
it• replac .. ent with a new •Y•tem. p. l67 
Furthermore, at the critical level of conaciouan•••• the ind'!-
vidual aea• that thi• ayete• work• on an international acale. 
The white ••n's 1yat .. ha• been i•po•ed upon non-
white people• all over the world. Thia 1• exactly 
the reason why wherever people vho are anythln9 but 
white live in this world today, the white 1M1n'• 90vern-
soents are f1ndin9 thesiaelvea in deeper and deeper 
trouble and peril. p. 274 
But you waate your time if you don't realize that 
Vervoerd and Salazar, and Britain and France, never 
could last a day if it were not for United States aup-
port. So until you expose the man in Waahin9ton, D.C., 
you haven't accOf1Pliahed anythin9. p. 354 
Malcolm X'• faith in Allah never vaivered1 it becaine iaore pro-
found aa hia life experience• became llK>re difficult, until 
in the end of hi• autobi09raphy he 1aya, 
And if I can die havir19 brou9ht any li9ht, havin9 
expoaed any meanin9ful truth that will help to de-
•troy the raci•t cancer that i• mali9nant in the 
body of America--then all the credit i• due to Allah. 
Only the miatakea have been mine. p. 312 
And even though he 1e•• hi• life •• controlled by Allah, yet 
he maintain• that •• an instrument of Allah he, a1 an indivi-
dual, muat also act. 
I felt that Allah would be more inclined to help tho•e 
who helped themaelvea. p. 195 
Malcolm X'• faith wa• not that of a hopela•• victi• enduring 
the sufferin9 of thia life and depending on reward• in a 
heavenly after-life, Hi• faith vaa a aource of strength and 
a justification for •trug9ling a9ainat aufferln9 in thla 
life: a mandate to oppose injuatlce nov1 a COlllland to act in 
the interest of liberation. 
Freire su99e•t• the critical stage individual i• more 
acientific, willin9 to challen9e old doq111aa, and to find new 
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truth• frOlll new experiences. This also is borne out in Hal-
col• X'• experience. 18 
You •ay be •hocked by these words coming from me. But 
on thi• pllgri .. ge, what I have seen, and experienced, 
ha• forced .. to rearrange much of my thought-pattern• 
previouely held, and to toss aeide aome of my previous 
concluaiona. Thie wee not too difficult for IMI. De-
•pite •Y f ira conviction• I have alway• been a man who 
trtee to face facta, and to accept the reality of life 
•• new experience and new knowledge unfold• it. p. 140 
I would like to atudy. I IM!an ranging study, because 
I heve a wide-open •ind. I'• interested in almost any 
eubject you can .. ntion. p. llO 
In the Epilogue to Malcol• X'• autobiography, Alex Haley says: 
But in explaining Malcol•, let me take a care not to 
explain him away. He had been a criminal, an addict, 
• pimp, end • prieoner; a racist, and a hater, he had 
really believed the white •an wa• a devil. But all 
this had changed. TWo daye before hie death, in com-
menting to Gordon Parke about hie pa•t life he said, 
'That wae a mad ecene. The eickness and madness of 
thoae days! I'• glad to be free of them.' 
And Malcolm was free. No one who knew him before and 
after hi• trip to Mecca could doubt that he had com-
pletely abandoned raciem, •eparatiem and hatred. But 
he had not abandoned hi• •hock-effect etatements, hi• 
briatling agitation for in.ediate freedom in thia coun-
try, not only for blacka, but for everybody. pp. 451-459 
Swmnary 
Magical coneciouaneee i• characterized by acceptance 
and reaiqnation in the face of brutality and overt oppreaeion. 
It i• typified by •ilencei by very ehort re•pon••• to very 
cOllplex queationa1 by almpliatlc cauaal reletionehip•i and by 
the abeence of guilt. The reapondent• in the firet caee atudy 
were unable to conceive of chan9in9 the aituation in which they 
found th ... el'V9e, they were content to believe that tho•• con-
dition• were governed by force• beyond their control, and 
that their only proble .. were biological eurvival. 
Malcoi. X wee never a victi• of .. gicel conaciou•n•••· 
He we• born into a family which had already rejected accep-
tance and reaignation, which eaw event• ae influenced by .. n 
ae well a• by God and other uncontrollable factors, and which 
went further than biological aurvival in term• of defining 
one'• problem•. Malcol• waa born into an envirollllll!nt in which 
the central problem waa what Freire deacribea ae characteri•-
tic of naive consciouenesa. 
The oppressed live in the duality in which ~ is 
to be like, and to be like i• to be like the oppressor. 
(Freire, 1968, p. ll) 
Malcolm wanted to be white, to be like the oppressor. Firet 
he wanted to be a lawyer, to be eucceseful in the eyes of 
respectable white•. When he realized he could not be succe••-
ful in white eyee, he wanted to be "white" in the eyes of 
other ~; to be respected becauee he had a better "conk" 
and a pretty, white girlfriend. 
The deeire to be white ·carried with it a need to re-
ject being black. Rejection of one'• eelf i• a epecific form 
of self-deprecation. 
Self-deprecation i• another characteriettc of the 
oppressed, which derive• from their internalization 
of the opinion the oppreaaore hold of the•. (Freire, 
1968, p. 491 
But hi• experience led him to •ee individual white 
men ae evil, to reject thoee evil individual• and to eeek com-
fort in beinq with men like hi••elf. 
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But hi• experience led him to •ee individual white 
men ae evil, to reject thoee evil individual• and to eeek com-
fort in beinq with men like hi••elf. 
)9 
Traqically frightened, men fear authentic rehtion-
•hipa and even doubt the !>QBSibility of their exi•-
tence. On the other hand, fearing solitude, they 
gather in ~roupa lackinq in any critical and lovinq 
tie• which •ight tranafon1 them into a cooperative 
unit, into a true co111111unity. (Freire, 197), p. 6) 
At this point Malcol• discovered Allah and Elijah 
Muhammed. Hi• life i• tranafol'Wled by nev myths of racial his-
tory, by an increased sense of aelf-vorth, and by a fanatical 
faith in a •lngle individual. 
If a person does not l'IOve fro• naive transitivity to 
a critical conaciouaneaa but instead fall• into fana-
tlcized coneciouaneaa, he viii become even 1110re ~ 
enqaged from reality • • •• In the aemi-intranaitive 
state, 111en are predominantly illo9lcal1 in fanaticlzed 
conaciouane•• the distortion of reason makes •en 
irrational. The possibility of dialoque dU.iniahea 
markedly. Men are defeated and dominated, thouqh they 
do not know it1 they fear freedom, thouqh they believe 
themaelvea to be free. They follow qeneral formulas 
and prescriptions as if by their ovn choice . They 
are directed: they do not direct themselves. Their 
creative power is impaired. They are objects, not sub-
jects. (Freire , 1971, pp. 19-201 
Malcolm comes to see event• in a larqer context and 
1110ve• frOlll fanaticized to critical conaciouane••· lie bee ... 
disillusioned vith old heroes, and aav the interrelationehip 
of coarplex force• which operate to coerce both oppr•••or and 
oppreaaed. Re no longer blmned individuele, but eav thi• coa-
plex interaction of force• •• to bl1111111. Ra bee ... ecientific 
in hie outlook, taeting eolutione, challen9in9 old id•••· 
The critically traneitive coneciouen••• i• characterised 
by depth in the interpretation of probl .. a1 by the eub-
•titution of caueel principle• for .. qical explanation•1 
by the teetin9 of on•'• 'findin9•' and by openn••• to 
revieion1 by the att.-pt to aYOid dietortion when per-
caivi119 probl .. • and to avoid preconcaiv.d notion• when 
analyain9 th .. ; by refuein9 to tranefar reeponeibility1 
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by rejecting paeaiv. poeltlona1 bv aoundn••• of ar9u-
.. ntation 1 by the practice of dialoque rether than 
poleaic111 bv receptivity to the new for reaeon• beyond 
.. re novelty and by the 9ood ••n•• not to reject the 
old ju•t becau•• it i• old--by accepting what i• valid 
in both old and n..,. (Freire, lt7l, p. 111 
lfheree• in the firet ex .. ple ve •av the reeulte of oppreeeion 
in producing a .. gical, or •••i-intranaitive, coneciou•n•••• 
in the aecond ex .. ple ve eav hov a ein9le individual .. y 
l'IOve during hie/her lifeti .. through varioue •tage• of con-
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CHAPTER I I I 
DEVELOPING THE CODE 
Introduction 
Chapter III i• divided into two part•. Part A define• 
the theoretical ba•i• for the •c• coding eyataa ae it origi-
nate• from Freire'• publi•h•d writing•. It •pecifie• how the 
characteri•tic• of the three principal •tage• of con•ciou•ne•• 
aanlfeat the••elve• at each •tage and at each a•pect. Example• 
are given which help the reader relate the ab•trac.t concept 
to reality. TWo •ub-•taqe•, or traneitional ataqe• are de-
•cribed briefly and two different fonn• of vi•ualizing ~­
acientizacao 9rowth are preeented. 
Part B outline• a eerie• of criteria for any conceptu-
ally coherent developnental concept. Th••• criteria are then 
COlllpllr•d with the theoretical framework preaented in Part A 
and the concluaion drawn that conecientizacao could be conei-
dered ae a coherent developnental concept, and ae euch ehould 
correepond to the conceptual li•itation• and requi•ite• of 
other develol*l•ntal theorie• euch a• thoee developed by Piaget, 
Maelow, Kohlber9, J.oevlnqer and other•. 
~ 
Freire de•cribe• conacientlsacao •• a proce•• of be-
coming 1110re fully human, a developmental proc••• which can be 
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divided into three di•tinct •tagea: 11111gical, naive and criti-
cal coneciouane••· Each of th••• atage• h•• been aubdivided 
by the author into three aapect• of cr1aracteristic respon••• 
to iaplicit exi•tential queetione: what are the moat dehuaan-
izing problellltl in your life? (NAMING); what are the cau•e• and 
conaequences of tho•e problem•? (REFLECTING); and, what can 
be done to solve those problem•? (ACTING). This chapter de-
acribe• the diatinctive way• in which an hypothetical indivi-
dual names, reflect• and acts at each of the three develop-
111ental atage• of conacientizacao. 
There are several different ways in which conscientizacao 
can be visualized. The Conscientizacao Coding Categorie• Dia-
graJn is perhaps the •impleat visualization. Specific codin9 
cate9orie• are divided into one of nine boxes, each box re-
preaenting a particular aspect and level of •c.• Each level 
is divided into two aublevel•, labeled •1• and •2.• Thi• chart 
places principal emphasis on the three major levels and aa-
pects of •c• and is particularly helpful in labeling specific 
coding categorie• as to level and a•pect. Its principal draw-
back i• that it over•illlplifie• the develol'f"8ntal proces• . 
The Conacientizacao Development Diagra• give• the 
reader a better •en•e of the fluid nature of •c• development. 
The chart i• divided into the ba•ic ••pect• and levels , but 
no •pecific coding categorie• are pre•ented. Emphasi• ha• been 
placed on •howing how •c• growth take• place. The arrow• 
indicate movement from magical to critical. 
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'''thyln9 lloet to Oppor: '"r..natached Conec." 
!~Ullll~1111!l111!1llllU•~ 
One import•nt result of thi• diaqram i• to indicate 
two (2) Moajor tran•ition •tagea . The•e atage• do not conati-
tute aeparate levels of consciou•ne•• but rather indicate 
tranaition •tagea which combine characteriatic• of two levela. 
It is th••• tranaition atage• which lend themselvea to di•tor-
tion. When di•torted, the characteristic• deacribed in Tranai-
tion l become •table, consolidated and constitute a major 
behavior pattern which can be characterized aa Playing Host 
to the Oppreaaor. Transition 2, when distorted, can be charac-
terized aa •Fanaticized• Consciouaness. It is hoped that thil 
diagram will help the reader aee con1cientizacao aa a fluid 
developmental process, rather than • rigid behavioral de1crip-
tion designed to create a new set of pigeon hole1 . A single 
individual may demonstrate verbal behavior aero•• the •c• 
behavioral s~ectrwn. The apectrwn is helpful to the degree 
it promotes under1tanding of what consciousness might mean. 
Magical, or Semi-Intran1itive Consciouane•• 
Individuals at thi• fir•t •tage of conaciou•n••• are 
trapped by the •m1yth of natural inferiority.• "They know that 
they do things, what they do not knov i• that men'• action• 
tranafol"lllin9.• (Freire, 1972, p. 30) It i• thi• aen•e of i•-
potence which prevent• individual• from naming their probl ... 
in dehwnanizin9 term•, which ti•• them to 111a9ical explanation•, 
and which li~it• their activitie• to paaaive acceptance. 
Rather than re•i•ting or changing tha reality in which they 
find themaelvea, they confo111 to it. 
Magic consciou•ne•• i• char•cterized by fatalism, 
which lead• men to fold their •l"lll•, reaigned to the 
impoaaibility of reaiating the power of facta. 
(Freire, 1973, p. 44) 
a. Naming: What are the 1111>•t dehumanizing problem• in 
your life now? Should thing• be as they are? 
How ahould they be? 
Two level• of reapon1e1 can be defined •• characteri1-
tic of the naming aspect of magical con•ciousnes1: problem 
d i l bl -• At the proble• denial level, denial an 1urv va pro e- • 
individual• either overtly deny that they have problems, or 
they avoid problem• by locating them in another time or place. 
Ecuadorian farmers are often heard to •ay, •we ~ have 
these problemi.• "Thing•~ to be this way when authori-
ties did not bother to look for progres•." Or, "We do not 
have hacienda• here, these problem• do not apply to u•." In 
each ca•e, the fact• contradict the individual'• perception 
of the facts. While it may be true that haciendas no longer 
exi•t in aoine connunities, the oppressive situation generated 
by the hacienda tradition relll4in•. But because individual• 
feel un•ble to •ffect any change in the situation, they are 
unable to aee the fundamental truth that the conditions them-
1elves h•ve not changed. 
At the second level of naming, individuals are able 
to say that they have problems but these problems are defined 
in terms of physic•l or biological 1urvival. "Because we plant 
thin~s the same way every year, the earth get• tired." "With 
ten sucres we can't buy •nythinq the•• d•ys.• Money will 
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often become a central concern as it will be seen as the only 
way to feed and clothe one'• family. 
Men of ae•i-intransitive conaciouane•• cannot appre-
hend problems aituated outside their aphere of bio-
logical necesaity. Their interest• center ahnost 
totally around aurvival, and they lack a aenae of life 
on a more historic plane • ... Jn this aenae only, 
se~i-intranaitivity represent• a near disengagement 
between 111en and their existence. (Freire, 1971, p. 171 
It i• this disengagement, this alienation from exis-
tence which ~revents individuals from seeing the "facts" 
(poor land, poor health, poverty, lack of work and money as 
an end in itself) as problems. In their minds, there is 
little or no chance of transforming the situation. The fact• 
may change, but they are little more than spectators. 
b. Reflecting : Why are things this way? Who or what 
is to blame? What is your role in the 
situation? 
Again, this aspect of magical consciousness is charac-
terized by two basic orientations: attributing facts to 
superior oowers in order to explain why things are as they are 
and a simplistic view of causal relationship•. Freire say•: 
Magical conaciouane•• • . • simply apprehend• fact• 
and attributes to thfllll a superior power by which it i• 
controlled and to which it muat therefore aublllit. 
(Freire, 1973, p. 44) 
Men confuse their perception• of the object• and chal-
lenges of the environ.,.nt and fall prey to 11111glcal 
explanations because they cannot apprehend true causal-
ity. (Freire, 1973, p. 171 
One of the moat accepted cllchea concerning rural 
Latin AIM!rican farmer• la that they are fatalistic. The ac-
cepted re•ponae to a requeat that a friend atop by your house 
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la, "If God wishes.• NUJ11erou• explanation• have been offered 
for the pervasiveness of fatalistic attitude& U110ng rural 
fannera1 the dependence upon climate, or the importance of 
the Catholic church, etc. But the crucial factor which Freire 
elucidates i• the inherent logic of this position within the 
context of magical conaciouaneaa. 
The individual• who are unable to perceive their con-
dition aa proble111atic, but rather as simply a co111PO•ite of 
fact• over which they have no control, generally relie• on 
some external force to define and alter those facts. God, 
fate, luck, the "times" all play this role. It i• important 
here to distinguish between a fatalistic dependence on a 
superior power which lead• to a nulllbing passivity and la con-
sidered magical, and a genuine belief in the existence of a 
superior power which can release powerful, spiritual resource• 
within an individual, and i• considered critical. Malcolm x 
i• a good example of the second inatance. He ..... quite 
genuine when writing in hie autobiography that he owed all to 
Allah. Hia belief in Allah'• omnipotence and rightness la a 
source of strength, • juatlfication, and a stimulus for per-
sonal involvement. 
Neither a belief in God, nor hU111llity in the race of 
~od characterizes mythical conaciouaneaa, but rather a depen-
1ence on God for action, and a denial of the hu .. n capacity 
to ~ct v1th Gt>d to change events. A claaaic cllche la appro-
~~ la~e ~er-., "r.od helps those who help th••••lvea.• 
r~ tr ~o~ressive •ltuation, the ratall•tlc dependence 
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can 90 even further than dependence upon metaphy•ical forces: 
the power to tran•form the •ituation can al•o be inve•ted in 
the oppressor. Oppre••ors seem to the oppres•ed to be inde-
pendent of supernatural forces. The oppre••or i• the actor--
the subject of existence. This level of understanding results 
in humility, fear of the oppressor and ulti ... tely in a belief 
that the oppressor is always the winner. Examples of codable 
responses include: •Things are in God's hands.• •it is a 
question of luck that the hacienda owner is rich.• •God 
doesn't want to give us anymore, that'• for aure.• •They 
(hacienda owner•) are the one• who speak, and we are afraid." 
•we are afraid when they apeak to us, when our babies cry on 
the buaes and they call us bitchee and horny.• 
Magical level individuals will also empathize with 
the OpPressor. They will demonstrate not only an understand-
!!!9. but a sympathy for the oppreaaor's probll!llls. Seeing the 
oppressor as engenderinq many of the qualitiee of euperior 
power•, they will identify power with 9oodnese and rightnese. 
God ie not evil because he does not ... ke it rain, neither 
are oppressors.evil because they make the ca111peaino work hard. 
CollWllOn reeponees fro• Ecuadorian ca111peeinoe illustrate thia 
point clearly. "The hacendado ie the llOat honeet there can be. 
He pays hie taxes which benefit the entire pueblo, and then 
they criticize him.• "The poor hacendacloe.• "When you eay 
the prieet charge• a lot you don't take into coneideration 
that he •uat aleo live, eat, and dreea.• 
L_ _  
so 
Behavior typical of this staqe of consciousness ia 
that individuals, while continuing to rely on magical explana-
tions, will eee •i!flistic causal relationship•. •we can't 
study becauae we don't have any 111<>ney.• •our indian people 
don't go to school, don't atudy anything, that's why they 
don't understand anything.• Men at the ... gical level of 
conaciousneas aee the relationship between two events, money 
and school, or achoo! and understanding, but they fail to ask 
why the~ do not have lllOney or why they do not go to school. 
These question• remain unanswered because they feel the solu-
tions are in the hands of othere. They place the blame on 
physical states and objects (money, school) rather than on 
other people or on the interaction between events. In all 
cases, this level of reflection leave• the oppressed individual 
with little or no opportunity for intervention in the situation. 
c. Acting: What can be done7 What ahould be done? What 
have you done or what will you do? 
Once individuals have denied they have problems or 
defined their problein exclusively in te~s of survival "facta,• 
once they have analyzed the situation and discovered a depen-
denceonGod, nature, and the oppreasor, their logical course 
of action is to resign the••elvea to the situation, confor• to 
things as they are, and wait for things to change. This resig-
nation and acceptance are easily recognized in statements such 
as •There is nothing we can do.• •we must wait for the p!tron 
to return.• "This is the way things are.• "But what can we do7" 
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can 90 even further than dependence upon metaphy•ical forces: 
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Instead of resistin9, the individual passively "plays 
host to the oppressor.• Freire uses this term to describe 
a situation in which the oppressed individual provides sus-
tenance to the ~ppressor's beliefs much as a biolo9ical host 
provides sustenance to a parasite. If the oppressor believes 
they have the answer to the oppressed's problems, the oppressed 
is willin9 to wait for the answer. If the oppressor believes 
that the hacienda system is the only reasonable social arran9e-
ment, the oppressed is willin9 to accept that situation as 
beneficial. One rural farmer said, "If the hacienda owner 
makes money from the hacienda, we are qiven work by the hacienda. 
What would we do if the hacienda ever disappeared? We need 
it as much as the hacienda owner does.• 
The oppressor becomes the model of what is 9ood. From 
their lands individuals are 9iven work, from their table they 
are qiven food, and from their charity they are qiven health. 
If the hacienda owner is bad, the oppressed must conform to 
his will and wait for him to become 9ood. What can be done? · 
. Nothin9. What should be done? Wait. What have 
you done? Wait. What will you do? •• Walt •0111e 1110re. 
Naive or Transitive Conaciouaneaa 
The .ave from magical to naive conaciouene•• is a 110ve 
from conforming to the inevitable facts of life, to reforming 
•peclfic aberration• in individuals within a basically sound 
system. The contradiction which the naive individual faces is 
between an idealized ay•tea which should vork , and apeclfic 
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violation• of that systea by eYil or ignorant individuele. 
If those individual• could be aade to •reform• their vaye, 
then the system would function perfectly. 
A• Freire dsscrlbe• thl• attitude, it appear• to be 
both naive and ro ... ntic1 
The state of (transitive) consciousness •.• i• charac-
terized by an oversimplification of problem• 
fanciful explanations ••• and fra9illty of ar9uiaent. 
(Freire, 1973, p. 18) 
Individuals oversimplify problem• by attributing th• cau•e• 
l :.! 
to individuals rather th•r• to the systei. itself. Their explana-
tions are fanciful in that they try to understand the individual 
apart from the system in which they operate and this ultlaately 
leads to ar9uments which disaolve in the face of reality. 
"by nostal9ia for the peat ••.• • (Freire, 1973, p. 11) 
Jn the past, thin9a aee111ed to vork better. There .. y have 
been leas comforts, le•• opportunititea than now, but thing• 
were also leas complicated, people understood vhat role they 
had to play. Thie idealization of the past la typical of the 
romantic. 
"By a atron9 tendency to 9re9ariouaneae, practice of 
polemics rather than dialoque •••• • (Freire, ltll, 
p. 18) 
Individual• spend tiae toqether seeking autual c011fort and an 
escape from the problem• of everyday life. They drink together 
and' talk of better time• or of th• hopele••ne•• of their altua-
tion. When they talk of what "should" be done, they inevitably 
refer to what others should do, or vhat they 11U•t do to reform 
themselves or the individual oppressor who la violatln9 the 
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SJ 
system's norms. Better means ma~ina the status quo work: a 
better tomorrow can only mean a perfection of today's norms. 
For the naive thinker the important thinq is accom-
llK>dation to this normalized 'today.' (Freire, 1968, 
p. 811 
a. Naming: What are the most dehumanizinq problems in 
your life now? Should thinqs be as they are? 
How should they be? 
The naive individual sees the ideal system (the church, 
the law, the governinent, the coop) as a provider, a source 
of support with norms and rules governing it• conduct. The 
patron is permitted to pay low wages, but when indians become 
sick, the patron must care for them. The patron is permitted 
to own most of the land, but when the indian• bring their 
baskets of fruit and eqgs• the patron must listen to their com-
plaints. Lawyers are permitted to charqe a lot of money, but 
they inust appear to put up a qood leqal defense. Priests can 
charqe for a baptism, but they must wear their best robes and 
have a •pretty• ceremony. Problem statements take the form 
of deviations from ideal expectations, froa the leqitimate 
nonns of the oppressed, and can be either inner directed or 
outer directed. 
Inner directed norm violations refer to those incidents 
in which the oppressed see themselves as the problemr their 
uncleanlinese, their habits, their behavior. The oppressed 
bl ... theaeelvee for not being like the oppreeeor or for not 
*Thie ie a rural custom which parallel• appeaeing the 
the gode before askinq favore. 
meeting the oppressor'• expectation• for th... Furthermore, 
they strike out againet each other, seeing friends, faaily, 
and other peere a• the problea. Thie ie referred to by Freire 
ae horizontal ag9reseion and intrapunitivene••· 
Outer directed probl ... statement• refer to an individual 
or 9roup of individual• from the oppressor class who are taking 
advantaqe of their role and violatinq the rules of the pater-
nalistic system. The iaportant distinction here i• that the 
statement• inevitably refer to an individual or qroup of indi-
viduals, but never to a system, a coaplex interrelationship of 
individuals coerced by expectations and norms. "So he 
(hacienda owner! sells the land to whoever, sells it in cash 
to those rich people who have money.• "They (authorities) pay 
us, but very little.• 
b. Reflecting: Why are things this way? Who or what is 
to bla .. 7 Wh~t i• your role in the situ-
ation? 
The process of reflection follows logically from the 
process of naming. Individuals simplistically bla111e the1119elve• 
or they blame a specific individual or 9roup of oppressore. 
Thie is part of the procees Freire call• "playin9 hoet to the 
oppreesor.• In thie eenee, individuals are playing host to 
the oppressor'• ideology, to their beliefs. The oppressed in-
ternalize those beliefs and make them their own. Thie ie an 
active procese, a deliberate effort, a• opposed to the paseive 
acceptance described ae part of magical consciousnese. If the 
opp~essed blame theaselvee, they firet accept the oppreesors' 
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explanation for why thing• are aa they are. •1 know a boy who 
was born on a hacienda and could have made a fortune many timea, 
but he drank inatead." "Campeainoa drink becauae they are 
vice-ridden.• •we are backward becauae we call people to 
meeting• with cow horn.• These are all atatementa one could 
expect to hear at a cocktail party of oppreaaora. But they 
come from the oppresaed, talking about themaelves. Intereat-
ingly enough, education has become one of the way• in which 
the oppreased most conspicuously accept the oppreasor'a expla-
nation. In Latin America, education was traditionally con-
sidered either irrelevant for the campesino or the responaibility 
of the patron. A new emphasis on literacy and on self-help 
projects has transferred this responsibility to the oppresaed. 
Not only are oppressed individuals unschooled, but they are 
to blame for not building a school or for not attending claaaes 
which are humiliating and irrelevant. Problem atatements are 
straight-forward acceptance of guilt: "I am not doing what I 
am suppoaed to do,• or "The campeaino doean't atudy: the£!!!-
pesino doesn't work, the campeaino isn't organized.• The ac-
ceptance of the oppreasor's explanation• lead• to •elf-depre-
cation, the oppreaaed are conatantly putting th .. •elves down. 
•we live like ani•ala.• •We are dirty.• •1 can't learn to 
read and write.• Many time• oppr•••ed individual• will !!!.!!'.. 
to theinaelvea in the third peraon1 "the caapeaino•, the people 
of the c••po• the poor people, th ... indicating that they ••e 
themaelvea as an object, acted upon, rather than a aubject 
capable of action. 
They will ••de negative reference• to their peer 1rou11 
"That i• the way th••• baatard• are.• "They go bad in their 
buaine•• and they beconie a V0111an-chaaer and a drunkard." •They 
drink becauae they are vice-ridden.• (Theae are all atate .. nte 
••de by c••pe•ino• about other campe•inoa.) They will de91Dn-
atrate a lack of confidence in aelf and peer• and engage in 
aelf-pity. •we don't know how to remember, we can't think, 
there ia no one to teach us.• Blaming their anceator• i• 
•till another way in which the oppresaed individual• place 
blame on themselves. By accuaing their family of having don• 
nothing for them, they strike out against their own cultural 
root• and consequently againat themaelvea. 
If, on .. the other hand, the oppreaaed individual• bl-
the oppreaaor for the norm viohtion•, th, 1 will begin to .. ke 
negative reference• to the oppresaor, indicating an outer-
directed aggreaeion. They will see intentionality on the part 
of the oppreaaor. "They lauthoritie•l feel that only they 
ahould be privileged." •They want frOll the innocent.• "Th• 
other families wanted to get a lawyer and did g•t hi• out of 
jail, but he wa• already beaten up, and if they had left hi• 
in jail, the police would have beaten hi• 1110re.• They will 
see the relationship between the oppre••or and their a1ente. 
"And what ahe told her worker• to do, they did.• They will 
begin to aee contradiction• between the oppr•••or'• i .. 9• of 
the ayatem, and the real•life reaulta. "We have the obligation 
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"And what ahe told her worker• to do, they did.• They will 
begin to aee contradiction• between the oppr•••or'• i .. 9• of 
the ayatem, and the real•life reaulta. "We have the obligation 
to •end our children to school, but we have no money to do 
it with." They will be able to generalize from one individual 
oppre•sor to another . "Not only doe• the lawyer take advantage 
of us, but the doctor too when he always tell• ca111pesino• 
that they have liver trouble.• It is iMportant to note here 
that the oppressor is seen as a sin9le individual or as several 
individuals, but not as a whole 9roup, or as a •ystem. 
Oppressed individuals at the naive level of conscious-
ness accept that something is wron9. They can identify specific 
injustices and relate long atorie• of how they are exploited . 
But their under•tanding doe• not go beyond blaming individuals. 
They fail to see that a system of powerful forces act together 
to coerce both the oppressed and the oppres•or. They naively, 
romantically, nostalqically assume that individuals are basi-
cally free agents, independent of the socio- economi c system 
in which they live. 
c. Acti!!<JI What can be done? What should be done? What 
have you done or what will you do? 
Individuals' actions are necessarily related to their 
understanding of the situation. lf they feel they are to blame 
or their peers are to blame, they will work to alter their be-
havior. They will model the oppressor's behavior. Education 
will take on 111<>re aiqnif icance aa the way to get into the op-
preaaor'a ayate•. They will dreaa differently, try to look 
like the oppressor physically, and take on the oppreaaor'a 
habits. 
• • • they live in the duality in which to be is to 
be like, and to be like i• to be like th.-opj>reaaor. 
• (Freire, ttCI, p. Jl) 
niro ways of relatin9 to one's peers reflect this 
attempt to internalize the oppressor'• views and behavior, 
a paternalistic attitude and leadership style mirrorin9 the 
good patrons. "They need the help of a cOlllnlunity leader.• •1 
am the only one who i• awake because the others are blind not 
knowing to read or write.• They can become aggressive, which 
Freire calls horizontal or misdirected violence. 
Chafing under the restrictions of this order, they 
often manifest a type of horizontal violence, strik-
ing out at their own comrades for the pettiest reasons . 
(Freire, 1968, p. 481 
Examples from Ecuadorian campesinos include: "And we stay 
drunk, fightinq with others.• "The mayordomo had to pay 1111!, 
but that ind i an wouldn't do it.• "They (other campesinos) 
called me deaf and dumb for being a Protestant.• 
A closely related form of misdirected violence ia 
intrapunitiveness in which individual• turn against themselves 
and their family. Wife-beating, drunkenness, and gambling are 
forms of aggression against the self and the family . 
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Examples from Ecuadorian campesinos include: "And we stay 
drunk, fightinq with others.• "The mayordomo had to pay 1111!, 
but that ind i an wouldn't do it.• "They (other campesinos) 
called me deaf and dumb for being a Protestant.• 
A closely related form of misdirected violence ia 
intrapunitiveness in which individual• turn against themselves 
and their family. Wife-beating, drunkenness, and gambling are 
forms of aggression against the self and the family . 
If oppressed individuals blame the individual oppressor 
for violatinq the norms, they will either seek comfort or form 
defensive associations. The first tendency is to •ee •trength 
in numbers, to band together and look for •upport in unity. 
But the unity will not neces•arily had any external <JOal other 
than psychological comfort. After a .,.eting at which COllllllOn 
problems were discussed, a campe•ino dais: •we should have 1111>re 
of th••• ... t1119a, •eep .. •tl119 li•• thia, it feel• IJOOll.• 
Thi• •ind of sr.,arlouaneaa la uaeful in belpin9 to br••• 
clown the ne9ative atereotrpe• which c .. pealnoa have developed 
about t.._HlvH and their peen. lut It cu eHUy be 
tranafortled into an ••cape fromi reality and a reliance on 
clichea. •with union there la •tren9th• 1• a CC111110nlr heard 
phr••• ln the rural area• of Ecuador. w.11-.. anln9 .. ite, 
change-a9enta introduced it, but it hH a..- ai11ply uotber 
vay ln vhlch campe1lnoa bla .. th .. 1elvea for their own C01141i-
tion. •11 ve for..ad cooperatlvea ve vouldn•t heve to wait °" 
the rlch .. n.• •11 ao-.one ha1 a penny, another paya the 
carpenter, another paya for the nail1, then with union and 
underatandin9 ve have atren9th.• In the•• ••a11plea, it ia 
clear that unloa 11 •••n •• • vay of ... i"9 thl119a better, of 
refor11ln9 the 1ltuation. 
A ••cond alternative 1• to trr to .... the ••l•ti., 
•r•t•• vor•, to uae t .. •Y•t•, ratller then tranafor11 it, 
to 9et what the individual vanta. ftie i• baaicallr a d•f•-
•iv• r••cU011, ... u .. to ... th• aabu., •r•t- to reduce 
the n99ative couequencea of that ar•t... ..iv• ata .. liMliwl-
duela will alao try to avoid tba oppreaaor, ••••111111 to dafe1141 
tb..aehea fr- their acUou. Open oppoaltlon to aa ,_,lwldul 
oppreaaor la alao couldered •• a defanalve reaction. h• 
tho1119h boldneH and r1 .. -tall:1"9 are claaracterlatlc of the 
oppoaltl011, oppo..lnt u lndiv.lclual ratller than • frOUf or .,._ 
t.. la coneldered naive. 
.... . 
.. 
Critical or Tranaltlve eonac.louaneaa 
At the t•lrd level of COD9Clouan•••• the laaue la 
tranafor11atlon of .. unjuat •rat .. , rather thaA tha refoSllA-
tlaa or daatructlon of certain lndlvlduala. Tllla proceaa of 
traaafor11ation ha• tvo aapect•• Cl) a peraonal aelf-affl111a-
U011 and rejectloa of pl•Yint boat, and (2) • conacioua ... ld-
cal attempt to replace the oppre1alve •r•t .. wltb a . •rat .. 
botll juat Ucl .. ueabl•. Unllll:a naive con1clouan•H, the 
illlllvidual doe1 not bl ... lndlvlduala, but rattler d8110aatratea 
a true uaderatandlncJ of hl•••lf and of the •rat•• .. ,c:lli coerce• 
both the oppreHad and the opprHaor lnto collualon. 
The crltlcally tranaltlv• conaclouan••• la character-
laed by depth in the interpretation of prob1 ... , by 
the aubatitutlon of cauaal principal• for .. ,&cal 
aaplanatlon11 by the taatint of one•1 f1lllllAIJ• and by 
openn••• to ravlaions by the att911pt to avoid diatortloa 
wllan percelvint proble.. and to avoid praconcalv .. 
notion• when analy1l119 th .. , by refu1lft9 to tran•far 
raaponalbllityr by rajectlnq paaalve poaltionar by 
aoundn••• of ar9u .. ntation1 by the practice of dlal09ue 
rather than pol .. tcar by r•ceptivlty to the new for 
raa1ona beyond .. re novelty and by the -tood .. n•• not 
to raiact the old juat becau•• it l• oldr by acceptln9 
what la valid la both old and naw. crralre, 1111, p. 11) 
a. • .. 1n11 llhat are the .on dahwnhlnq probl- ln· 
rour Ufe _, Should tbl.,a be aa tlaey anJ · 
low ahould they beJ 
Oppr•• ... lndlvlduala .ovl119 lnto tha third ata99 of 
coneclou ... •• eo11e to r••lla• that no .. tter ii.ow ••rd they tsy, 
they cannot be ll .. the oppr•Hor; and they decide they do 
not want to be l l•• the oppreHor. A 9rov1., aenH of Hlf-
-rth •llova th- to reject the oppraeeor ••a role .odel. n.w 
focua upon their cnm etbnlclty, not becauH tber .. te t••.op-
.~ 
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flt 
pre••or and want to b• different, but because they vant to 
be the•••lvea unique peraona vho are honeat about their herl-
ta9e and their hablta. In anaver to the que•tion, •should 
thin9• be aa they are?,• they .. Y reapond, •flO, becauae I 
ain not allowed to be 111Y••lf1 I want to be .... Or, •Ever.yon• 
tri•• to control ua, tellln9 ua what to be llke. llhy can't 
we decide for ouraelvea1• 
It i• not only the reault• of their relatlonahlp with 
the oppr•••or but the very nature of that relatlon•hlp which 
becOlllea i•portant. What th• naive individual •••• a• the 
•9ood• patron, the critical individual •••• a• patronlaln9 
vhlte liberall••· An9er and indl9nation re•ult.even lf help, 
•upport, and tan9ible benefit• are the con•equencee of pater-
nali••· It le .or• l•portant to do lt your•elf even if you 
fail, than to have it done for you and eucceed. •How can they 
Ith• oppreaaorl help ua1 they only try to .. k• th .. eelve• feel 
9ood, appear aa though they are .. ld119 the revolution.• •11o 
•atter what - do, they will take credit for our 9rovth, but 
we know better.• Thl• l• not a .. re ahuttl119 out of the op-
preaeor, lt i• a conaclou• effort toward creatl119 9C191ethlft9 
hlf-e•t•-· both 'peraonal and ethnic, vlll replace 
neqatl" refer911C•• to eelf and peera. lnatead of the •1aar 
C!!p!•lno,• 110re frequent reference• are •d• to the •e!llP!•lno'• 
aolldas;ttr• and the •euir•ino'a anderatandlft9 of natue.• 
stupidltr and unfitn••• will ba ... n •• product• of oppreealon 
rather than inherent qualltlee. More and .ore referencea 
wlll be •de to the l9noranc• and lneptn••• of the oppree110r. 
Thar become vulnerable lnilividuala, loel119 their 11Jthical 
qualitr of o.nlpotence and the irrational qualitiea of dellOllic 
evllneee. 
Oppreaaad individual• 9raduallr coaie to f .. 1 like a 
•aubject• rather than an •object.• Santen~• atructure lncreaa-
i119ly eaiphaahea •I• and ·-· a• oppoaed to ••• and •ua.• 
Third pereon objectification of the oppr•••ad Ith• c!!P!•lnoe, 
the poor) dleappear ln favor of •ue• and •our probl .. e, our 
•tren9the.• COlllMlnltr probt ... rather than peraonal probl .. • 
an etllphaaiaad. 
lndlvlduala come to focue on the ••r•t••·· Thar ... 
apeclflc rulea, event•, relatlonahlpe, and procedure• a• •r•lr 
•• .. Pl•• of ayat .. atlc lnatltutlonallaed injuetlce. Devletlon 
and deprlvatlona are not the eaceptlon but the rule. The con-
eequancea are not anlqua to a el119le tl• and place and pereon, 
but lo119-laati119, vldeepread and 9eneraliaed. Their an9er 
and lndl9natlon are not directed at an individual, but at the 
pollciee, nor99, procedure• and lava which that individual 
enforc••· •1111r bla. aicherd Rlxon1 the trouble i• vlth capl-
b. ..flectin91 llhr are thln9• thla way? Who or what ia 
to bl..,.? What I• your role in the elta-
atlon? 
lalnq able to na• the probl•• H the •r•t- and not 
•• • elnqle individual allove oppreaeed individual• to under-
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6) 
•tand (1) hov they collude to make the •y•te• work, and 
(2) how the oppre•sor co}lude• to make it work. They •ee 
what "playinq ho•t to the oppre••or" mean• in term• of their 
ovn action•. They •ee that while an individual hacendado .. y 
be evil, the problem i• much more complex, involvin9 hi•tori-
cal tradition, ve•ted intere•t•, and political power. Syni-
pathy and understanding of one'• peer• replace• the •elf-pity 
characteri•tic of naive con•ciousne••· Rather than con•tant 
references as to how put down "they• are, the individual beqin• 
to explain vhy "we• are a• ve are. In•tead of •tatement• •uch 
as "They spend all day in the 9un, poor quys,• the critical 
individual •aye, "We drink [alcohol) because it hurt• to be 
poor." Blame i• placed on oneself, on others, and on the 
systeni of relation1hips which binds them toqether. 
The oppressor is no lonqer invulnerable, rather an 
ordinary vo/man with veakne••e• and fault•. A• the oppr•••ed•' 
imaqe of the oppr•••or beCOIMI• JM>re reali•tic, their i .. qe of 
self and peer 9roup al•o become• 1110re realistic. They cOllle 
to see that self and peers are not only qood, but also power-
ful. They overtly reject horizontal violence and intrapunitive-
ne••· From the oppre••ive experience, they have acquired a 
unique sense of purpose and a unique set of akilla. Their 
•tru99le ha• ••de them •tron9, and it i• this •tren9th rather 
than the oppressor'• qoodwill, which eventually will .. ke th .. 
free. There is a full-acale rejection of the oppreaaor'a ideol-
oqy includinq the oppreaaor'a behavior and beliefa. Reflectin9 
at the critical atate of conaciouaneaa oppreaaed in4ividuala 
are able to clearly define the contradiction• between their 
own action• and their liberation 90ala. Individual• aee 
clearly hov they collude to .. ke the ayat .. work . Thia .. Y 
reault in bla•in9 oneself, but this la not aelf-deprecation, 
but rather a realistic underatandinq of one'a veakneaaea. 
At the second aublevel of critical conaciouaneaa, the 
oppressed individual generalizea from one oppressive ayst .. 
to another. Not only do individual• see how the lawyer and 
the priest take advantage of th .. , they aee the relationahip 
between the bankinq syst .. which denies loans to rural fa11111ra 
because they lack capital, and a reli9iou1 system which requirea 
the richest Clllllpesino each year to spend all his earnin9a on 
a festival for the entire co118Unlty. lloth systeaa operate 
to keep the c11111pesino poor and both are •Y•te•• rather than 
the results of a particular evil individual. This allowa the 
individual to see the contradiction between the syat .. •a rhet-
oric and ita real-life reaulta. 
Critical conaciouaneaa repreaenta "thin9a and facta 
a• they exist empirically in their cauaal and circua-
atantial correlation• •••• (Freire, 1973, p. ••) 
Critical reflection places emphaaia on a acientific atti-
tude toward the world in considerin9 both the ayet .. and ta 
under•tandinq how one haa played ho•t to the oppreaaor. The 
analy•i• 9oes beyond self and extends out to .. cro-aocio-eco-
n0111ic sphere•. Individuals see how world economic• operate 
to coerce and manipulate the oppre•sive ayate• on a aicro-
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tude toward the world in considerin9 both the ayet .. and ta 
under•tandinq how one haa played ho•t to the oppreaaor. The 
analy•i• 9oes beyond self and extends out to .. cro-aocio-eco-
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or co11111unity level, and consequently perceive the need for 
group power to combat its effects. 
c. Acting: What can be done? What should be done? 
What have you done or what will you do? 
Actions take two directions1 toward self-actualizing 
and toward transfonning the system. The individual must seek 
out new role models. A search for individual• who are neither 
fanatics nor oppres1ors ii a good indicator of critical activ-
ity. Faith in peer• is demonstrated through reliance on peer 
learning. •we have learned that we can learn from each other.• 
Aqqressiveness is directed again1t the oppre11or and/or against 
the system. Reliance is placed on community resources rather 
than dependence on outsiders. Actions demonstrate the !.!!!fO!:-
tance of co11111unity participation--community defined a1 the 
extended oppre1sed group as well a1 a limited geographical area 
of residence. Accompanying a reliance on co11111unity there i1 
also reliance on 1elf which m~v appear to the oppre1sor as 
arrogance. New information, new perspectives are tested and 
revised according to the results of actions. Deliberate at-
tempts are made to locate new information: reading, discussing, 
traveling take on new importance. Reflection and action become 
interdependent, a constant cycle of thinking and doing designed 
to improve the accuracy of understanding. Thi• proces1 Freire 
calls praxia which is opposed to either excessive emphasia on 
rhetoric and hypothesizing which he calla naive verbalism or 
on iaolated actions he call• naive activism. 
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Boldness and risk-taking bec0111e more a part of the 
individual•' atyle. They are leas afraid of change than they 
are sick of the statue quo. They are more willing to act in 
ways which previoualy seeiaed dangerous and inappropriate. As 
they realize that it is the aystem that is to blame, they are 
able to act in ways which the sy1tem define• a1 wrong. •i.ook 
friends, when 50 of us go, they cannot beat up all of us.• 
Or, •we 1hould go directly to the head authoritie1.• Both 
of the1e activities threaten the paternalistic system because 
they are outside of the accepted norms. The sy1tem may try 
to defend itself by adjusting its norm• to include inappropriate 
behavior. Demonstrations are now accepted as normal in the 
United States. But when Saul Alinsky threatened to occupy 
all the toilets in Chicago's International Airport for an en-
tire day, this represented more than a me~~ demonstration. 
Inappropriateness was elevated to another level beyond the 
system's ability to adjust, and the threat alone worked. 
The self-actualizing proce1s we have described is in 
part an ejection of the oppre1sor, an exorcism of the values 
and habits which the oppre1sed have been forced to swallow. 
Unlike the fanatic, the critical individual will not seek out 
conflict, but will be prepared to accept conflict if it comes. 
The rejection may inhibit the oppressed individual's ability 
to maintain normal relationships with members of the oppressor 
group. At the same time, an inner growth begins through which 
the individual finds a unique historical and personal identity 
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to fill the void left by the oppre••or. Instead of raving 
against the oppres•or, the individual is intere•ted in talk-
ing to hi• peers. Hating the oppr•••or i• ai•ply less impor-
tant than underatandinq one'• peers. It i• a pro-peer, 
rather than an anti-oppressor stance. 
Once the oppressor has been ejected and the process 
of self-actualization bequn, the individual is free to explore 
cooperati~ as a way of transforming the unjust system. Co-
operation differs from massification not necessarily in the 
size of the qroup but in the quality of the relationships 
which hold the qroup toqether. Critical level orqanizations 
of oppressed peoples see power not as a way to destroy the 
oppressor or as a means of defendinq themselves aqainst the 
oppressor, but as a way of creatinq a sy•tem of justice, a 
new system of relationships. One can imaqine a cooperative 
formed to get better prices at the local market. But a truly 
transforming cooperative movement would attempt to create a 
model system, an alternative to rural capitalism, a new way 
of looking at the relationship between producer and conawner. 
The distinctive mark of critical consciousness is the relation-
ship established a1110ng the oppressed themselves. 
Radicalization ••• is predominantly critical, lov-
ing, humble, and co111111unicative, and therefore a posi-
tive stance. The man who has made a redical option 
does not deny enother man's right to choose, nor doe• 
he try to impose his ovn choice. He can discuss re-
spective positions. He is convinced he i• right, but 
respects another man's perogative to judge himself cor-
rect. He tries to convince and convert, not to crush 
his opponent. (Freire, 1973, p. 101 
J ~ 
Fanaticized Consciousness 
Fanaticized conaciousn••• is ~ one of the three prin-
cipal develop19ntal stages of conscientizacao, but rather a 
distortion which Freire discussed as being somewhere between 
naive and critical consciousness. Even though fanaticiaed 
consciousness is not a part of the formal coding system, 
a brief discussion of it is included here because Freire 
places a good deal of emphasis on it• possible dangers. ran•-
ticized consciousness may be one of several major semi-levels 
which lie between the three basic levels identified by Freire. 
There is a close potential relationship between naive 
transitivity and masaificetion. If a person does not 
move from naive transitivity to critical consciousness 
but instead fall• into a fenaticized consciousness, he 
will become even more disengaged from reality than in 
the semi-intransitive state. (Freire, 1968, P· 201 
The emphasis in fanaticized consciousness ii on maaai-
f ication 1 not the transformation of an oppressive situation 
into a liberating one, but rather the exchange of one oppres-
sive situation for another. Through massification, the op-
pressed become tools, 11anipulated by a small group of chari•-
mattc leaders. 
Men are defeated and dominated though they don't know 
iti they fear freedom, though they believe themselves 
to be free. They follow general formula• and prescrip-
tion• as if by their own choice. They are directed1 
they do not direct th .. eelvea. (Freire, 1961, p. 20) 
Those who lead, do so through the creation of a mythi-
cal individual, the •super-ethnic,• who elllbodiea all the cul-
tural etereotypes of the oppressed group. Thie super-ethnic 
becomes both the protagoniet in a life and deeth struggle 
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aqainet the oppreesor and the ideal again•t which the oppressed 
must meaeure them•elvea. Rather than playing host to the 
oppreaeor, the oppreeaed are aeked to play host to a dis-
torted and irrational imaqe of themaelvea. 
In the aemi-intransitive atate .. n are predoninantly 
illogical: in fanaticized conaciouanea• the diatortion 
of rea•on makes them irrational. (Freire, 1968, p. 201 
Poleinic• and e1DOtional rhetoric are 1111>re evidence of 
this irrationality. In order to eneure that the oppreeaed will 
follow blindly rather than participating creatively in the 
tranaformation procesa, apeeche• replace discusaion circle•, 
and haranque• replace dialoque. 
Freire points to the prevalence of thi• attitude among 
"populi•t" leaders who appear to be genuinely revolutionary 
but who in fact seek to control and 111anipulate the revolution 
for t.ln•ir own ends. 
Since the populist leader simply manipulates, instead 
of fighting for authentic popular organization, this 
type of leader serve• the revolution little if at all. 
(Freire, 1968, p. 147) 
a. Naming: What are the most dehW11anizing proble111• in your 
life now7 Should thing• be a• they are7 How 
should they be7 
For the fanatic, the 1110st crucial problem i• the oppres-
aor, the incarnation of evil, the enemy to be deetroyed. Nothing 
good can be said about the oppreaeor. They are eeen not a• 
individual• equally victimized by the •yet .. , but •• rather 
the de1110nic cauee of oppreeaion. Opposin9 the evil oppressor 
i• the all-good •super-ethnic.• Ethnic values of the oppressed 
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take precedence over any rational evaluation of the appropriate-
ne•• of different valuea. •Typical" dre••· traditional hair 
atyle• and co...on habit• are idealization• throuqh which the 
•auper-ethnic" take• on concrete form. 
b. Reflecting: Why are thinqs thi• way7 Who or what i• 
to blame? What is your role in the aitu-
ation7 
Genuine reflection i• replaced by polemic• and ~­
tional rhetoric. Standard prescriptions are offered rather 
than critical analysis. Any understandinq of the oppressor 
is unscientific and favor• haranques which decry them and 
their class a• evil. The "system" is naively understood as 
a deliberate instrument of the oppressor class, rather than 
the result of historical processes which hold both oppressor 
and oppresaed captive. Indeed, the system is nothing more 
than a synonym for oppreseor class. 
The people are no more than spectators at the oppres-
aor' • destruction; a convenient justification for the leaders' 
own needs. Freire identifies thi• fanaticism with sectarian-
ilm. 
sectarianiam is predominantly emotional and uncritical. 
The sectarian wishe• the people to be present at the 
historical proce•s as activiata, iaaneuvered by intoxi-
catinq propaganda. They are not supposed to think. 
Someone elae will think for them; and it is as protegea, 
as children, that the aectarian sees them. (Freire, 1971, 
p. 111 
c. Acting: What can be done7 What ahould be done7 
have you done or what will you do? 
What 
Action is directed toward aassification and toward de-
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stroying the oppressor. Because the end is seen to justify 
the ~eans, there is little tinoe for dialogue with the oppressed. 
Charismatic leaders must arise who will lead the oppressed to 
victory. Dolllesticating leadership focu•e• on the oppressed 
individuals' inability to lead themselve•. A new society is 
less ~portant than the apocalypse which will purge and punish 
the oppressor. Participation mu•t await liberation. Action 
is the imperative . Conflict with the oppressor is sought as 
the only solution; it is welcomed, hailed as the cleansing 
purge against evil. 
Disrespecting the choices of others, he (the sec-
tarian! tries to impose his o~n choice on everyone 
else . Herein lies the inclination of the sectarian 
to activism; action without the vigilance of reflec-
tion; herein his taste for sloqanizing, which generally 
remains at the level of myths and half-truths and attri-
butes absolute value to the purely relative. {Freire, 
1973, p. 111 
The sectarian, either of the right or the left, is 
doomed to failure because if they succeed at all, it is to re-
place one tyranny with another. For like the oppressor, they 
hate, they are trapped by their own contradictions, denied a 
genuine relationship with the oppressed by their own myth•. 
Sectarian• can never carry out a truly liberating 
revolution because they are th.,.selves unfree. (Freire, 
1973, p. 121 
The concern of the fanaticized individual is change, 
but not necessarily transfonnation. The processes are oppres-
sive in that they lead the oppressed rather than work with 
the oppressed. The goal is to destroy the oppressor, which 
111ay result in their substitution by yet another oppressor. 
72 
The fanaticized individual is concerned with oppressive groups, 
rules. regulations, but with the power indivi-not with norms, 
duals who make them. The oppressed are P~en as children who 
must be led, not mature individuals capable of critical parti-
cipation. 




a. Overt denial 
b. Problem avoidance 
2 . Survival Problem• 
a. Poor physical state/health 
b. Poverty 
c. Lack of work 
d. Insufficient work 
e . Honey as end in itself 
B. Reflecting 
Simplistic Causal Relationships 
a. Blames physical •late/health 
b. Blames objects over people 
2. Facts Attributed to Superior Powers 
a. uncontrollable factors: God/Fate/Luck/Age/etc. 
b. Fear of oppressor 
c. Oppressor as inevitable winner 





2 . Passively Playing Host to Oppressor 
a. waiting for "good:" luck/patron 
b. Dependence on oppressor 
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Naive Con•ciou•ne•• 
A. N .. inq 
1. Oppr•••ed Deviate• from Ideal Expectations 
a . ~Pr•••ed not like oppressor/oppressed not 
meet oppressor'• expectation• 
b. Horizontal a99r•••iven•••/intrapunitivene•s 
11. R•fl•ctin9 
1. 111 .... Oppressed 
a. Accept• oppre•sor'• expectations (education 
a• end in it•elf) 
b. Self-peer deprecation• 
c. lllaMe• ance•tor• 
d. Self-pity 
2. Understands How Individual OppreHor Violates Nonos 
a. Se•• intentionality by oppre••or 
b. Sees relationship• between oppr•••or/oppre••or's 
a9ent• 
c. Generalize• fr~ one individual oppre••or to 
another 
C. Actin9 
1 . Actively Playin9 Ho•t to Oppres80r (Collueionl 
a. Models oppre••or'• behavior (education, dress, 
habits) 
b. Misdirected aggre••ion (horizontal a99re•sion/ 
intrapunitiveness) 
c. Paternali•tic towards peers 
d. tteet• oppres•or'• expectations 
2. Defendi"9 
a. Gre9ariouaneaa 
b. Mak•• •Y•te• work 
c. Avoid• oppre••or 
d. Oppose• individual oppr•••or 
•· Chanqe enviro11111ent 
Criticel Con•ciou•ne•• 
A. Na•in9 
1. .. jecUon of OppreHor Croup•/Self-P-r Affir-tion 
•· Reject• oppr•••or group• 
b. Seek• to maintain ethnicity 
c. s-11• to affint uniquena•• 
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2. Tranafora Syate• 
a. Procedures--people 
b. Re)ects oppre••ive syste• 
B. Reflecting 
1. Understands/Rejects Oppre•sor•' Ideology and Their 
Collusion 
a . Sy•pathy/under•tandin9 of peers . 
b. Self-critical/sees contradictions between action• 
and critical goals 
c . Rejects horizontal aggression/affirms self 
d. Sees oppressor as ~eak/victim of system 
e . Rejects oppressor/oppressor'• ideology 
f. Generalizes from one oppressive group to 
another 
2 . Understands How System Works 
a . Sees system as cause 
b . Sees contradictions between rhetoric/results 
c. Hacr·o-socio-economic analysis 
d . r.eneralizes from one oppressive system to another 
C. Actinq 
1. Self-Actualizing 
a. seeks appropriate role models 
b. Personal/ethnic self-esteem 
c. self-qrowth/transforminq learninq 
d. Subject/actor 
e. Faith in peers/peer learninq 
f. Boldness/ri•k-takinq/unorthodox solution• 
g. Reliance on co111Dunity resource•/participation 
h. Opposes oppressor 9roups 
2 . Transfor~ing the System 
a . Dialo9ue-polemics 
b. Comradeship 
c . Scientific approach 
d. Change norm•/laws/procedurea 
Sw11111ary 
Conacientizacao is a process of growth through three 
distinct but interrelated •taqe•: magical, naive, and critical 
consciousness. Archetypical IMgical individual• conform to 
the oppressive situation in which they find themselves. They 
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Sw11111ary 
Conacientizacao is a process of growth through three 
distinct but interrelated •taqe•: magical, naive, and critical 
consciousness. Archetypical IMgical individual• conform to 
the oppressive situation in which they find themselves. They 
define problems related to basic survival concerns and feel 
that these problems are governed by powers beyond their control. 
Their actions are divided between passive acceptance of events 
and active appeasement of the powers which they see as in 
control of their lives. 
The naive level of consciousness, at which the oppressed 
individual desires to reform a basically sound system which has 
been corrupted by evil individuals who violate the system's 
norms and rules, is divided into two suLlevels. (II): at the 
first sublevel, individu.:Jls bl.:Jme tlu•ms<>lvcs .111<1 their peers 
for the norm violations. They pl.:Jy ho c. t to the oppressor's 
beliefs by engaqing in self-guilt M>d horizontal viol<•nce . 
Their actions are directed at chanqinq themselves, bccominq 
more like the oppressor: more e<lucilt1on, More powerful, more 
white. (8): at the second sublevel, the oppressed in<lividuals 
blame an individual oppressor, or a particular oppressor qroup, 
for the norm violations. They see how the oppressor's actions 
are harmful and intentional, but thev attribute their cause 
to individual maliciousness. Their actions are directed at 
defending the111Selves from the consequences of this particular 
oppressor's violations. 
Critically conscious individuals perceive the "system• 
as in need of transformation. No mere patching of the relation-
ship between oppressor and oppressed will change the basic 
reality that the system, a coercive set of norms which qovern 
both oppressed and oppressor, is the cause of oppression . The 
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process of transformation be9ina with a rejection, a ca•tin9 
out of the oppressor'• ideolo9y and leads to an increa•ed 
sense of self-worth and peer power. Thou9ht i• scientific 
and extends beyond the illlftediate examples of oppre••ion to 
the macro-socio-economic sphere where event• are placed in a 
global context. Critical individuals beqin a procea• of •••k-
ing new role-models, relying on •elf and conwnunity re•ourc••• 
boldness, risk-takin9 and independence of the oppressor. Thia 
new approach to problem-aolvin9, an approach in which dial09ue 
with peers replaces polemics, allows the oppressed individual 
to formulate actions from which true liberation, true tran•-
formation can result. 
Fanaticized consciouane•• is an aberration, a di•tor-
tion of true •c• growth which lie• •oinewhere between the 
naive .and critical staqes of con•ciousne••· Conceptually, it 
proposes an inevitable atruq9le between oppre•sor and oppreaaed 1 
a stru99le which relies for succe•• on chari•matic leader• who 
are idealized as the ••uper-ethnic• and who a•e justified in 
usin9 any means to achieve their ends. ranaticized con•cioua-
ness may lead to the destruction of the oppre••or, but it does 
so throuqh massification, throu9h the •ubjection of the oppreaaor 
by the oppressed and con•equently i• not a path toward true 
liberation. 
A second di•tortion, or aberration, .. y occur between 
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the oppreaaor. The llOdeling .. y be either paaaive, in which 
oppr•••ed individual• rely upon the oppreaaor for decision 
and action, or active, in which the oppreaaed atte•pt to chanqe 
th .. aelvea to be like the oppreasor. 
~ 
Conacientizacao •• • DeveloJ?!ental Educational 
Theory 
In an article entitled, •0evelopment as the Ai• of 
Education,• Lawrence Kohlberg and Roche~le Mayer identify 
three baaic •tr•••• of educational thouqht: "r08anticism" 
which they identify with the work of Rousseau, and .more recent-
ly, the free-school 111<>vement: "cultural trans•ission• which 
they associate with traditional acade•ic education and with 
the Skinnerean behavioralism: and finally, •proqressivism" 
which they exe•plify throuqh the developmental educational 
theories of Dewey and Piaqet. Durinq this process of compari-
son, Rohlberq/Mayer set out what they feel to be the basic 
characteristics of a developmental educational ideology. Jn 
thia part of Chapter III, these characteristics will be compared 
with Freire'• understandinq of conscientizacao as outlined in 
both Ped•!fOV of the Oppressed and Education for Critical Con-
aciouaneaa. The purpose of this aection will be to indicate 
how rreir•'• concept •ight correspond to the characteristic• 
which lfohlberg and Mayer define •• developmental, and aa such 
My constitute a coheaive develo.-ental theory. It ia i•por-
tent to realise that thia i• • lens which the author is apply-
111 
inq to Freire's work, and not one which Freire uses hi•aelf. 
A. Development ia defined aa •a progreasion through 
invariant ordered sequential ata9ea. (Kohlber9/Mayer, 
1972, p. 454) 
Kohlberq and Mayer aee apecific developi11ental atage• 
as a basic unit of a develop111ental theory. Theae ata9ea, 
rather than the inner aelf of the r0111antica, or the environ-
•ental atimuli of the behaviorist, are the focus of educational 
activity. Each individual is confronted with the same devel-
opnental path, achievement is not always guaranteed, becauae 
development results from the interaction of external environ-
ment and inner understandinq, but the stages do not vary. 
Freire does not discuss staqes directly. However, in 
certain passages, he suqqests that hie perception of hu .. n 
qrowth is dominated by 111<>vement throuqh various staqes or 
"themes" as he refers to the•. 
An historical epoch ia characterized by a aeries of 
aspirations, concerns, and values in search of ful-
f.illment: by ways of beinq and behavinq1 by .ore or 
less qeneralize aptitudes. The concrete repreaenta-
tions of many of theae aspirations, concern•, and values 
as well as the obstacles to their fulfill11111nt, consti-
tute the the.,.• of that epoch, which in turn indicate 
task• to be carried out. (Freire, 1973, p. 5) 
In this pasaaqe, Freire is talkinq of an hiatorical 
period rather than the developaient of a ainqle individual or 
group. Later, however, he relate• th••• th ... • to the ~ 
of understanding in the Brazilian people. 
Such an education would take into the moat serious 
account the various level• at which the Brazilian 
~ple perceived their reality, •• being of the great-
est i•portance for the proc••• of their huaanlzatlon. 
Therein lay 111f own concern to analyse th••• hlatorl-
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~ple perceived their reality, •• being of the great-
est i•portance for the proc••• of their huaanlzatlon. 
Therein lay 111f own concern to analyse th••• hlatorl-
cally and culturally conditioned levels of under-
standing. (Freire, 197l, p. 17) 
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These levels are much closer to what Kohlberq and 
Mayer describe as stages. Freire suqqests here that they are 
historically and culturally determined indicatinq that he 
feels that they are the result not only of the individual's 
inner self, but also of the world in which that individual 
finds himself, of the historical and cultural factors which 
that world has qenerated . 
At another point, Freire ~-•". 
The more accurately rnen <Jr.1Sp tr11•• caus .•lity, the rnore 
critical their understandinq of rvality will be . Their 
understandinq will Le mitqical '''th•~ ,'ff''ll'"PP 1h.:tt they 
fail to qrasp causality. Furth.-r ,., 11 t•·.I) .-onsc1ous-
nPSS always submits that causal I!; to an.ilyr.i~: what. 
is true today may not be so tomc..•r rt•\ol . Na iv•~ conscious-
ness sees causality dS a stat I«._·, ''!;t.1bl 1sfu!1I f.1et, and 
thus is deceived in its percept ion . (Frf'irc, l'l7J, p. 44) 
llere Freire is defininQ the chJrdcteristic of specific 
levels or staqes of consc:ousness. This passaqe suqqests that 
Freire sees development in terms of sequential staqes, snaqi-
cal, naive, critical. One does not beqin as critical and be-
come maqical, nor move from maqical to critical, nor move 
freely between the three staqes. Development is a proqression 
from maqical to naive to critical. it is an emerqence from 
temporality. 
Men exist in time. They are inside.. They are out-
side. They inherit. They incorporate. They modify. 
Men are not imprisoned with 'today:' they emerge, and 
become temporalized. (Freire, 1973, p. 41 
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e. These different 1110des of thouqht form an in-
variant sequence, order, or succession in individual 
development. While cultural factors may speed up, 
slow down, or stop development, they do not change 
its sequence. (Kohlberg/Hayer, 1972, p. 458) 
Once aqain, Freire does not address this question 
openly at any lenqth. Rather, we must rely on implication and 
loqical consistency. However, at one point, he comes very 
close to makina a definite statement indicatlnq that he feels 
thal development is invariant a1•d s@quential. While discuss-
inq the development of the Brazilian consciousness, he says: 
While it would be impossible to return the emerqinq 
masses to their previous state of submersion, it sniqht 
be possible to lead them to immobility and silence 
in the name nf their own freedom. (Freire, 197), p. 101 
This statesnent Sf'P.MS consistent with Kohlberq and Mayer's 
belief that cultural factors can slow down or stop develop-
ment, but not take it backwards, even thouqh Freire is refer-
rinq to qroups rather than individuals. They discuss, for 
exdmple, the possibility that children snay develop at different 
speeds and indeed may stop their develop111ent at a qiven staqe 
before achieving the final stage of developnoent. Thia sounds 
very much like what Freire calls "distortions,• or •deflec-
tions.• 
In the last analysts, retreats do not deter the transi-
tion. They do not constitute backward movenoent, althouqh 
they can retard movement or distort• it. (Freire, 197), 
p. 9) 
In short, naive transitive consciousness can evolve 
toward critical transitivity, characteristic of a legi-
timately democratic 118ntality, or it can be deflected• 
*Dnphasis is author's. 
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toward the deba•ed, clearly dehumanized fanaticized 
con•ciou•ne•• characteri•tic of .a••ification. 
(Freire, 1971, p. 9) 
The important si•ilarity between the Kohlberq/~ayer a••ertion 
and Freire i• that the staqes constitute an invariant sequence, 
caoable of distortion, but ulti.ately inviolate. 
C. Each of these different and sequential modes of 
thouqht for.• a •structural vhole.• {Kohlberq/Mayer, 
1972, p. 458) 
Kohlberq and Mayer point out that the developmental 
staqe• are not superficial constructs related to maturation; 
they do not represent the •typical• behavior of a qiven aqe. 
Rather, they are structural wholes which define inajor concep-
tion• of thouqht. They are a world view, a tool for under-
standinq oneself and the world, and the interaction between 
•elf and world. Freire, when discussinq the role of the ex-
ten•ion aqent, make• a very similar point. 
I •aid that education as a qnosioloqical condition 
means the problematicization of the content of which 
educator and educatee as Subjects in the procPss of 
knowinq concentrate. The SubjPcts in the process of 
knovinq, in their co-intentionality towards the object, 
penetrate it in search of its raison d'etre. And the 
object, in revealinq itself to the Subjects, appears 
to them within a •tructural system in which it is in 
direct or indirect relation with another object. The 
object {which can be a problem-situation) initially 
•entered into• a• if it were an isolated whole, "qives 
itself up" to the subject in the process of knowinq as 
a ••ub-vhole" which in turn forms part of a qreater 
totality. Step by step the Subjects in the process of 
knovinq advance towards the union of the parts which make 
u~ the whole •••. Jn a sense, any effort implies_!!! 
effort towards totallzation.• {Freire, 1971, p. 157) 
Clearly, Freire is concerned with mental processes which con-
•E•phasis placed by author. 
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•titute •tructural vhole•, which do not divide the vorld into 
behavioral co•partn>ente, but rather •ee the mental proce•• a• 
a structural unit, held together by a co11111<>n under•tandin9. 
o. Cognitive •taqes are hierarchical inteqration•. 
Staqes form an order of increa•inqly differentiated 
and inteqrated structure• to fulfill a conanon function. 
(Kohlberq/Maver, 1972, p. 458) 
The states are not only •equential, they are hierarchical. Each 
•tate is •uperior to the previou• one, and the final •late of 
developnent repre•ent• the achievement of a hiqher 9oal. 
superiority i• based upon the fact that each •taqe is .are 
differentiated and 1110re inteqrated. Each •tate brinq• the 
individual clo•er to an under•tandinq of hov the vorld inter-
acts vith the self. lf an individual at the •aqical level of 
consciou•nes• i• unable to perceive event• a• havinq cau•e• 
outside of the •upernatural, the critical individual •ee• the 
•upernatural as only one pos•ible factor related to cau•ality. 
The critical individual ha• 1110re conceptual option•1 they are 
1K>re integrated vith the vorld. 
The inte!rated person is person as Subject. In con-
trast, t e adaptive person is person as object, adap-
tation representing •t 1110st a weak self-defense. If 
man is incapable of changing reality, he adjusts hi•-
self instead. Adaptation is behavior characteristic 
of the animal sphere1 exhibited by aan, it is sy•pto-
•atic of hi• dehU11aniz•tion. (Freire, 1971, p. 41 
Freire clearly accepts an hier•rchic•l viev of developMent. He 
sees that 111en move from •adaptation• to a higher, .ore human, 
level of inteqration where the person •cts upon th• world a• 
vell as beinq subjected to the world. 
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self instead. Adaptation is behavior characteristic 
of the animal sphere1 exhibited by aan, it is sy•pto-
•atic of hi• dehU11aniz•tion. (Freire, 1971, p. 41 
Freire clearly accepts an hier•rchic•l viev of developMent. He 
sees that 111en move from •adaptation• to a higher, .ore human, 
level of inteqration where the person •cts upon th• world a• 
vell as beinq subjected to the world. 
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E. Progressive ideology, in turn, rests on the value 
postulates of ethical liberalism. This position re-
jects traditional standards and value-relativism in 
favor of ethical universals. (~ohlberg/Mdyer, 1972, 
p. 4721 
Kohlberg ~nd Mayer make an important point in discussing the 
value position of different educationdl ideologies. They 
reject value-relativism as J position based u1~n what they 
call the "naturalistir fallacy." 
As practiced bv psycholoqists , till' nJt11r.1l 1sti c fJl-
lacy is the direct d<•ri v .1tinn q ( ~. 1.1tt•mf~nts dl.>j 1ut wh.it 
human nature, humdn va I uc•s, t1r .. t /:1111 . • 111 d1._~s 1 res < 1. ~ 1'J~~ 
to be from the psyrholuqicdl ~t.1lt.·1111•n1s about wh;it 
they':!..!:~· (Kohlber4/M..ty<'r, l'JI!, ''· 4ht.) 
This fallacy al lows an eclu c .ltor to adq•t tht> p••si t ion of J 
v~1luc-frcP. c on!-iultant . Their task 1 : ; ~• lmf'l'I I n help the "cl•t~ rd" 
dct~rmine how to do, Lut not what t t.• d n. Ldac.1ti u n.1J qodlS 
are determined by statements of psyc ho lm11r.d fact. llecausc 
positive reinforcers exist, they arc •1ood . llut Kohl berg and 
Mayer point out, "on what bases arc they qood?" What is the 
standard by which they are judqed? Valuc-r«lativism further-
more defines the educator's taFk as the promotion of "cultural 
survival." That is, that a qiven culture has the riqht to sur-
vive, and it is the task of the educator to discover the means 
for that survival. Typically, this school of thouqht arques 
that cultural values are relative; there are no universal 
standards aqainst which different cultures can be adjudicated. 
All values are equally valid because they ilrc all derived from 
human cultures. 
Oevclopmental ists reject thi s position. The y do not 
bo'11cve that all values .ue equally v;tlid. An extreme example 
14 
offered by Kohlberg/Mayer is the Nazi culture. Does it have 
a riqht to survive? Are its values equally valid? Is slavery 
a cultural value which merits survival? Many have questioned 
modern North American values with their emphasis on material-
ism and commercialism. 
Tha proqrcssives, or developmentalists, focus on the 
universality of the developmental states. They argue that 
these staqas are culture-free because they represent "develop-
mentJlly advanced or mature staqes of reasoning, judgment, 
and action . " (Kohlberg/Mayer, 1972, p . 4751 It is good to 
promote development because each staqe represants a higher 
humiln stdt.e, as Freire says consc ient izacao promotes "human-
izat1on." These stages are invariant and are validated not 
only by psychological investigation, but by philosophical 
enquiry as well. They constitute rational ethical principles. 
As Kohlberq and Mayer state: 
This implies an internal standard of adequacy govern-
ing development; it implies that development is not 
1ust any behavior chanqe, but a change toward greater 
differentiation, inteqration, and adaptation. IKohl-
berg/Hayer, 1972, p . 4811 
rreire puts it this way: 
one of the basic preoccupations must be the gre•ter 
penetration of the "prise de conscience• which operates 
in human beings when they act and when they work .••• 
If the prise de conscience goes beyond the mere ~­
hension of the presence of a fact, and place• it--crlti-
carry-Tn the system of relationships within the tot•llty 
in which it exists, it transcends itself, deepens, and 
beco111es conscientization. (Freire, 1973, p. 141) 
This deepening toward a universal goal, this internal atandard 
which is cross-cultural seems to suggest that education should 
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in which it exists, it transcends itself, deepens, and 
beco111es conscientization. (Freire, 1973, p. 141) 
This deepening toward a universal goal, this internal atandard 
which is cross-cultural seems to suggest that education should 
be channeled toward developnent of the•e univer•al character-
latica. Muat education then become doctrinaire, •u•t it .i•-
poae developmental 9rowth, i• it• ta•k to dictate? Both 
Freire and Kohlber9/Mayer are clear on thi• point. 
F. • ..... ture thou9ht e ... r9e• throu9h a proce•• 
that i• neither direct bioloqical aaturization nor 
direct learning, but rather a reorganization of 
p•ychol09ical •tructure• re•ulting fro• orqaniam-
enviro,..nt interaction. (Kohlberq/~ayer, 1972, p. 4571 
To thia point, Freire •peak• loudly and clearly. He •ay• over 
and over aqain that understanding re•ult• from an interaction 
of the individual with the world around them. 
ldeali•m errs in affirming that idea• which are 
•eparate froa reality govern the historical proce••· 
So doe• the mechanistic objectivism which trans-
form• human being• into ab•tractions and denie• them 
their pre•ence a• beings of decision in hiatorical 
tranaforaation. (Freire, 197), p. 1461 
Education as the practice of freedom--as opposed to 
education as the practice of domination--denies that 
•an is abstract, isolated, independent and unattached 
to the world; it also denie• that the world exists as 
a reality apart from men. Authentic reflection con-
sidera neither ab•tract man nor the world without men, 
but men in their relations with the world. Jn these 
relationa, consciouanesa and world are si•ultaneous: 
conaciouaness neither precueded the world nor follow• 
it. (Freire, 1968, p. 69) 
Both Freire and Kohlber9/Mayer contraat their views 
with those viewa of the ro .. ntica lidealiam in Freire'• voca-
bulary) and the behaviorialiata (mechanical objectivia• in 
Freire'• vocabulary). For the ra.antica, it i• the inner aelf, 
that private, peraonal, individual seed planted in each peraon 
which muat be allowed to flourish. The world ia no more than 
a pot into which the •eed i• planted. The behavioralista aee 
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the world as a set of atiaull. and the individual a machine 
which responds to tho•e •ti•uli. Education ia the search for 
appropriate atimuli to produce the appropriate reaponae. 
Kohlberg/Mayer and Freire aee developtoent in term1a of pro-
gression through a aeries of hierarchical•tngcs, and believe 
that growth is an interaction between the external world and 
the internal •elf. It i• a dialectical relationahip which 
confront• the individual with the world. 
In the progres•ive view, this aim require• an edu-
cational environment that actively stimulates devel-
opment throuoh the presentation of resolvable but 
genuine problem• or con fl icta. (Kohlberg/Mayer, 1972, 
p. 4541 
The cognitive-developmental metaphor is not •aterial 
it is dialectical1 it is a lllOdel of the progres•ion ~f 
ideas in discourse and conversation. In the dialectic 
metaphor, a core of universal ideas are redefined and 
reorganized as their implications are played out in 
experience and as they are confronted by their oppo-
• i tea in argument and discourse. (Kohlberg/Mayer, 
1972, p. 456) 
The core of Freire'• educational IM!thod is dialoque. 
It ia often referred to by that naae. In this aenae, hia edu-
cational ideology can moat clearly be identified aa develop-
•ental. 
Authentic education is not carried on by 'A' for 'B' 
or by 'A' about 'B,' but rather by 'A' with •f:T 
111ediated by-tlii world--• world which i•preaaea and 
challenges both parties, givinq riae to views or opin-
ions about it. (Freire, 1961, p. Ill 
Dialogue is the encounter between ... n, .. diated by the 
world, in order to na .. the world. (Freire, 1961, p. 76) 
The proceaa which Freire describes as dialoqical is neceaaarily 
non-doctrinaire. It doea not impoae the. world on an individual, 
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but is rather a process through which two or more individuals 
seek the world. The educator's task is to pose questions, to 
confront the world, not to provide answers or define the 
world. Kohlberg and Hayer put it this way: 
Reference to such ~rinciples (scientific inquiry) 
is non-indoctrinat1ve if these principles are not 
presented as formulae to be learned ready-made or as 
rote patterns grounded in authority. Rather, they 
are part of a process of reflection by the student 
and teacher. (Kohlberg/Hayer. 1972, p. 475) 
G: Morality is neither the internalization of estab-
l1sh~d cultural value~ nor the.unfolding of spontane-
ous ~mpulses and emotions; 1t 1s justice, the reci-
pro~1ty be~ween the individual and others in his 
social envirom~nt. (Kohlberq/Mayer, 1972, p. 4551 
One goal of education is justice. Justice is derived as much 
from the fact that the developmental stages constitute a uni-
versal standard against which to value human existence, as it 
does from the dialogical process through which this growth 
takes place. Consequently, it is just to promote develop-
mental growth toward self-actualization, integration, and/or 
conscientizacao and it is unjust to hinder that growth. 
But while both humanization and dehumanization are 
re~l alter~atives, only the first is man's vocation. 
This vocation is constantly negated, yet it is affirmed 
by that very negation. It is thwarted by injustice 
exploitation, oppression, and the violence of the ' 
oppressors: it is aff irr:ied by the yearning of the op-
pressed for freedom and justice, and by their struggle 
to recover their lost humanity. (Freire, 1968, p. 281. 
This does not mean that certain principles of justice are for-
mulated and then transferred to the young, nor does it mean 
that the individual is allowed to unfold an inner self which 
contains prepackaged principles of justice. Justice is a pro-
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cess which is lived, not a commodity which is traded. 
This then is why I say that •education as the prac-
tice of freedom" is not the transfer, or transmission 
of knowledqe of cultures. Nor is it the extension 
of technical knowledqe. It is not the act of deposit-
inq reports or facts in the educatee. It is not the 
'perpetuation of the values of a given culture.' It 
is not 'an attempt to adapt the educatee to the milieu.' 
I see 'education as the practice of freedom' above all 
a truly qnosioloqical situation. (ECC, p. 1491 
The liberal school recognizes that ethical principle• 
determine the ends as well as the means of education. 
Not only are the rights of the child to be respected 
by the teacher, but the child's development is to be 
stimulated so that he may come to respect and defend 
his own riqhts and the riqhts of others. (Kohlberg/ 
M,1yer, p. 471) 
One conceptual lens which can be applied to conscien-
tizacao, as described by Freire, is structural developmental-
ism. This lens focuses on the existence of three distinct con-
ceptual stages: magical, naive and critical consciousness. 
Each stage is consequently conceived as a structural whole. 
They represent internally consistent perspectives which in-
fluence how individuals perceive themselves, the world, and 
their interaction in the world, particularly a• related to 
socio-political events. Magical, naive, and critical are 
names given to the complex and profound interrelationship of 
how an individual names, understands and acts upon the world. 
Using this lens, Freire'• stages are also sequential and hier-
archical. Individuals are not free to move at will between 
stages, but rather follow a definite growth pattern which leads 
from magical through naive, to critical consciousness. While 
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all individual• .. y not achieve critical conaciouaneaa, while 
ao .... y re .. in at either ... qical or naive level• of conacioua-
neaa, once a level ia achieved, it i• aaaiJlned that individual• 
cannot return to previou• levela. The sequence ia alao uni-
veraal for all individual• and the order not dependent upon 
cultural or peraonality Factors. While culture and individual 
peraonality 111ay influence how rapidly qrovth froa one stage 
to another takea place, it cannot alter the pattern or sequence 
of qrowth . 
Each ataqe in the sequence ia also hierarchical. 
Critical consciousness ia more differentiated and integrated 
than magical. On this basis, it is leqitimate to suqqest that 
critical consciousness represents a higher or "better" stage 
of consciousneas. By adopting this position, Freire is dernon-
atratinq a 1110ral position which appears similar to that de-
fined by ltohlbera and Mayer aa represented in ethical uniVt!i· -
aala and, in turn, rejectinq a posit i on of value relativism. 
If ataqea are hierarchical and •iniversal, they should consti-
tute an inner atandard of qood, a natural qoal towards which 
individual• can proceed. 
Growth fr011 one atage to another occur• as an indivi-
dual co .. a in contact with the world . Develop111ental educa-
tion'• taak ia to bring the individual in contact with the 
world in a critical way. It• task is to poae problema, not 
to provide anawera. It ia dialoqical in that it pr0tn0tea a 
horizontal relationahip between individual• involved in an-
90 
swerinq the questions posed . In this way , Freire avoids 
transforming the hierarchical stages of consciousness into a 
doctrinaire educational process. Developmental growth, un-
like information-transfer or habit for11111tion, is not a func-
tion of rote-memorization or stimuli-response, but rather a 
conceptual neqotiation between individual underatandinq and 
the world . Individuals come to underatand the world and 
themselves more completely becau3e each new question leads 
to a more differentiated and inteqrated answer . The goal of 
this process is justice, a relationship between individual• 
within the world, in which they are not hindered in their 
pursuit of the developmental goal . 
The lens of structural developmentalism is not one 
which Freire appliea to his own work. ~s one way of conceiv-
ing of conscientizacao, it is fought with weaknesses. Con-
sciouaness, for example, aay be aituational rather than ae-
quential and hierarchical. Individuals may de1110nstrate ~aqi­
cal consciousness in one situation (the marriage context). 
It may be possible for individual•, even within the sa111e aitu-
ational context, to regre•• to a previoua ataqe, thereby contra-
dicting the hierarchical nature of atagea aa described by 
1tohlber9/Mayer. care ahould be taken in applying the ltohlberg/ 
Mayer criterion to Freire. The value of that criterion liea 
aiore in the quaationa it ralaea, than in the anawera it pro-
vide•. 
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swerinq the questions posed . In this way , Freire avoids 
transforming the hierarchical stages of consciousness into a 
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vide•. 
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C H A P T E R I V 
THE VALIDATION PROCESS 
Overview 
Js the "C" code an accurate predictor of real - life 
behavior? Is it capable of distinqu1sh1ng he tween the thou<Jht 
samples of two groups of 1nd1vidual s wh1 r h h.1ve cl e monstrated 
significantly difff'rent soci o- pol it 1c.1l t,('), ,iv 1or! Will the 
factors distinguished by the r. orl• · ("(1ft•·l.1t 1· r.os1tivc ly with 
the distinction macfe hy 1 he soc 1 .. , . , I 1 1 1 .1 I r t 1 1 • r i .:i ? I f so, 
then one indication that the verLd l , .t• ·. 111 1· r.-·d1ct non-v<?r-
bal behavior exists. The cod1nq C cil• ·qo r ,._. s .ind th(' d•~finitions 
of consciousness levels would then Le rel~ted 1n a positive 
way to real-life behavior. This is the task which the valida-
tion process addresses. 
Jn order to establish initial validity given the rela-
tively modest resources available, the followinq experimental 
des1qn was developed . Stage criteria were developed which 
relied on factors other than verbal l;~havior, such as job stat-
us, economic success, formal schoolin•J, language, social mobil-
ity, and demonstrated agqressiveness. Importance was attached 
to criteria which distinguish between individuals with rela-
tively similar socio-economic backgrounds, as it was necessary 
to use the same protocol collection instrument on both groups. 
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As 1t was highly unlikely that the author would be able to 
identify in Ecuador a sufficiently large number of critical-
level individuals with the same socio-economic background as 
magical-level individuals, it was decided to develop non-
verbal stage criteria which distinguished between magical 
and naive level individuals . 
Two qroups of individuals then were selected : one 
group of eiqht which the non-ve1bal criteria predicted were 
maqical, and one qroup of nine which it predicted were naive. 
These two groups were each given the protocol collection instru-
ment us1nq tape-r<'corded individual interviews. The inter-
views were conJucted in the language with which the individual 
felt most com!urtable, either Spanish or Quechua. The tape 
re~ordinqs were later transcribed and translated, when neces-
sary, into Spanish. The transcriptions were then reviewed 
in detail by members of the respondent's culture-group to in-
sure that they were accurate representations of what the re-
spondents were saying. The transcriptions were then coded 
and the coding results translated into specific coding scores 
for each individual. 
The scores of the two groups were analyzed statisti-
cally using the Mann Whitney U Test. The results of this sta-
tistical analysis are presented in detail in thls chapter. 
They indicate a highly significant difference between the two 
groups. What follows is a detailed explanation of the process 
described briefly in this overview. 
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Selection of Magical and Naive Groups 
Why Magical and Naive Groups? 
The author wished to build upon his experience in 
Ecuador in detennining the criteria for selecting two differ-
ent experimental groups. Because his work with the nonformal 
education project had been principally with rural individuals, 
it was convenient that the rural population be the focus for 
group selection. Without making any cultural qeneralizations, 
it was felt that the difficulty of identifyinq a sufficiently 
large number of critical individuals among the Ecuadorian 
rural population was so great that the emphasis should be on 
magical and naive level criteria. The author was sure that 
identifying B-10 magical and naive level individuals would be 
relatively simple. This is not intended to mean that there 
are no critical-level rural individuals in Ecuador. In fact, 
there may be many. But given the present socio-political 
climate these individuals are particularly reluctant to parti-
cipate in the kind of experience which the coding process 
demands: n .. ely, tape-recorded interviews. In the author's 
experience, these individuals typically were reluctant to be 
identified: they prefer to remain politically invisible, and 
it would have been both unreliable and unethical to insist upon 
their participation. Consequently, the focus was on the dif-
ferences between magical and naive, rather than magical and 
critical individuals. In fact, differentiating between two 
94 
adjacent staqes may indicate strenqth in the measure. 
Non-verbal Maqical and Naive Criteria 
Theoretically, maqical level individuals confor•. 
They accept life as it is qiven to them. They have the lowest 
level of economic rewards, as well as occupyinq the lowest 
level on the social ladder. More importantly, they do not 
seek social mobility, nor do the:· demonstrate aqgressiveness. 
They maintain their ethnic dress and habits, not out of a 
qenuine self-affirmation, but rather because they consider 
themselves incapable of giving them up. They accept without 
overt opposition their identification as poor, stupid, and 
,nrty . They are ~enerally reliqious, participating in tradi-
tional rites or an institutionalized ~hurch which offers 
salvation in the future and perseverance in the present. 
Theoretically, ~ individuals ~· They try to 
become successful in generally accepted social terms. They 
seek education for itself. They qive up traditional dress and 
habits and try to physically look like the oppressor. They 
tend to seek new religious alternatives, churches which offer 
a doctrine of success now as well as in the future life, or 
they reject the fatalistic attitudes of the traditional reli-
gion. They look for jobs which will give them responsibility 
and status in the oppressor's eyes. They seek positions of 
commun'ity leadership and perfona their leadership role in • 
paternalistic •anner, lllOdeling the oppressor's behavior. They 
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commun'ity leadership and perfona their leadership role in • 
paternalistic •anner, lllOdeling the oppressor's behavior. They 
tend to be aggressive in seeking success, but their relation-
ship with "evil" oppressors is defensive. They strike out 
against "evil" individuals, particularly peer members who 
violate the oppressor's nonns. 
In establishinq criteria for selecting the magical 
and naive groups, it was important to rely on non-verbal 
characteristics. VeTbal characteristics would have been, in 
a sense, "codinq• the individuals before coding them. (If. 
for example, a coding candidate were select£>d on the basis 
of having said, "God controls our I ives . "I This, in fact, 
is a coding category. Wr. would then bf> relating verbal beha-
vior with verbal behavior, and still not know if that verbal 
behavior reflected other, more significant behavior, such as 
the job status, the amount of vertical aggressiveness• demon-
strated, or the degree of economic success. What we were 
interested in was how individuals act upon their world as com-
pared with how they understand and name their world. The 
following non-verbal behavioral criteria were isolated as 
being particularly important in distinquishing between poten-
tial magical and naive individuals in rural Ecuador. 
Employment. The single most important variable iso-
lated was the nature of the individual's e~ployment. Eniploy-
ment is generally an area in which an individual has s<>111e 
choice, even though powerful social and economic forces oper-
*Aggressiveness aqainst a superior role status person 
by an inferior role status person. 
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ate in an oppressive situation to restrict job-opportunities. 
~n indian in Ecuador, for example, is given few, if any, 
educationa·l opportunities, and job mobility is tied to edu-
cational achievement. Because indian communities are rela-
tively closed social systems, even apprenticeship, vocational 
Jobs an· veq1 scarce. Consequently, an un-schooled indian 
youth is left with few real alternatives. 
Ecuador's marketplaces a. e rt lied with cargadores, or 
carriers, whose function it is to transport the heavy loads 
of food goods from trucks to sellers, and from the sellers 
to the cars or hom .. s of the buyers. For this service, they 
are paid a small amount of money and are generally at the 
mercy of the client as there are no fixed prices for such 
services. 
po ... nds. 
Loads vary from several pounds to over a hundred 
This is one of the lowest status jobs in Ecuador and 
one which incurs a high degree of physical and emotional abuse. 
In addition tp being called names and being kicked or other-
wise physically mistreated, cargadores hove to leave their 
communities, often live many hours from their homes, sleep in 
the open, eat whatever is available, or not at all. Cargadores 
almost always accept these conditions with little or no overt 
resistance. 
What ls important here is the villin9nes• of the indi-
vidual to absorb and accept the abuse which being a car9ador 
necessarily entails. While there are real financial rewards 
relative to the income of a rural indian being • cargador, 
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being a cargador incurs significantly more physical and emo-
tional abuse than any other indian job other than work on a 
traditionally-operated hacienda where the indian would be 
subjected to almost complete control. The fact that an 
indian works as a cargador indicates that they are willing 
to tolerate overt oppressive conditions. It is a job which 
requires acceptance, which demands a fatalistic resignation 
to the world as it is. 
If it coul•• be shown that the economic benefits of 
this work were used as investments in the future, then an 
argument could be made that in fact the cargador is tolerat-
ing a temporary situation in order to achieve a long-range 
benefit. The author's experience has indicated that the 
contrary is true. Most cargadores are forced into carrying 
by the fact that there is simply no way for them to support 
their families on the small piece of land which they are given. 
Secondly, the land reform system, by making indian 
labor relatively expensive to the large landowner, has stimu-
lated the landowners to farm less land, thus offering less 
jobs for indian labor. Thirdly, indians are motivated, through 
the system of prioste, to spend large amounts of money on 
religious fiestas. Much of this r.10ney comes from the work of 
cargadores. While a few cargadores do manage to save some of 
their carrying income, most is spent within a few weeks of 
their return to the community in totally subsistence-oriented 
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activities. 
As such, it is clear that the indian cargador is ac-
cepting a situation of physical and enK>tional oppression in 
order to avoid starvation and social ostracism. The indivi-
dual is dominated by survival needs and willinq to sacrifice 
dignity to meet those needs. This is an accurate behavioral 
description of a magical level individual. 
There are individuals, however, who have been able to 
escape this oppressive environment. For a variety of reasons, 
some individuals have been able to take advantage of the 
limited educational opportunities available, and they have 
been able to seek jobs which offer them alternatives to overt 
oppression. Most of these individuals have sought to own and 
farm their own land. Land ownership is one of the most basic 
ways in which an indian can become like the white man. 
Traditionally, the white landowner controlled all of 
the resources, set the standards by which all should live, 
and held the power. To ovn land, and enough land in order to 
support one's family, is a way of sharinq power. The agrar-
ian reform system in Ecuador, while giving aa.e land to many 
rural families, usually gave either such poor land, or so 
little land, that it was econot11ically unviable. 
Campesino ownership of an economically productive 
piece of land is an indication of increaeed •t.tus and inde-
pendence. This independence, while it carrie• with it a nwa-
ber of oppressive condition•--unfair prici119 ~ ewen physical 
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abuse--constitutes a significantly different condition than 
that of the carqador . Emotionally, the campesino landowner 
is free. The bulk of his experience is a fight against 
nature, not against human abuse. His co1M1unity holds hi~ in 
esteem, and even the white co1M1unity holds a minimal level 
of respect for him. 
The government, through Ministry of Agriculture pro-
grams, dedicates a qood deal of its resources and rhetori c 
for his benefit. If he d o es ri o t alw.1ys rt·. ·,·1vc- c o nc rete 
benefits, he is at least l <' <l to ht·l 10•vt> th.it h <' 1 s important . 
While the lot of the ~~ ! .'.U~ . .'~ ~'!. 1s re s • ·1•• ·•l i 1u , 1n the race of 
oppr e ssion, the inde p e nd e nt fctrmer •'.; · ~· 111111 !1 · 1111•1 lht.' o ppres-
sor 1 s achievements. 
Economic success . In a S (' rt1t · lt •u,L1J l~ap1tal1 s t e conomy 
such as Ecuador's, the tJec1re e of intl1JJdl1al 1•cor1<,mic success 
i s a good indicator of the degree of uppression. The poorer 
the individuals, the more o ppressed they tend to be . Semi-
feudal/capitalist values are tr.1nslated into monetary terms . 
While there may exist isolated groups which challenge this 
equation, the bulk of the population 1s subjected to its con-
sequences. Then to say that poor people in a semi-feudal/ 
capitalist system are typically the most oppressed is a rea -
sonable position. Economically, successful people are those 
who have either received qreat wealth as an inheritance, or 
those who model the system's norms, procedures, policies, and 
values . The reverse, it s hould be po inted out, i ,; no t alway s 
100 
the case. That is, individuals who follow the system's norms 
are not always economically successful. 
A word about economic success is warranted here. 
Within the context of rural Ecuador, we are not referring to 
the American dream of everyone becoming a millionaire, but 
rather simply to the satisfaction of survival needs with a 
little left over . Naive level rural individuals would tend 
to be in a position to satisfy <urvival needs and be able to 
invest in perhaps a radio, a watch, a pair of shoes, two or 
three pairs of pants, and a jacket rather than a poncho. They 
miqht invest in chemical fertilizers, or use insecticides. 
They would proLaLly own a house with a tile, rather than 
thatched roof, an<l the house would likely have at least one 
window . 
. The magical level rural individual would be in 
poverty relative to other sectors of the rural population. 
The house would be thatched and have no windows. There would 
be no radio or a watch or a pair of sl . .Jes. They would plow 
the land by hand. not using an ox or any mechanical device. 
Natural fertilizer might be used, but chemical fertilizer 
would be too expensive. Clothing would be traditional, rely-
ing on ponchos and heavy woolen skirt• for wal'lllth. Theee con-
ditions const i tute physical ways which potential ~a9ical and 
·naive level individuals could be identified. 
Language . Ma9ical individuals in a bi-lin9ual culture 
in which one of the two lan9ua9es is aseociated with lover 
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window . 
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be no radio or a watch or a pair of sl . .Jes. They would plow 
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Natural fertilizer might be used, but chemical fertilizer 
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ing on ponchos and heavy woolen skirt• for wal'lllth. Theee con-
ditions const i tute physical ways which potential ~a9ical and 
·naive level individuals could be identified. 
Language . Ma9ical individuals in a bi-lin9ual culture 
in which one of the two lan9ua9es is aseociated with lover 
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role status individuals would speak principally the language 
of the lower role status. Few magical individuals would be 
able to •peak the superior 1 1 ro e anguage, and if they did, 
they Would speak it with an accent or in a distinguishable 
fashion. 
Naive level individuals would be able to speak the 
language of the superior role individuals, although they 
might also be able to speak the inferior role language. They 
would, however, prefer to speak the superior role language, 
particularly around a superior role individual. This is one 
way in which the inferior role individual tries to imitate 
the superior role individual. h 
T e most important factor here 
is the pride with which the inferior role individual speaks 
the superior role language and the force with which they 
attempt to avoid and reject the inferior rolt• Janquage. In 
Ecuador, Quechua is an inferior role li1n<1uaqe. ~aqical level 
individuals would tend to speak o 1 d uec1ua, an perhaps a little 
Spanish; naive level individuals woul'l tend to speak Spanish 
well, and resist speaking, or nnt be able to speak, Quechua. 
Schooling. Schooling as it exists in Ecuador is one 
of the most efficient instruments for modelin~ the behavior 
of a superior role status individual. sh 1 c oo s conunonly trans-
fer the values and norms of the superior role culture, while 
rejecting the values and norms of the inferior role culture. 
Inferior role individuals who have not attended school are 
denied, on the one hand, any opportunity for social mobility, 
and on the other, are freed, at least to a degree, from its 
l'l2 
modeling aspects. Individuals who have attended school tend 
to model the oppressor's behavior, at least as it is expressed 
in ideal form: cleanliness, dressing in western clothes, cut-
ting the traditional braid of hair, wearing shoes, reading 
and writing in Spanish, discipline and respect for authorities, 
competitiveness, and a sense of self-esteem which makes them 
feel superior to their ethnic peers who have not gone to 
school. 
Schooling also opens up job positions and social rela-
tionships with the superior role culture previously denied 
them. For example, a policeman must have eight years of 
schooling.• Most policemen in the country come from inferior 
role groups, although most come from urban rather than rural 
groups. A rural youth with a primary education (less than 10\ 
of the rural population1• is stimulated to go to the city 
and find work. In the city, they become more and more involved 
in the superior role culture. Schooling provides another non-
verbal measure of magical-naive level differences. 
Communitr leadership. Magical individuals would tend 
to be passive in community affairs. Their outlook would lead 
them to the conclusions that little can be done in the face 
of overwhelming forces, and that "I" am certainly not the one 
who can do it. Their participation in community affairs would 
be low, and their leadership experience would be non-existent. 
•see Ecuadorian National Congress, Instituto Nacional 
de Estadistica, 1974. 
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They would be, in a word, followers. Naive leve.l individuals, 
however, would be conwnunity leaders. Because they attempt to 
model the oppressor or attempt to defend themselves from the 
affects of an individual evil oppressor, they would see com-
munity leadership as a means to achieve these ends. Their 
leadership style would be paternalistic, modeling the oppres-
sor's leadership style. They would tend to reject opposition 
from the community, and expect personal loyalty and gratitude; 
essentially, what the oppressor exl'ect ~ from the oppressed. 
They would tend to make rlec1s1ons, perhJps among a small 
group of associates, and then try l<> impose them on the com-
munity. Jn this sense, J.,adcrship is an important indicator 
of consciousness level. 
Overt aggressiveness or f,!iH. Maqical level indivi-
duals would be fearful. They would avoid unusual contacts 
with the oppressor or with agents and demonstrate humility 
when faced with the oppressor. They would be suspicious of 
novelty: while they miqht try t.o avoid "getting involved," 
they would not resist overt pressure from a superior role 
source. They would conform, rather than resist. Even amonq 
groups of peers, they would avoid involvement, playing a pas-
sive role, doing what they were told, or doinq what they were 
accustomed to doinq. 
Naive individuals would be aggressive in peer groups 
and defensive in oppressor groups. They would speak out, or-
qan i ze, take part, lead when amonq peers. But when they were 
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with oppressors, they would be less aggressive, even though 
tt.ey would avoid humility. They would be responsive to the 
oppressor's behavior. If the oppressor made them feel COlll-
forlable, they would be attentive, trying to learn frOlll their 
contacts with him. If the oppressor demonstrated hostility, 
they would be wary, trying to change themselves so he would 
treat them well, or try to defend themselves from the conse-
quences of his actions. They would not demonstrate either 
open fear nor open humility. Where the magical individual 
would be fearful and passive, the naive individual would be 
attentive and actively defensive. 
~haracterj~tics of the Magical 
and Naive Groups selected 
A description of the respondents who participated in 
the validation process follows. The attempt was to select 
individuals who came as close to the non-verbal criteria as 
possible and then to divide them into two groups, one which 
was referred to as magical and the other a• naive. 
The magical group was selected at random fr<1111 a group 
of cargadores who work in Quito. Cargadores were selected be-
cause it was felt that they would most easily fulfill a vari•ti 
of the criteria which was needed for a magical group, and llO•t 
importantly, that they met the employment-related criterion. 
They were interview~d informally after the protocol collection 
process so as not to give any clues about the 9oale of the 
collection process before collecting the protocole. on the 
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baaia of those interviews, the infonnation concernin9 the 
non-verbal criteria we• collected. 
The !!!.!!! 9roup was selected frOll a1110ng the Nonfornial 
Project trainees, or facilitators. While they had been ex-
posed to the Project'• values and behaviors, they had not been 
exposed to the vocabulary of the codin9 system, nor to any of 
the coding or protocol collection instruments. Naive level 
respondent• were selected from a group of individuals with 
which the Project was familiar, because it was impossible 
to identify a single profession which correlated reliably 
with ~ consciousness. These facilitators were selected 
on the basis of their proven leadership ability, and largely 
because they had demor1strated some indications of paternalis-
tic leadership, which was considered important to the naive 
level criteria. Most important, however, was that they came 
from the same general aub-culture as the magical respondents, 
but were all landowners, small business wo/men, or certified 
teachers. 
Elllplopent. 
Magical individuals: all magical individuals were 
cargadores. Five had worked •• cargadores sporadically for 
1111>re than three years. Three were new cargadores. All were 
-1 •. 
Naive individuals: all but two were farmers, who owned 
land. In all cases, the land provided sufficient incOll'le to 
meet aubsistence needs, plus a sinall surplus. The two others 
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were women who had jobs in their communities as either teacher 
or seamstress. 
Econoinic success. 
Magical individuals: all would be considered at • 
poverty level relative to the general Ecuadorian population. 
one individual had a radio. Three had shoes. None had a 
watch. All but one wore ponchos instead of a cloth jacket. 
All lived in thatched homes witt no windows. All were part-
time farmers, but none had used fertilizer or insecticides. 
None owned enouqh land to support their families. 
Naive individuals: seven individual• had a radio. 
SiM individuals had a watch. All wore shoes. All dresaed in 
western clothes, the women used ponchos, but ponchos which were 
used by "white" rather than indian women. All lived in tile-
roofed houses with windows . Several lived in houses with 
t e They were all respected cement floors and a kerosene s ov · 
· co~uni· t1· ea for having achieved• rel•-in their respect1ve ..... 
tively high level of economic success. 
Spanish. 
Language. 
d . 'd l all spoke Quechua better than Magical in lVl ua s: 
one individual spoke Spanish well. Two individuals 
spoke broken Spanish. 
Four individual• understood some Spanish, 
but spoke very little. Three individual• understood very 
little Spanish. 
Naive individuals: all individual• spoke Spanish well. 
One individual •poke Quechua better than he spoke Spanish. 
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llJI 
Five individuals spoke Quechua a& well as Spanish. Four indi -
viduals spoke no Quechua (they were mestizos who came from 
conwnunities where no Quechua was spokent. All were interviewed 
in Spanish. 
Schooling. 
Hagical individuals: only two individuals had attended 
school at all, finishing second qrade. None could write and 
only two were able to recoqnize which was the ·· up" side of a 
written page. 
Naive individuals : all could react a nd write in Spanish. 
Three individuals' vocabulary was limited , the rest wrote 
with minor difficulty. SiK had completed fourth qrade, three 
had completed third qrade . 
Convnunity leadership. 
Magical individuals: none had held any position of com-
munity leadership. Two had participated as workers in com-
munity-oriented work projects. One individual demonstrated 
leadership abilities aJ11on9 the qroup of cargadores. 
Naive individuals: all had held leadership positions 
in their connunities. All had worked actively in community-
oriented work projects. All demonstrated paternalistic leader-
ship behavior, although the effect of the Project had reduced 
this behavior to some degree. All tended to have a group of 




Magical individual•• when first offered the oppor-
tunity to earn more than a normal day's wages playing some 
qames, they refused categorically. It took more than s half 
hour to convint:e them to participate. They demonstrated fear 
and avoidance behavior when the opportunity was offered to th .. . 
At the insistence of the trainer, they agreed to participate. 
When shaking hands, they covered their hands with their ponchos 
as a sign of respect for the white person with whom they were 
shaking hands. 
Naive individuals: they demonstrated curiosity when 
told about the taping session and did not seem to be afraid . 
They were very open about speaking into the microphones and 
were aggressive in answering the questions. They had all 
demonstrated aqqreasiveness and honesty with the interviewers 
previously in contact both inside and outside their conununitie1 
None covered their hand when they shook hands and all looked 
1uperior role individuals directly in the face when talking 
to theni. 
'111e Protocol Collection Process 
This section describes the process which vas used to 
collect the protocols fra. the .. gtcal and !'.!.!!.!!. level indivi-
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duala. The attempt was to ••ke the collection process as 
parallel aa po••ible so a• to reduce the effect• of any ex-
traneoua factora on the coding re•ulta. The word •group• 
haa been uaad to describe the .. gical and naive level indi-
vidual•. In fact, the interview• were conducted on an indi-
vidual baaia. The individuals were brought together aa a 
group •o that they would feel .are secure and less anxious 
about the taping experience. While an interview was being 
conducted, the rest of the individuals were involved in un-
related educational tasks such as game playing and singing. 
The •a9ical group was interviewed fir•t, one •onth 
prior to the interviews of the naive group. The group• had 
no contact with each other before the protocol collection pro-
ceaa. There were originally nine individual• interviewed in 
the •agical group, but one interview had to be diaregarded 
for coding purpo•e• becauae it waa clear that the queation of 
viaual literacy, already di•cu••ed, 111ade it impos•ible for 
the individual to re•pond to the que•tion•. There were nine 
naive level individual• interviewed and all nine interview• 
-r• coded. 
Pir•t Contact and Perceptual Set 
Magical group. The magical group was picked up at a 
local ••rket in Quito where they were working as cargadores. 
Thay had been contacted the day before by a Quechua-speaking 
...t>er of the Project staff who had explained that they were 
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beinq asked to help develop educational materials for the 
rural areas of the country. The ataff explained that the 
Project needed the opinion of people who lived in rural are••· 
Several individuals flatly refuaed to go. There waa •OllHI 
discussion among them•elves that they would never be brought 
back to the market, inainuating that they would be uaed aa 
slave labor. Several individual• seemed willing to go when 
they heard that they would earn what they could normally ex-
pect to make durinq a day and that they could keep copiea of 
the materials. After about an hour, a group of ten agreed to 
be available the next day. On the actual cod i ng day, ten 
showed up, but one was a minor, under 12 years of age, and he 
was not interviewed. 
Naive ~· The naive group was composed entirely of 
facilitators previously trained by the Nonfor111al Project. They 
had been selected to participate in the deaign of a follow-up 
workshop for all the facilitators trained by the Ma••achuaetta 
Nonformal Project. They were from both the ~oastal and aierra 
Facilitator Projecta, and aeveral member• were unknown to the 
group. They were told nothing about the interview• until they 
came to the aeminar site. The firat day of the a811inar, it 
was explained to th.. that the Project wanted their opinion• 
about ao111e drawing• which were 9oin9 to be uaed in future 
training courses. They would be asked • ••t of question• about 
each drawing and their response• would be tape recorded. All 
of the facilitator• were f .. iliar with tape recorder• and 
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seemed willin9 to 90 through with the experience. There was 
•OIM! nervou•ness expressed when they found out that the 
interview• would be individual, rather than group. This was 
the first time that an individual experience had been included 
in one of their training seminars. once the first two facilita-
tors had returned from the taping sessions, everyone aeemed at 




The rnaq1 c;t l •! f Oll J' n:Pt in tti~ Project 
office, an expensive, priv'ate ho11 ~; l' 111 ·• p.1rt n f Quito un-
familiar to them
4 
This ...,JS detir11t1·ly , J "' fdlHJt." environment 
and one which they associated with ""l"'r 1or role individuals. 
They were surprised to see photo<1rapho; of indians like them-
selves on the wall, and one carqad~ recognized one of the 
individuals in a photograph as being from his community. They 
were shown around the entire. house, and the Project was ex-
plained to them in very genera! terms. They were all asked 
to meet in the front room where they were given a math bingo 
game to play. They seemed to enjoy the game and wanted to 
continue playing. Play went very slowly as it was clear that 
some individuals could not recognize numbers, much less add or 
multiply. 
Once the game had been played several times, a tape 
recorder was brought out and the qroup as a whole sang a song. 
The song was tape recorded and then played back so they could 
uz 
hear themselves. Hany had never •een a tape recorder before 
and were anxious to actually touch it and make it work. Thi• 
was done in a group so that they would have a chance to ahare 
their feelinqs about the tape recorder before actually being 
recorded. 
They were then told that they would be shown a aerie• 
of drawings and asked a few questions about each drawing. The 
purported purpose was to get their opinions about the drawings 
and to see if people in their communities might like th- or 
not. They were told that their responses would be tape re-
corded so that we could listen to them later and not make any 
mistakes in understanding what they said. None of the carga-
dores asked any questions. A few individuals seemed to be 
nervous, most did not seem to understand, even though all of 
this explanation was done in Quechua. They were told that 
two rooms had been set aside in the back of the house where the 
conversation would be tape recorded. 
Naive group. The naive group met in the Hotel Holiday 
a few minutes outside Quito. ror •o..e individual•, thia waa 
their first time in Quito. The Hotel Holiday is used by a 
nulllher of middle- and upper-cl••• •ocial group• for weekend 
retreats and conferences. It wa• a unique and luxurious aur-
rounding for most of the facilitator•. Jn this •enae, lt cor-
responded closely to the experience of the cargadorea ln the 
Project office. Once that the group wa• •ettled in and after 
the morning get-acquainted exercise• had taken place, the 9roup 
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waa told about the taping aessions. They were not •hown the 
tape recorder• until they went into the taping rooms. 
The Interviewer• 
The interview process was absolutely identical for 
both groups. The only difference was that the magical group 
was allowed to play with and become accustomed to the tape 
recorders as a group, while the naive group were given the 
same opportunity individually before beginning the interview. 
The interview itself was based around five drawings. 
The aa111e order was used for all interviews. Pictures were 
numbered so that the interviewer would not become coufuserl. 
The actual size of the drawings was 50 X JO centimenters. 
They were black and white xerox copies. They had previously 
been teated to insure that they were visually distinguishable 
by rural Ecuadorians. 
The interview questions were standard for each draw-
ing. Interviewer• were carefu! only to repeat questions but 
not to provide any additional information to the interviewees. 
If a question was followed by silence, the interviewer re-
peated the question and would sometimes rephrase it with a 
very slight difference. Jf there wa~ still no response, the 
interviewer went on to the next question. The questions were 
posed in the following order: 
1. What is happening in this picture? 
What do you see in this picture? 
Who are these people? 
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2. Do they have any problems? 
What problems do they have? 
J. Why do they have these problems? 
4. What can they do to solve these problems? 
What can they do about the problems? 
The first drawing was considered to be an introductory 
"warm-up.• Interviewers were much freer in their questionin9 
of this first drawing to "teach" the individual what was bein9 
asked of them. This kind of interview was very alien to all 
the participants. several participants tried to engage the 
interviewers in the process, asking them what they felt, or 
beqinninq a lonq story about a common friend. By only asking 
questions, this warm-up proved important in breaking down the 
expectations which several participants had about engaging 
in an open conversation. ror this reason, the first picture 
was never used for rod1nq purposes, only the last four pie-
ture-responses were coded. 
All interviews were tape recorded. Care was taken 
that the tape did not have to be changed in the middle of an 
interview. Interviews with the magical level group were 
generally very short. All five pictures were typically dis-
cussed in leas than ten minutes per individual. The naive 
group took longer, aollM! interviews lasting twenty or thirty 
minutes. 
The Interviewers 
The interviewers were initially the .... individuals 
for both ... gical and naive groups. One interviewer spoke 
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limited Quechua and after it becuae clear that •he would be 
unable to adequately interview the •a9ical 9roup •he asked to 
be relieved. conaequently, the other two interviewers inter-
Niewed members of the ma9ical group. All three interviewed 
members of the naive group. One interviewer learned Quechua 
as a child and is a native of the same province as the car9a-
dores. Another is an Ecuadorian indian and a native Quechua 
speaker. Even though his native Quechua is slightly differ-
ent from that spoken in the ~~adores' province, he has been 
working for over three years in that pro'lince and was very 
co~fortable with local differences. The third interviewer 
had been working for two years with the Proiect evaluation 
section and was a native of the ~'l_"dores province. She un-
derstood considerable Quechua but spoke very little. The in-
terviewers were all friends of the naive group, and each main-
tained a positive relationship with them. 
The interviewers had been given a two-day training 
program to prepare them for the taping experience. They had 
been exposed to the theoretical background of the coding pro-
cess and understood the importance of not influencing responses. 
They had not seen specific coding categories, however, until 
after the interviews, as it was felt such knowledge might in-
fluence their interviews. They each had the opportunity to 
practice usinq all the drawing• and receiving feedback on their 
performance before the taping sessions. They were all familiar 
with campesino mentality and had had extensive experience work-
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ing in the rural areas of the country. The author personally 
supervised their training and was very satisfied with their 
performance. Even though thi• highly structured interview 
format represented a new and •o~ewhat alienating interaction 
style for them, they were responsible and capable in carrying 
it out. 
Post Interview Process 
The Nonformal Project staff had rejected any kind of 
evaluation instrument or proce•• which did not have a direct 
or immediate benefit for those who were being te•ted. There 
was a profound distaste for evaluation •chemes which utilized 
rural people but which did not benefit them. For this reaaon, 
the post interview process did not contribute in any way to 
the coding results of the interviews, the process waa eaaen-
tial to the ethical integrity of the evaluator•. 
The initia·1 desire wa• to share with the reapondents 
the results of the coding proce••: to allow P.e111 to aee the .. -
selves a• they were being aeen by others. But thia preaented 
a aerie• of problems, particularly with the magical group. 
It becaaie clear to the evaluators during the interview• that 
it was i111possible to si111ply •hare feelings with the~. First, 
"feeling•" were not clearly conceptualized and aecondly, they 
would have been too threatening. It should be pointed out 
here that the interview proceaa was parL1cularly dr ... tic for 
two of the interviewers who c ... to aee in a very objective 
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way the de9ree of oppr•e•ion in which the•e individual• were 
livin9. While the Nonforwial Project rhetoric ha• recognized 
oppr•••ion •• a reality, and while the interviewer• had both 
per•onally auffered it• consequence•, they were •hocked by 
the P•••ivity, the acceptance, and the 9eneral lack of under-
standin9 which the car9adores demonstrated. Many weeks passed 
before they were able to process those feelings. Sharing 
the•• processed feelinqs •.>uld have 111eant bringing the carqa-
dore• together a9ain at a later date. Practically, this was 
very difficult. Many members of the group were ready to re-
turn to their co111111unities. Others had commitments which had 
to be fulfilled. Others si"ply did not want to come back 
for reasons not clear to the author. 
The evaluators were still unwilling, however, to let 
the cargadores simply "be used." Jt was decided as an alter-
1ive, to operate a two-day workshop for the cargadores after 
the tapin9 experience. During the work~hop, they would be 
exposed to a variety of educational materials which the Pro-
ject had developed, many of which involved the growth of con-
sciousne••· They were •hown how to use these materials and 
given copie• of th••· They ~ere told about a new concept of 
education, one which relied on mutual sharing, rather than on 
vertical inopo•ition. And mo•t inoportantly, •everal of the 
concept• which they expressed during the interviews were dis-
cussed critically with them, particularly their feeling that 
they had no control over their own lives. They were given the 
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names of several campesino leaders in the province and Moreno 
as a permanent contact. Jn this way, it was hoped to share 
with theno a little of the ·understanding being taken frot11 the111. 
The naive 9roup presented a so111ewhat different probleno. 
Because all had worked with the Project before, they already 
knew about the basic educational premises upon which it was 
based. The information which was gathered from the interviews 
was used to help them develop a less paternalistic leadership 
style. As they had been brought together to design a sharing 
seminar for other facilitators, this was an excellent oppor-
tunity to critically confront a series of issues related to 
leadership. They were presented with their own statements and 
beliefs and most individuals came to see the paternalistic 
nature of these statements. The conference which they de-
siqned and directed was impressive. They overcame first, their 
dependence on the Project staff and took the major role in the 
conference's operation. Secondly, they actively involved the 
other facilitators to such a degree that it was difficult to 
tell who had been part of the planning group and vho were purely 
participanu . 
In both cases, the post-interview process took enor1110u• 
energy and especially in the case of the naive group, exteneive 
tinoe. If we were to maintain an ethical COllllllitaoent to new 
qroup•, it would noean additional ti .. and energy. A• thi• cod-
ing process was considered to be only a small part of the Pro-
ject's overall task, it we• con•idered illeqiti .. te to diver~ 
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even 111are resources to the code'• developinent. This, in larqe 
part, explains why the sample size was so aaall. 
Transcription, Translation, and Coding 
Once the interviews had been taped, a bi-linqual mem-
ber of the Project staff translated the Quechua tapes into 
Sp~nish. The translation was done by an individual not in-
volved in the Protocol Collection Process, and then reviewed 
and compared with the tapes by 1·asiquano. The Sp.uush t .. pes 
were transcribed by a secretary and tfwn reviewed hy Ta s iqudno 
to Plake sure that idiomatic campesi!!_t? expressions were not 
excluded. This process involved several wet •k ,; "" ' ' c ertain 
sections had to be reviewed over and over dqain. Tapinq 
quality was qenerally excellent. Difr iculty arose an trans~ 
lating a few of the Quechua expressions into a Spanish form 
which did not distort their meaninq. The coder took no part 
in this process, as it was felt that his knowledqe of the code 
might influence the judgments. 
When the protocols were ready to be coded, the author 
was qiven the protocols with all identifyinq tables removed 
to mask the group from which the protocols came. There were 
dramatic differences between the stories that appeared to coin-
cide with two types of typewriters used to t'ranscribe the 
protocols, one for the maqical group and one for the naive 
group . Thus, the author did have a strong hunch about the 
qroup from which the protocol was taken . To be as objective 
un 
and reliable as possible, the author coded each protocol three 
times, at one week intervals, each time comparing the reaulta 
to the first coding. In the second and third codings, there 
were never more than a total of eight discrepancies (codable 
sentence and coded level) between the two sets of 17 protocols. 
Thus, the author's codinq consistency was extremely high, 
i . e., well above 95\ aqreement. However, it was not possible 
to obtain J second independent coding of these protocols due 
to the unique combination of expertise required in English, 
Spanish, Quechua, and the coding system. The coding manual 
is sufficient l ,· delailed to make high coder reliability pos-
sible . Twn c oders in Massachusetts, working without benefit 
of the <1uthn r's direct help, were able .to obtain 88\ agreement 
on a set of protocols in English. Thus, the questions that 
need to be we1•1hed are : (l) did the guessed group identifica-
tion siqnific .. ntlr . bias the author's codinq?, and (21 did the 
author reliably follow the coding system ~e created? The 
author's belief is : Ill no, and 121 yea . The results reflect 
basic differences in the substance of the protocols. Further, 
the Spanish translations are available from the author to any-
one who ' wishes to investigate thia possible source of bias. 
The Reaulta 
Coding Summary Chart• 
The results of the codin9 proceaa are aU11m1Brized in 
the coding manual. The •fllbol IA/11 represent• individual !• 
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Story l· The numbers located horizontally across fr<>111 the sym-
bol repre•ent the number of respon•e• at each level for that 
individual •nd that story. The •)'lllbol NC represents stories 
which did not have a •arker sentence and were consequently con-
•idered •• Non-Codable. The letters OD indicate stories in 
which the re•pondent overtly Denied that a problem existed 
and the letter PA stories in which respondent• avoided a prob-
le• •tateaent. OD •tories were given a numerical scoring value 
of three Cl) which corresponds to the lowest reasonable , ··e 
for a story: 1 point for each naming, reflecting, and acting 
state111ent1 PA stories given a lower value of 2. 
Appendix 
These data for individuals were translated into con-
acientizacao scores using Method 12, i.e., for each individual, 
the percentage of that'• per•ons responses at magical were 
multiplied by 1, the percentage at naive by 2, and the per-
centage at critical by ]. These three totals were summed 
into • c-acore . 
The fact of no overlap in scores between the two groups 
ie extremely rare and highly statistically significant. Using 
a Mann Whitney U Test, the type •z• score i• 3.41, p<.0005. 
Theae reault• would occur by chance alone le•• than five times 
in 10,000. The coding syatem does discriminate between those 
two criterion groups. 
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It is possible to conduct the same analysis by deriv-
ing scores (usina Method 12) for each of the three aspects, 
naming, reflecting •. and acting. In other words, are the cri-
terion groups significantly different in the ways they name, 
analyze, and descrfbe action to solve problems? As with th~ 
initial overall C-scores, aspect scores for individuals were 
rank ordered and the differences between groups were assessed 
using a '.lann Whitney U Test. This resulted in the following 
Z scores for naming, Z • 2.91, p< . 001; for reflecting, z • 
J. 17, p<.0005, and for acting, Z • l.41, p<.0005. (See 
Appendix D for complete data.) Each of the three aspect scores 
differe~tiates between criterion groups almost as powerfully 
as the combined score. It is as if the combined score was 
the score for a three item questionnaire scale in which each 
of the three items alone was an accurate and powerful discri-
minator. 
Another way of assessing these data is to check the 
degree to which the naive group is naive end the magical group 
magical, rather than the naive group simply scoring higher 
than the magical group. This can be assessed statistically 
by dividing the scores into three groups: 100-150, aodel re-
sponse is magical; 151-250, model response is naive; 251-300, 
model response is critical. In other words, not only are 
two criterion groups different in levels or consciousness, t~t 
the behavioural criteria used to select the groups are signif1-
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Story l· The numbers located horizontally across fr<>111 the sym-
bol repre•ent the number of respon•e• at each level for that 
individual •nd that story. The •)'lllbol NC represents stories 
which did not have a •arker sentence and were consequently con-
•idered •• Non-Codable. The letters OD indicate stories in 
which the re•pondent overtly Denied that a problem existed 
and the letter PA stories in which respondent• avoided a prob-
le• •tateaent. OD •tories were given a numerical scoring value 
of three Cl) which corresponds to the lowest reasonable , ··e 
for a story: 1 point for each naming, reflecting, and acting 
state111ent1 PA stories given a lower value of 2. 
Appendix 
These data for individuals were translated into con-
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the percentage of that'• per•ons responses at magical were 
multiplied by 1, the percentage at naive by 2, and the per-
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into • c-acore . 
The fact of no overlap in scores between the two groups 
ie extremely rare and highly statistically significant. Using 
a Mann Whitney U Test, the type •z• score i• 3.41, p<.0005. 
Theae reault• would occur by chance alone le•• than five times 
in 10,000. The coding syatem does discriminate between those 
two criterion groups. 
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It is possible to conduct the same analysis by deriv-
ing scores (usina Method 12) for each of the three aspects, 
naming, reflecting •. and acting. In other words, are the cri-
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12) 
cantly aaaociated vith the epecific predicted levels of con-
eciouane••· 
Tvo caveat• should be recognized in interpreting these 
result•. Firet, it si~ply was not possible to deter•ine the 
objective reliability of the coding, since we could find n~ 
one elae who was fluent in English and Spanish and familiar 
with Ouechua, who had sufficient expertise in psychological 
procedures to learn the codinq system in English. llowever, the 
author is "the" expert in the coding system, having had major 
responsibility for its creation. Second, the codinq system 
is sufficiently explicit to allow two English-speakinq Americans 
to learn the coding system without the aid of the author and 
achieve 961 agreement on identification of codable sentences 
and 92\ agreement in codinq for levels for an overall agree-
ment of 881. In ot~er words, the codinq system is sufficiently 
objective. What is not known in this instance is whether the 
creator of the code used the system reliably and accurately. 
The second caveat con~erns the coder's knowledqe of 
the groups from which the protocols were obtained. Care was 
taken to have others transcribe and translate the stories 
and to remove the names and group identification from the 
transcribed protocols . Thus, all possible steps were taken 
to hide the identity or the groups from the author. However, 
the differences between the groups were so striking that the 
author surmised quickly the respondent's qroup. This ~ay have 
led to an overall hollow effect in t"he author's scorinq . 
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While these two caveats may possibly vitiate the 
rP.sults, it is unlikely that these factors would counteract 
the extreme!'{ rare statistical differences found between the 
two qroups. llow .. ver, due also to the small sample size, the 
cod1nq system s~1uld be seen as yielding highly encouraging 
resu!Ls, t.ut. nee,!1nq confirmation through replications and 
<:xlcn<lec! appl ic,Jt. tons, and careful analysis of the instrument 
and code's tt1ternal i>roperties. 
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C H A P T E R v 
LIMITATIONS AND APPLICATION or THE S'nJDY 
Introduction 
Thia chapter is divided into two major parts. The 
first deals with the limitations of this study: all those fac-
tors which raise questions about the validity of the work 
described here. The second part deals with the applications 
of this study: how the results suggested here •ight be used 
to develop 1110re effective consciousness-raising programs . 
The reader i• requested to read this chapter carefully since 
the questions raised suggest weaknesses in this study, while 
at the same time outlining areas in which future study is 
appropriate. 
Limitations of the Study 
Thia section of Chapter V provides the reader with 
a aeries of issues not addressed in this document, yet issues 
which bear on the ultimate validity and reliability of the cod-
ing instruinent described here. The reader should be conscious 
of these issues as li•itations and maintain a skeptical atti-
tude toward the coding system. The intention is that these 
limitations be perceived as questions requiring future investi-
gation. The li•itations have been divided into three areas: 
Cl) li•itationa of the protocol collection process, (2) limita-
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tions of the coding system, and (J) general questions raised 
~bout conscientizacao. 
Limitations of the Protocol 
Collection Process 
Because this study is basically deductive, reasoning 
from rreire's general theoretical framework toward specific 
manifestations (verbal behavior) of that framework, the nature 
of those "manifestations" is cr·:cial. Consequently, it is 
important to point out several limitations of the process 
used to collect the verbal protocols upon which the develop-
ment of the code relies. 
These protocols were collected during the author's 
thr e e year~ in Ecuador. During the collection of these proto-
cols, the author had the opportunity to spend many days in 
rural communities talking with rural individuals about their 
I ives and how th.ey perceive their lives. Working with 111em-
bers of the Nonf.ormal Education Project staff who spoke 
Ouechua, and who were accepted by these communities as friends, 
many hours of conversations were recorded. These conversation• 
were later translated into Spanish, transcribed, and used •• 
one basis for the development of the coding system described 
in this document. However, because these ideas are highly 
cultural in nature, because they involved very threatening con-
tent, and because the very discussion of many of these issues 
is foreign to the respondents, the precautions taken ••Y not 
have been sufficient. 
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Language translation. Many, but not all, of the 
conver•ations were in Quechua. Becauae Quechua is not a 
We•tern language, it is often difficult to translate aoany 
abstract concepts into Spanish. Because individu•l• were 
bein<J asked to talk about the•aelvea, often in very abstract 
ways, translation was complex1 conceivably errors have been 
comnitted. 
Cultural translation. Even more difficult was the 
task of translating cultural concepts. Because verbal expres-
sion was the foundation of the codinq process, how an indivi-
dual said soinethinq was important. When that expression 
was complicated through the screen of two cultures, possi-
bilities for error exist. Take, for example, the word slavery. 
In Quechua, there is no such word; there is, rather, a long 
explanation related to a series of specific events. "Slavery 
i• when •••. • For readers more familiar with the Spanish-
Engli•h cultural interface, another example •iqht be clearer. 
What i• the word in English for patron? It is 1110re than a 
language tran•lation proble•, it is a problem related to cul-
tural under•tanding. You cannot understand what patron nieans 
in Latin Aaerica unle•• you know what paternali•m .eans in 
Latin Ainerica, and how it work•. Thi• difficulty of croas-
cultural understanding may have also affected some of the 
interpretation• given the protocols. 
Technolo9y. Where tape recorders were used, lt was 
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unclear exactly what effect the tape recorder had upon • rur•l 
Ecuadorian respondent. Many of them had never seen a tape 
recorder before, which may have been an advantaqe in reducinq 
their rear or heinq "exposed" to authorities at some later date. 
While it is not clear that all respondents understood the tape 
recorder's lonq-ranqe votential or implications, i.e., that 
words were "captured" and could be played for individuals not 
present when they spoke, a few 1 espondents did ·.mderstand that 
their words could bt: used against the!ll. This is threatening 
an,l could h.wr c1:;sed t~e:n to say things they fei t were "safe" 
to say. Consequently, we are not su~e abtut the deqree to 
which the responses were affected by the utilization of a 
foreiqn technoloqical innovation. 
Interview format. Freire says that "naming• is • 
powerful fore~ in the development of "C." The protocol 
collection instru1n<:nt, because it poses the question "why,• 
has, in itself. a "naming" function. At the lower levels of 
"C," individuals Jo not ask why. The absence of causal rea-
soning is highly associated with magical thinking. The que•-
tion "why" creates a dissonance between maqical understanding, 
which doesn't perceive causality, and the world represented 
by the question "why?" The effect of this dissonance i• not 
clear, but it lllAY have contributed to producing naive appe•r-
ing responses. 
Interviewer-interviewee relationship. M119ic•l lndivi-
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dual• are unaccuetomed to beinq queetioned, even in an open-
ainded convereatlon. The fact that the intervi- ie compoeed 
of a ••ri•• of queetion• poaed over and over again ... Y have 
affected the honeety of the reepondent•' anawere. Secondly, 
the fact that the interviewer• were not 111ei.bera of the inter-
vieweee' cot111unitle• and obvioualy held a •uperior-role atatue, 
even though they •poke Quechua and in fact were indiana, .. Y 
aleo have affected the respondent•' answera. Finally, the 
effect of the intervi-ers' friendship with the naive group 
and lack of prior relationship with the aaqical qroup consti-
tutes a •iqnificant difference in interview proces• which al•o 
could have influenced reaponses. This is particularly possible 
because the naive qroup's protocol• were much lonqer than the 
... gical qroup'• protocols . 
Viaual literacy. The protocol collection instrument 
relie• on a series of drawinqR. These drawing• were pilot-
teated before beinq used and there i• subatantial evidence 
that they repre•ent ea•ily recognizable object• and individual• 
fro• the reapondent'• environment. However, it should be 
pointed out that oppre••ion carrie .. with it a number of aide 
effect•, one beil'ICJ viaual illiteracy. In one extreae caae, a 
re•pondent, when a•ked what he aaw in a picture of three adult•, 
an•wered, •three flower•.• On thi• baai•, hi• respon•e• were 
dlaqualified, and did not enter into the coding results. Re-
sponae• could be affected by 110re subtle and even ..ore powerful 
viaual factor•. Size of fiqure• in a three-di .. nslonal dravlnq 
llO 
could affect how d respondent perceives power, for example, 
the larqer fiqure bcinq perceived as more powerful . Perspec-
tives and distance could also function to alter power and 
status perceptions, particularly for respondents unaccustoined 
to two-dimensional representations . 
Significa~£!· What we do not know at this point ia 
how significantly these factors affect the perceptions of the 
maqical and naive criterion groups. Each constitute an area 
for future investiqation. we have no reliable information 
thdt they caused significant distortion, but we are led by 
loqic to accept ·:n on areas in which distortion could have 
resulted. These factors would argue for careful development 
of the visual stiAuli, particularly in a new cultural setting 
where totally different visuals would have to be developed. 
Limitations of the Codino System 
There arc a ~umber of factors related to the coding 
instrument •5 validity which have not been adequa'.ely estab-
1 ished in this study and which must be established before an 
individual can be certain that the instrument is a reliable, 
valid measure of conscientizacao. These factors have been 
divided by the author into two cateqories: those related to 
external validity and those related to internal validity. 
Reliability 
This refers to those factors which would tend to alter 
a codinq score but which are not related to any change ln the 
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lll 
respondent'• level of consciousness. These factors would 
necessarily constitute a scoring distortion and provide the 
coder with an accurate picture of the respondent's level of 
conacientizacao. 
Coder reliability. Are scores the san1e when a given 
protocol ia coded by more than one coder? If different coders 
produce significantly different coding scores for the same 
protocol, then the coding process is unreliable. Si<1nif.i-
cantly, different coding results between two different coders 
may indicate that too many of the codinq categories depend 
upon individual interpretation rather thdn olqectivc coding 
definitions. In order to establish coder r~l1abil1ty, a 
larger number and a broader range of «odcrs must be selected 
and trained in using the code. They must then be given identi-
cal protocols to code, and their coding results compared. If 
areas of significant discrepancy res ·~lt, those areas must be 
reviewed and more precise coding definitions generated, until 
a minimum of 80\ coder reliability is established. 
We have aonie evidence that the coding system is suffi-
ciently objective. TWo coders in the United States used the 
manual to learn the coding system. They did !!!!!. have access 
to the •expert• consultation of the author. However, using 
_ten protocol• collected in the U.S. using different visuals, 
they were able to •chieve .92• agreement on the sentence in 
the protocol to be scored and .9S\ agreement on the levels 
aasiqned to the codable sentences for an overall agreer.ent of 
uz 
.87\. These data bode well for the adequacy of the tr•ining 
manual for learning the scoring system. 
Coder reliability may also be affected by a aerie• of 
other influences. Take, for example, a coder who had strong 
personal biases concerning the conce?t •oppression.• It is 
possible that these biases could affect the coding judgnient• 
and alter the scoring decisions. For this reason, it is 
important to establish coder reliability using coders who 
have demonstrated a wide variety of political persuasions. 
This coding instrument is particularly susceptible to biaa-
distortion because of the highly political nature of the 
vocabulary. This !actor has not as yet been taken into account 
in establishing coder reliability. 
A coder's personal knowledge of a given respondent ia 
also a possible c~use for scoring distortion. The coder in 
this instance was not aware of which respondent was being 
coded; however, he did know which criterion group (magic•l or 
naive) was being coded. The perceptual set associated with 
a thorough understanding of the coding categories can influence 
certain coding decisions. For example, when coding the ••gical 
group, the coder was more sensitive to •proble• deni•l• th•n 
when coding the naive groups. Whenever possible, • coder 
should not be asked to score a protocol of an individu•l whom 
they know personally, or to insure that, during coding, the 
coder does not know to whom the protocol belon9a. In SOiie 
cases, this may be impossible, however, •nd the effects of per-
lll 
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they know personally, or to insure that, during coding, the 
coder does not know to whom the protocol belon9a. In SOiie 
cases, this may be impossible, however, •nd the effects of per-
ll) 
ceptual ••t• ahould be atudied to deter•ine how aerioualy they 
affect coder reliability. 
A third poaaibl• cauae of coder unreliability refer• 
to the effect of multiple codin9 on a 9iven coder. Take, for 
example~ the •ituation in which a coder i• 9iven a aet of 
twenty protocol• to code. Are the laat five codin9 judqment• 
affected by the nature of the firat fifteen protocola1 Ia a 
coder affected by the i•pact of codin9 fifteen naive level 
protocol• and then 9iven a critical level protocol to code? 
Does the order in which a coder receive• a variety of proto-
col• affect the codln9 result•? Are critical level jud9nienta 
more affected by prior naive responaes or vice versa? Is 
the scorln9 of the first protocols affected by the lack of 
experience of the coder: that is, would coders code the first 
protocol in a set of fifteen protocols the saiae way after cod-
in9 the entire fifteen a• they did before codin9 the fifteen? 
Does the coder's level of conaciouaness affect the codin9 re-
sults? Can a ma9ical or naive level individual be trained to 
code critical reaponses accurately? In thia study, for example, 
the coder waa not a critical level individual. The naive 
criterion 9roup was coded prior to the •a9ical criterion 9roup. 
Consequently, th• coder waa sensitive to the dr ... tically 
•hort•r protocol• which the .a9ical 9roup produced. Thia coder 
~a• experienced and probably not affected by lack of codin9 
•xperlence. The ai9nificance of these factors re .. ins to be 
•xplored ln relation to this codln9 inatrW11ent and constitute 
l•itations to the existin9 code'• reliability. 
1)4 
stability over time. If conscientizacao is a valid 
developmental conceot, it must be stable over time. Develop-
mental stages are not transitory states through which an indi-
vidual passes rapidly, but irreversible, major conceptual 
frameworks within which individuals perceive the world. If 
the codinq system tends to produce results which are suscep-
tible to chanqes up and down over short periods of time, it 
is likely that it is not reflectinq structural developmental 
stages, but rather "staqes" in some different sense. It ls 
not clear, at thi~ point. whether these coding results are 
stable over time, and increased attention should be given to 
this question. 
Situational !;~~- i _l _i~. Are the coding results for the 
same respondent stable when the protocol is collected in dif-
ferent physical and emotional environments or when different 
visuals are used? ror example, if respondents are given the 
same protocol collection instrument first in their home and 
then in a school room. does the situation alter the coding 
results? Is the environment in which the respondent is given 
the collection instrument important in affectin9 their responaes? 
One can i .. gine that a school could carry with it a series of 
perceptual biases: the collection instrument might appear to 
be a •test" in a school room and si~ply a "conversation• in a 
hoine situation. This study uaed tvo different environments 
but onea which were felt to have the aa.e basic characterlstlca 
for the magical and naive criterion group respondents. 
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llS 
The pr11ence or absence of certain key individuals 
•iqht also affect the re1ults of the collection instru.ent. 
If, for exa111ple, the patron were present while campe1inos 
were responding to the collection instrument, their answers 
~ight be significantly different than if they were alone with 
the interviewer. The physical and social characteristics of 
the interviewer may also significantly affect the responses 
to the collection instrument. It seems almost certain that 
these variables would affect coding responses in some way: 
what is not clear as yet is how significantly they might affect 
reliability. 
Another meaning of situation stability refers to the 
reliability of predicting C-level in different real-life situ-
ations. A given individual may be in several oppressive situ-
ations: family relationships may constitute one oppressive 
environment, while work relationships another. In the home, 
the individual may score near the critical level, while at 
work scoring at the naive level. While developing the coding 
system, a series of protocols were collected from non-indian 
respondent• who were coded at critical level when talking 
about ~ probleftls. When talking about their own "Ork situ-
ation, they scored first-level naive. This experience raises 
questions about Kohlberg's characteristics being applied to 
this system. If the measure is totally situational, dependent 
on the particular oppressive context, it would not meet Kohl-
berg's •consistent whole• criteria. 
116 
Internal Consistency 
If the staqes of C are coherent, integrated world 
views, this should be reflected in two types of empirical 
qualities of the coding system: (1) a high correlation between 
C-scores derived from responses to separate visuals: and (2) 
a high intercorrelation between c-scores for the naming, re-
flecting, and actinq aspects of the C-score. The first 
assesses consistency of C-level 3cross visualized situations. 
The second assesses the degree to which the three aspects of 
the levels are consistent in reflecting the same basic stage 
or world view. 
A split half correlation is the usual way of assessing 
the first type of internal consistency. Using the 17 protocols, 
we obtained a C-score, using scoring Method 12, based on the 
first and third visuals and correlated that score vith the 
c-score based on the second and fourth vi1uals. The Pearson 
Vis . 760, indicating quite high consistency of scores acro1e 
different visual situations. 
The second type of internal consi1tency is reflected 
in the intercorrelations between the three aspects in Table I 
These data strongly suggest that responses within each of the 
three aspects of conscientizacao are highly related to the 
type of response• within the other aspects. The •t•9•• appe1r 
to be relatively coherent, integrated perspectives, or world 
views. Althouqh the •••pie size i• quite s .. 11, th••• lnltlal 
data are very encouraging in su99estin9 adequate internal con-
1i1tency. 
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External Validity refers to the correlation between 
the codin9 results and other measures of consciousness. Basi-
cally, we are concerned here with the code's ability to coin-
cide with other related measures and with the real-life beha-
viors of individuals . It is not very important if the code 
is internally reliable if it does not accurately predict real-
life behavior. Its value as a diagnostic and evaluative instru-
inent is non-existent if it does not relate to real-life activ-
ity. Effort was qiven in this study to establishing validity. 
At least four types of factors need to be explored before we 
can be certain thJt this codinq systeM measures what it pre-
tends to measure. 
Concurrent validity. There exist a number of other 
social science measures which are related in a variety of ways 
to conscientizacao. In a book by Gabriel Almond and Sidney 
Verba entitled, The Civic Culture, the authors examine the re-
suits of testing over 1000 persons in each of five countries 
(Mexico, United States of America, Italy, Germany and Great 
Britainl. They divide respondents into three 9eneral clasees, 
the •parochial,• the "subject,• and the •participant.• Each 
of these term• describes how the respondents see their rela-
tionship with the power structure, or vith the •eyste•,• al-
thouqh AllllOnd and Verba don't use that ter•. The principal 
ecale used by Verba and Almond to •••e•• the activiete' atti-
tudes vas the Guttman Scale called the •subjective Politicel 
117 
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Coapetence Sc•le.• Siail•r ae•aurea h•ve been developed by 
political acienti•t• D•vid E••ton •nd Robert He•• 11960) in 
their •tudiea of political aoci•liz•tion of American school 
children. Their •c•le is c•lled •Politic•l Efficacy.• These 
and other •i•il•r efforts should be coapared with the results 
of the code developed here. Such compariaons could help ahow 
the extent to which this measure ~orrel•te• with other 111easures 
which would help determine its validity. 
C-eneralizability. This is concerned with the code ' s 
ability to function with both inter- and intra- cultural dif-
ferences . It is important to know if this measure is culture-
specific or if it can be used successfully in a variety of cul-
tural settin9s . Most of the specific codinq cateqories are 
the results of work done in a sin9le culture and with a 
specific subculture. Are the codin9 cate9ories only valid 
within that culture? Is "Playinq Host to the Oppressor,• for 
example, a uniquely Latin American quality? This question is 
even more important because the bulk of Freire's theoretical 
vork, upon which the specific cate9ories are based, was also 
done in a Latin Alllerican settin9. But this specific codin9 
process would have to be tested in different cultural •ettin9s 
before we could be sure that the code'• reliability was not 
dependent upon a specific cultural settin9. Given Freire'• 
claims for relatively extensive validity across cultures, this 
a~pect needs to be assessed . 
j l. · ~ 
140 
Real-life predictability. This code is a 111e•aure of 
verbal behavior: a aea•ure of vhat individu•l• ~· An lapor-
tant que•tion yet to be •nswered is the rel•tion•hip between 
what they say they think and the way in ;,mich they actually 
behave. Do individuals who have been coded •• firat-level 
naive really try to model the oppres•or in their everyday 
l He, or do they try to chanqe norms, policie•, procedure•? 
There is always a tenuous relati•lnship between what indlviduela 
really believe, what they say they believe , •nd vh•t they do. 
This li~itation is qiven when relyin9 on !.!!! verb•l codin9 
system. The crucial point to discover here is if the rela-
tionship is unreliable in this codin9 process, exa99er•ted to 
such a sta9e that there is no reasonable relationship between 
expressed thou9ht and action . Some vork was done in thia atudy 
on establishin9 a relationshi~ between real-life and verbal 
responses. The correlation between the behavior of the ! 
priori 111A9ical and naive level 9roups and the codin9 score• 
was si9nificantly positive. 
A second study u•in9 the codin9 •Y•tem has been con-
ducted in Massachusetts assessin9 the effects of WOiien'• con-
sciousness-raisin9 9roups on levels of consciouanese. ( .. ileyt 
In co11parin9 twenty WOlll8n about to enter C-R 9roups vith 
twenty vomen matched on relevant back9round variables ..tlo had 
been in a C-R 9roup for a year or aore, Bailey found that dif-
ferences in the ways the tvo 9roups n&111ed the probl .. a were 
particularly pronounced I• • 2.10, p < .003). Mditlonal vaU-
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detion atudiea of thi• type need to be conducted to deter•ine 
the extent of the codinq eyate•'• applicability end validity. 
General ¥{eationa Concerning 
Conaclen~zacao 
A• a reault of the developnoent of thia codinq procesa, 
aeveral basic queations au99est themselves. These questions 
are related to the assumption that this codinq system reflects 
a major nev developmental theory, a theory vhich defines a con-
ceptually ayatematic educational idcoloqy. 
Staqe Fluidity 
Hov fluid are the staqe definitions provided in this 
codinq ayatem? It is almost certain from the present work 
that they are not entirely inflexible ; that is, that a sinqle 
individual can demonstrate behaviors in more than one staqe 
at a qiven time. The question is, to what deqree is this 
fluidity tolerable before we have to Ray that the cateqories 
do not repreaent true staqea, but rather a con91omerate of 
variables orqanized in a conceptually conaistent111anner,but 
one which doe1 not predict behavior across situations? 
Steqe Sequence 
~hlberq and Mayer in their article entitled, •0evelop-
aent aa the Al• of Education,• atate: 
Instead they !the proqressive•I define development 
•• a proqreasion throuqh invariant ordered sequential 
ataqea. p. 454 
If conacientizacao is a new developmental concept, then it lllUBt 
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de.anatrete that the ate9e• lt define• conatitute en •inveri-
ant ordered eequence.• Thi• aeens •i111PlY that all indivlduala 
auat aove throu9h the a1U11e aequence; that aove ... nt l• fro. 
aa9ical to naive to critical . Every individual need not 
achieve critical consciouanea•, but it i• unacceptable for an 
individual to IM>Ve directly froa aa9ical to critical. The 
queation of staqe aequence raise• another intereatin9 point. 
I• it necessary for every individual to be9in at the aaae 
point7 Jn the caae atudy of Malcolm X, it vaa su99eated that 
he vaa born into a naive conceptual environllll!nt and had no 
deaonatrable personal experience vith aaqical consciouane••· 
It ai9ht be ar9ued that certain maturational ata9es auch a• 
those defined by Piaqet or Maslow would aubatitute for aa9lcal 
conaciouaneas in Malcol• X'• earliest childhood experiences. 
These experiences miqht not appear in hi• autobio9raphy. Thia 
provides an interestinq question for further exploration. 
Sub-•taqes 
What is the relationship of aubataqea auch al Fanati-
cized Conaciousne1a and •p1ayln9 Ho•t to the Oppreaaor• to the 
three principal ataqe• of conaciouaneaa7 Are they really new 
ataqea? Are they, a• Freire aaya, •diatortlona?• What role 
doe• the dietortion play ln overall develop119nt7 Are there 
other aubataqea that can be identified? Freire ha• diacuaaed 
a poat naive ataqe ln vhlch en individual perceive• vhet criti-
cal conaciou•n••• aean• and •cops-out• or revert• back to naive 
or fanatical consciou•n••• in order to avoid the conaequencea 
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Sub-•taqes 
What is the relationship of aubataqea auch al Fanati-
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of critical consciousne••· I• auch a •cop-out• a legitimate 
atage or aubataqe, or is it a simple regression? Theae ques-
tions deserve more attention than they have been given in 
this document and pose interesting areas for new experimenta-
tion. 
Applicability of the Coding System 
Six problems related to the field of consciousness-
raising are outlined below. This coding instrument offers 
the individual interested in consciousness-raising a new tool 
for addressing each of those problems. The coding instrument 
does not, in itself, solve these problems, but rather provides 
a new way of seeking appropriate answers. This part of Chap-
ter V will attempt to suggest ways in which this instrument 
might be used to address each of those six problems. 
Problem l: The Nature of the Problem 
How can we establish more precise and more effective 
consciousness-raising goals? .~ long as goal-setting relies 
on the instinctive feelings of trainers and workshop organizers, 
how can we be sure that these goals are related in a meaningful 
way to increased critical consciousness? This coding instru-
ment offers a way in which the results of consciousness-raising 
seminars and workshops can be understood. Indeed, this instru-
ment opens a series of new perspectives on how those workshops 
might be organized. First, the code su~gests that a diagnos-
tic evdluJt1on of p~rtici11ants is im1>ortant before traininq 
.J . '.:'! 
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goal• are eatablished. I• it, for ex .. ple, appropriate to ••t 
critical goals for magical individual•? Should not th• trein-
ing goal• be deai911ed in relationship to the consciou•n••• 
level• of participant•? Secondly, thi• inatrlllMlnt will ellov 
ua to meaaure change• in consciousness and thus allow us to 
validate training goals against long-range changes in behavior. 
Thirdly, the instrument and our present understanding of it 
lead us to question whether the changes in consciou•n••• take 
place over short period• of ti11111 and due to training-atyle 
inputs. If magical, naive and critical level• of conacioua-
ness are truly developmental stages, we are led to believe 
that chanqes from one conaciouane•• level to another are ex-
tremely difficult and require long-range intervention. Per-
hap• training qoala should be focused on changes within a 
qiven level, rather than chanqea between levels. lly indicat-
ing what kinds of changes do take place, this inatru .. nt can 
help us address these question• aore effectively. 
Proble11 21 Setting Objectives 
The appropriaten••• of training activities in relation 
to goal• is also a crucial queation which the codin9 lnatru-
_.nt can help us address. Kohlberg au9ge•t• that there .. , 
be •critical• periods in an individual'• stage development 
which are aore appropriate than others for chan9• between atapa 
to take place. Tha suggestion ta that individual a who bawe 
just .,ved into a new stage need ti .. to internalise that etap 
before moving on to a higher lovel ata9e. It ..... equally 
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HS 
plauaible that individual• vho apend too much ti111e in a given 
developmental •taqe create defenaea again•t atage grovth. If 
thia i• ao, it would be i•portant to identify individual• for 
training at an optUiua .a .. nt of their atage develo~nt. 
(Kohlber9/Mayer, 1972, pp. 419-90) Thia in•tru.ent vould help 
.. te tho•• dia9noatlc deciaiona. 
Trainin9 activitiea like trainin9 goal• ahould be 
appropriate to the ata9e in vhich the trainee• are and be 
neither too challen9inq' nor too retardlng. Kohlberg and Mayer 
aays 
A• applied to educational intervention, the theory 
hold• that facilitation of the child'• 1110ve1M1nt to 
the next step of develoP199nt involve• expoaure to the 
next higher level of thought and conflict requiring 
the active application of n.,. current level of thought 
to proble ... uc aituationa. ·rni• i111pliea1 (1) atten-
tion to the child's lllOde of atylea of thought, i.e., 
ata9e1 121 .. tch of ati•ulation to that ataqe, e.g., 
expoaure to modea of reaaoning one stage abOve the 
child's ovnr Ill arouaal, among children, of genuine 
cognitive and aocial conflict and diaagree~ent about 
proble•atic aituationa lin contraat to traditional 
education which ha• atr•••ed adult 'right ansvera' 
and haa reinforced 'behaving vell'I; and (41 expoaure 
to stimuli tovard vhich the child can be active, in 
which aaai•ilatory reaponae to the ati•ulua-aituation 
i• aaaociated vith 'natural' feedback. (Kohlber9/ 
Mayer, 1972, p. 459) 
If thia hold• true for adult conaciouaneaa-raiaing a• vell a• 
for the develop.ental •t•g•• vhich Kohlber9/Mayer are diacuaaing, 
it would .... •••ential to underatand vithin what level an in-
dividual ia preaently functioning, and eatabliah training ex-
perience• vhich require conflict in the application of that 
current level of thought. lohlberg/Mayer alao quote Devey a• 
aayin91 
Some experience• are aiaeducative. 
i• miaeducative that ha• the effect 
or di•tortinq the growth of further 




experience . • 
If experience can be •i•educative, then it i• poaaibl• 
that unconacioualy ao111e training experience• pre•ently being 
offered a• develop1119ntal are, in fact, retarding, or diatort-
lng conaciousne•• growth. Thi• pre•ent• a aeriou• challenge 
to the trainer, a challenge vhich this in•trWMtnt can help 
to meet by providing the trainer with lnfor ... tion about the 
participants, both before and after the training experience. 
Problem l: Durability of Learning 
The que•tion of durability is abaolutely crucial to 
underatandinq whether consciousness-raising i• a superficial 
change in behavior or a significant long-term change in an 
individual'• vorld viev. Kohlberg/Mayer state: 
Psychologically the distinction between hu..anitarlan 
and developlllE'nt~l criteria is the distinction betve~n 
the short-term value of the child'• innediate experi-
ence and the long-term value of that experience as it 
relates to development •••• The progressive ldevel-
opt1entall approach •aintain• that the vorth of an edu-
cational effect i• decided by it• effect upon later 
behavior and developt1ent. Thus, in the progreaaive 
viev, the basic proble•• of choosing and validating 
educational ends can only be solved by longitudinal 
atudiea of the effect• of educational experience. 
(Kohlberg/llayer, 1972, pp. 462-631 
If •c• i• a truly developmental concept, and if Kohlber9/Mayer 
are right, long-ter• atudi•• of behavioral chan9• are neceaaary 
before ve can be aur• that the abort-term achiev ... nt• of train-
inq pr09r ... are havi119 truly developmental effecta. Thia cod-
ing ayat .. qiv•• ua one vay of deaignln9, i11pl ... ntin9 and eval-
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uating such longitudinal studies. 
Problem 4: Training Trainers 
The problem of trainer preparation reats upon an 
understandin9 of the trainin9 results, and upon a systematic 
and coherent training rationale vhich can be transmitted to 
nev trainer•. We have seen the difficulty Of simply training 
trainer• in the use of apecific training exercise•. Nev 
trainers require a framework within vhich they can understand 
the impact of exercises. They need to know ~ an exercise 
is used as much as they need to know how it is used. They also 
need to knov hov to evaluate the results of their inputs on 
a more objective basis than simply participant-satisfaction. 
This coding instrument provides a coherent conceptual frame-
work against vhich specific training exercises can be planned 
and evaluated. It provide~ a new trainer with a 'conceptual 
whole, with an explanation of the conaciousness-raising pro-
cess. Such a fundamental understanding offers the trainer 
creative possibilities for developing new training experiences 
as well a• si•ply "performing• a •et of learned training skills. 
Problem 5: Evaluation 
Evaluation is related to each of the other five problems. 
It is mentioned here separately to emphasize it• importance. 
The codin9 •Y•tem i• baaically an evaluation proce•• vhich can 
be applied to aaaeas a variety of concern•: e.g., what factor• 
most effectively facilitate individual changes from one level 
I' 
IU 
of con•ciou•n••• to •nother, vhet f•ctor• atiiaul•t• 9rovth 
and vhat factor• ret•rd 9rovth. Once th••• factor• have been 
iaolated and verified, it .. y be poaaible to develop other 
.. aaure• vith broader i•plication. If, for ex•11ple, .,. can 
ahov concluaively that a certain behavior frequently retard• 
con•ciouane•• 9rovth, that lt vork• to •aintain oppr•••lon 
rather than promotin9 liberation, .,. can then, in •Olle objec-
tive aenae, identify oppr•••ive r99i .. •. It vould be more 
difficult for •uch re9i .. • to defend education•l polici•• 
vhich promote oppreaaion, without overtly identifying them-
aelve• a• oppr•••ive. Much vork ha• to be done before •ucb 
a 11111aaure could be developed, but the codin9 proc••• offer• 
ua auch an opportunity if lt prove• to be a reliable .. a•ure 
of conaciou•n•••-9rovth. 
Problem 6: Relatin9 Peraonal Crovth and 
Political Conaclouanes• 
j 
Ne can only anaver this quaation if ve have 8Cllle .. a•ure 
of peraonal 9rovth and then if - can C081pare chan9ea in per-
sonal 9rovth vith change• in the political-•ocial context. A 
number of intereatin9 po••ibiliti•• preaent th .. salv••· It 
ha• often been •aid by ob••rv•r• ofthftChilean •ocial revolu-
tion• vhich brOUCJht Salvador Allende into power that •uch a 
bloodleH political revolution va• due to the high level of 
con•clou•n••• a11ang the bulk of Cllilaan•. I• that atat ... nt 
ju•tified by the fact•? Bov dould .,. retroactively att91111t to 
.. a•ur• the level of con•ciou•ne•• in the Chilean populatloni 
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Nev•peper editoriel•, •chool text•, popular novele, end/or 
televieion and redio •crlpt•, other eocial ecience que•tion-
nair••· end political certoon• ere exUlf>le• of information 
vhlch ai9ht be enelysed retro•pectively. What doe• thi• in-
foraatlon •how about the level of conecioueneee7 If it indi-
cate• • reletively hi9h level of con•cioueneee, how far back 
vould we have to 90 before •i•ilar .. teriale began to de1110n-
•trete • lover level of conec1ouane••7 What political event• 
could be •••ociated with the chanqe in coneciouene•• if it 
appeared? How could euch a chanqe be explained? If coneciou•-
neae-raieing is, a• Freire euqge•t•, an interaction between 
the externel environment end the internal perception of indi-
vidual• and 9roupe, hov could thi• interaction be traced? Is 
there a predictable tl1M1-la9 between coneciouene•• change• 
and political chan9ee7 A vhole eerie• of faeclnatin9 queetlon• 
ere forth coaing fro• auch •peculation. Thi• coding inetru-
.. nt can help begin auch an inveatigative proce••· durin9 the 
courae of which the in•tru111ent iteelf would be enriched, ••de 
910re preclae and reliable. 
A final vord of caution i• appropriate here. Before 
auch videren9ing aocial inveati9a~ion ia begun, the inatrument 
itaelf require• incr•••ed validation. The acope of thi• die-
aertation haa been relatively •1111111. Th• purpoee ha• been to 
initiate a proceaa, to develop an inetrwnent vhich i• preciae 
enough to warrant further validation1 an inatrU11ent eufficiently 
velidated to auggeet that future inveatlM!nt in underetanding the 
problem of oppression and in having a behavioral instrument 
(even one which relies priaarily on verbal behavior) is 
justified. But that taek i• not sufficient to justify, now, 
wide-ranging social research into politically ••nsitiva and 
einotionally packed areas . Because this one area is sensitive, 
one'• care aust be taken in hov this instrument is used. It 
should be a tool of creating 1110re liberating educational pro-
grams rather than a tool of creating more oppreesive educa-
tional programs . It holds, unfortunately, potential for both. 
Sunnarx 
The coding system described in this document has a 
number of limitations . While care was taken to minimize the 
impact of such factors as tranelation, cultural misinterpre-
tation, the novelty of tape recorder technology, and the 
interview relationship, these factors aerit further explora-
tion before we can be certain hov seriously they may have 
affected the protocol data. Similarly, ·' nulllber of internal 
validity factors require further experimentation. Coder reli-
ability ahould be established ueing a broader range, and larger 
nwaber, of coders. Stability of the coding aeaaure over ti ... 
in different eituation• and uaing alternative viauala , ahould 
be challenged by further experi .. ntation. Th• coding .. aaure 
should be compared with other aimilar .. asur•• in political 
science and develo199ntal education, and its generalisability 
ehould be .-easured with increased cere. While vork has begun 
on establishing the cod•'• ability to predict real-life beha-
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ehould be .-easured with increased cere. While vork has begun 
on establishing the cod•'• ability to predict real-life beha-
lSl 
vior, 11Uch NOre work need• to be done before we can be cer-
tain of it• validity. 
In addition to these llmitationa, aeveral general 
queationa concerning conacientiaacao reaulted froa the develop-
.. nt of thi• coding process. How fluid are the •tagea de-
•cribed in the code? Can individual• demonstrate behavior 
aero•• all three stage• aiaultaneoualy? Are the atagea ae-
quential? At what developmental point does con•cientiaaceo 
beco .. a viable concern? Nhat i• the relationship of •ubat•gea 
to the overall conceptual framework? Do they conatitute tran-
•ition •tagea, or can they be considered to be complete 
•tage• in themselvea? Nhat factors promote growth fro• one 
•tage to another? What factors hinder or retard growth? Ia 
there an optimal 1110ment at which a given individual ia •ready• 
for atage tranaition? If •o, how could such a aoment be pre-
dicted and perceived? Each of theae que•tiona conatitutea 
a .. jor area of study which should logically succeed the ea-
teblishaent of greater coding reliability end validity. 
The coding instrument h•• been shown as a potentially 
powerful tool for eddre••ing the aix proble•• previoualy. These 
probl .. s, related to the greater understanding and control 
over consciousne••-r•i•lng proqrBIBa, constitute challenges 
for all indlviduela concerned with the probl .. of humeniaation 
end it• antithesis, oppreaaion. While the code req~ir•• greater 
validation, ve ere led to believe that despite these liaitationa, 




The pedagogical iaplicetion• of this coding eyet .. 
lend •upport to educational progr .. • which focu• on tran•-
forming •Y•tem•, rather than reforming individuals. The cod-
ing •Y•te• clearly implie• that collaborative educational p11r-
•uit• are liberating, while non-collaborative one• ere le•• 
effective in achieving tranaforaing goale. Thi• place• .. -
pha•i• on group rather than individual educational proc•••••· 
The coding •y•tem al•o •ugge•t• that education i• not •a.e-
thing that i• done to •OBMtone elee, but rather a being vlth 
and growing with others. The full implication of thi• i• not 
clear, but it rai•e• que•tion• about the effectivene•• of 
•hort-tera relationship• auch •• aeainara, work•hop•, labora-
toriea, in poaitively affecting conaciou•ne••-raising. 
Out-of-achool educational progr••• •••• to be one 
area in which these idea• .,.y be l'I08t u..ediately applicable. 
Program• auch aa drug education, aocial work, adult literacy, 
and c09111Unity developiiient, as well as overt consciousne••-
raising progrlUll• offer fertile 9round for experi .. ntln9 vlth 
these id•••· Becau .. th••• progr ... are largely concerned with 
real-life probleas, the potential i•pact of transformln9 toal• 
as opposed to reforming goal• appears to be 9reater. 
Reference hae already been made to the poaalble clan-
ger• of, on the one hand, uain9 the codln9 •r•t .. careleaaly, 
end on the other hand, u•int lt unethically. Cereleaaneaa can 
reault in sweeping 9enerallsatlona, plqeon-hollft9, and in allea-
atinq individuals and group• vho quite ri9htly re .. nt bein9 
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•1abeled.• Unethical utilisation of thi• •y•t•• could re•ult 
in the atren9thanin9 of already oppr•••ive re9i••• and envi-
rol9ltlnta. Ulti .. tely, the author can only point out theae 
dan9era and hope that the reader will be ethically •enaitive 
to their 111portanca. 
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